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Transport Barrier Formation on HBT-EP
Ian G. Stewart
The physics of the biasing induced L-H transition and the mechanism for E ×B shear flow
suppression of turbulence are investigated on HBT-EP. Detailed measurements of the transverse
length scales, behavior, and propagation direction of the edge turbulence match what is expected
for the ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode. In the scrape-off layer (SOL), radially propagating
blob-filament turbulence is identified and characterized, with velocities, sizes, and distributions
comparable to measurements on other devices. Through systematic studies of the effect of applied
shear flow on the turbulence, it is found that the E×B suppression of turbulence matches what is
expected by the spectral shift model [Staebler et al. 2013 Phys. Rev. Lett. 110 055003]. Namely,
the application of shear flow tilts the turbulent eddies and shifts the mean radial wavenumber 〈kr〉
of the turbulence spectrum from near zero to finite values, leading to a reduction in the turbulence
intensity. The investigation also shows that both the decorrelation model and quench rule are
able to reproduce the measured reduction of the turbulence intensity with applied shear flow when
appropriate parameters are chosen. However, the decorrelation model fails to explain the increase
in the shear-wise correlation length measured with increasing applied shear, and the quench rule
fails to capture the suppression of the turbulence to a finite intensity at high shear. It is found that
the same shearing effect that tilts the eddy structures and shifts 〈kr〉, enhances the gradient in the
Reynolds stress at the edge and suppresses the blob-filament turbulence in the SOL.
Although the biasing levels leading up to the transition are shown to enhance the Reynolds
stress in a radially varying manner, it is found that the high flow shear in the H-mode state com-
pletely quenches the Reynolds stress. A careful examination of the spatial structure and temporal
dynamics of the forcing terms in both dithering and one-step transitions reveals that the biasing
induced L-H transition is caused by a reduction in poloidal viscosity at high flow velocity, in agree-
ment with neoclassical theory. Nevertheless, the Reynolds force is measured to be comparable to
the force from the electrode current, allowing the turbulence driven stress to work synergistically
(or antagonistically) with forces from the probe to achieve the critical poloidal flow velocities. The
similarities between the transition criteria on HBT-EP and other devices indicate that reduction
of poloidal viscosity leading to the transition to improved confinement regimes may be a univer-
sal trait among toroidal confinement devices. The application of resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMPs) is shown to both reduce the Reynolds stress and increase the biasing threshold for the
transition. The observed reduction in the Reynolds stress stems from a reduction in the intensity of
the underlying turbulence; namely, a decrease in the amplitude of velocity fluctuations in regions
where the Reynolds stress is high without an applied RMP. This study has therefore expanded the
current understanding of transport barrier formation in magnetic confinement devices.
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Nuclear fusion is one of the most important processes in the universe. Stars, including the sun,
fuse light nuclei into heavier nuclei in their cores to produce massive amounts of energy. In the
case of the sun, roughly 4×1011 TW of power is produced from fusion around the clock, everyday.
By comparison, global power production in 2017 stood at an imperceptibly small 18.5 TW [1].
Even the tiny sliver of the sun’s total power output which reaches the Earth’s surface amounts to a
whopping 170,000 TW, enough to power the world thousands of times over. Indeed, this bountiful
output from fusion in the sun’s core is the ultimate primary energy source on Earth.
Besides the obvious role of the sun as a heat source, with solar heating of the Earth allowing for
liquid water and life as we know it to exist on the surface, the sun is also the provider of energy for
many of the processes traditionally thought of as power sources. Whether it be solar panels, which
directly convert solar radiation to electricity or wind turbines, which rely on pressure gradients due
to uneven heating from the sun to produce wind, renewables are dependent on energy produced
intially from fusion. Hydroelectric power, too, requires heating from the sun to evaporate water
and form clouds, eventually capturing the added potential energy when that water precipitates and
flows downgrade. Fossil fuels depend upon the combustion of remains of ancient photosynthetic
life, which stored the sun’s energy into what are now useable hydrocarbons. Even nuclear fission,
fueled by heavy nuclei such as uranium and plutonium, would not be possible without the initial
fusion of lighter elements that occurred in stars billions of years ago in the process of stellar
nucleosynthesis. In fact, most of the matter in the world around us from carbon to iron was created
by this fusion process. Going even further, almost all life on Earth depends on photosynthesis
or photosynthetic life forms, the producers in the food chain which capture the sun’s energy, to
1
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survive. In this way, both you and I are powered by fusion.
Given fusion energy’s place as the foundation of Earth’s energy supply, it should come as no
surprise that controlled fusion has been studied extensively as an attractive power source for our
world’s growing energy demand. It is the understanding of the complicated turbulent processes and
the physics underlying plasma confinement in this pursuit of controlled fusion which motivates the
research contained in the following chapters.
1.1 Fusion Energy
Nuclear fusion is a reaction where two or more lighter nuclei combine to form a heavier nucleus.
If the resulting heavier nucleus is more tightly bound (i.e., it has a higher binding energy per
nucleon—the energy required to pull the constituent nucleons apart), then there is a resulting mass
difference between the products and reactants. This reduction in mass stems from the fact that
the system of bound nucleons is now in a more stable configuration and requires less energy to














Figure 1.1 Deuterium-tritium fusion reaction.
nucleus of the fusion reaction loses mass to account for the surplus, employing the mass-energy
equivalence to pay the “energy bill.” The mass that is lost is then converted and released as a large
amount of energy following E = mc2.
2
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The opposite is true for fusion reactions which produce nuclei with masses higher than iron-56,
whose products are less stable (lower binding energy per nucleon) than the reactant nuclei and re-
quire a net input of energy to fuse. However, fusion reactions of most light isotopes are exothermic
processes, each yielding a variety of benefits and draw backs for power production. Unfortunately,
fusion reaction sets in the proton-proton chain along with the CNO (carbon-nitrogen-oxygen) cycle
that power stars can not be used, since the fusion reaction rate would be far too small for a viable
power plant. Instead, a compilation of various fusion reaction candidates that have been the focus
of fusion research is shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Fusion reactions of selected light isotopes.
Reaction Energy (MeV) Ti,opt (keV)
D + T −→ 4He + n 17.6 30
D + D −→ T + p 4.0 70
D + D −→ 3He + n 3.3 70
D + 3He−→ 4He + p 18.3 70
p +11B −→ 3 4He 8.7 >100
These reactions were chosen because they are favorable for energy produc-
tion. The energy column refers to the energy released in the reaction, while
Ti,opt denotes a rough estimate for the optimum ion temperature for the reac-
tion [2–4].
From the data in Table 1.1, one can see that the deuterium-tritium reaction stands head and
shoulders above the rest when considering the combination of energy produced per fusion and tem-
perature required for an adequate fusion reaction rate. Here, the optimal ion temperature (Ti,opt)
is an estimate based on maximizing the reaction rate 〈vσ〉, while keeping in mind loss mecha-
nisms such as bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation. Even with all of the reactions at optimal
temperatures, D-T fusion has a reaction rate almost an order of magnitude higher than that of the
closest contender D-3He, which also requires temperatures more than twice as high. D-T fusion has
accordingly been the main candidate for fusion energy production over the past several decades.
Table 1.1 also illustrates one of the most attractive properties of fusion: it’s enormous energy
density. D-T fusion, which produces 17.6 MeV of energy per reaction, has a specific energy (en-
3
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ergy per unit mass) 7,000,000 times that of gasoline and 11,000,000 times that of coal. Fusing
just one kilogram (2.2 pounds) of D-T produces more energy than 11,000 tonnes (12,000 US tons)
of coal and 7,000 tonnes of oil. The specific energy of D-T fusion is even four times greater
than the fission of uranium-235, used in conventional nuclear reactors. This incredibly high en-
ergy density means that relatively little fuel actually needs to be consumed in order to produce
sufficient amounts of energy. Coupled with the plentiful amounts of fusion reactants present on
Earth, this makes fusion an almost inexhaustible energy source. It is estimated that conversion of
lithium from Earth’s oceans into tritium for use in D-T reactions alone could meet global elec-
tricity production demand for 30 million1 years [5]. The world’s deuterium supply could likewise
last 75 billion years, longer than the age of the universe. Moreover, fusion is a clean source of
power, no greenhouse gases are produced in the process. It also does not suffer from intermittency
like renewables or the safety issues associated with nuclear fission plants and their waste. In an
era where global warming is becoming an increasing threat and a world with a growing energy
demand, development of fusion power is an imperative.
One of the challenges of fusion power is the temperature required to fuse the reactants. A high
amount of kinetic energy is needed for the reactant nuclei to overcome the Coulomb repulsion
from the like charged protons and collide with each other. In fact, the kinetic energy required to
penetration this Coulomb “barrier” and allow the nuclear strong force to take hold, in order bind
the nucleons, is so prohibitively high in the classical treatment that the effect of quantum tunneling
through the barrier is required to account for observed fusion rates. To achieve practical D-T
fusion regimes, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), under construction
in France, is slated to run at temperatures of around 15 keV (174 million K). By comparison, the
sun’s core burns at a “modest” 15 million K. At these temperatures, the fusion fuel is completely
ionized—a plasma. One of the serendipitous attributes of a plasma is that the separated charges
are subject to the Lorentz force, and thus the plasma can be confined by a magnetic field. For this
1This figure has been adjusted to account for 2018 electricity consumption levels.
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reason, scientists have turned to magnetic confinement in the pursuit of controlled fusion.
1.2 Magnetic Confinement: The Tokamak
As most physics students learn in their introductory electromagnetism courses, when a charged
particle moves through a uniform magnetic field and has a velocity component perpendicular to
that field, then the particle’s trajectory will execute loops due to the Lorentz force on the particle,
tracing out a helical pattern. The motions of the particles are thus constrained to the magnetic









Figure 1.2 Principles of toroidal magnetic confinement in a tokamak configuration. The
key components are the toroidal field generated by the toroidal field coils and the poloidal
field generated by the plasma current.
principle of charged particle confinement is a magnetic mirror, in which a pair of magnetic coils is
separated by some distance with a confined plasma situated between the two coils. However, this
method of plasma confinement is prone to end losses. To remedy the situation, more coils can be
added and the system wrapped around to form a ring or torus like that shown in the upper right
of Figure 1.2. These toroidal field coils generate a magnetic field with closed, circular shapes,
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Figure 1.3 Diagram of a tokamak, with its twisted magnetic field generated by the
toroidal field coils and the plasma current.
avoiding the end loss problem of mirror schemes.
Yet, if a plasma is placed in this toroidal field, the ions and electrons will experience drifts in
opposite directions vertically due to the magnetic field curvature and radial gradient (∇B). This
sets up a vertical electric field that causes the ions and electrons to E×B drift radially outwards.
The solution to this problem is to twist the magnetic field so that particles spend some time on the
inboard side of the torus, the “good” curvature region, where the radial drift pushes the particles
back towards the core of the plasma, as well as the outboard side (the “bad” curvature region).
In order to twist the magnetic field in such a fashion, a plasma current, like that shown in the
bottom right in Figure 1.2, can be driven and a poloidal field generated. This concept is the soviet
conceived tokamak (Figure 1.3), the best performing magnetic confinement device to date and the
current lead candidate for a viable fusion reactor design.
Besides the earlier mentioned toroidal field coils, the tokamak design also incorporates poloidal
field coils, which aid in shaping of the plasma and vertical position control, as well as a central
solenoid (also referred to as an ohmic heating coil). The central solenoid generates a changing,
vertically aligned magnetic field inside the ring of the torus, which drives the plasma current (Ip)
6






Figure 1.4 The toroidal coordinate system. In this system, R denotes the major radial
coordinate, while r is the minor radial coordinate, with θ, φ, and Z used for the poloidal,
toroidal, and vertical coordinates respectively. R0 is the major radius of the plasma and
a denotes the plasma minor radius. Also shown are several magnetic flux surfaces with
changing twist in the magnetic field lines.
inductively. This solenoid is not entirely necessary for the tokamak design, since there are numer-
ous other current drive methods (lower hybrid current drive, neutral beam current drive, electron
cyclotron current drive, helicity injection, bootstrap current, etc.) and great progress has been made
in these non-inductive methods in recent years. The poloidal field (Bθ or Bp) created by this plasma
current changes magnitude as one moves radially outward from the current centroid. This reduces
the “twist” in the magnetic field as one approaches the surface of the plasma (see Figure 1.4). The
twist can be quantized by the safety factor (q), defined by the inverse rotational transform of the











Here, the safety factor is simply expressed as the rate of change of toroidal flux (ϕ) with poloidal
flux (ψ). The higher the toroidal magnetic flux, the lower the twist in the magnetic field and the
higher the safety factor. Thus, the field lines become more like a purely toroidal field (Bφ or BT ). In
the same intuitive way, raising the poloidal magnetic flux increases the twist and lowers the safety
7

























Figure 1.5 Cross sections of open (dashed) and closed (solid) magnetic flux surfaces for
limited and diverted tokamak configurations. In the diverted case, the last closed flux
surface is replaced by the magnetic separatrix with an X-point, as indicated above.
factor. The safety factor profile across the plasma, q(r), need not be increasing monotonically, in
fact, it can decrease in regions (e.g., in reverse shear scenarios). This profile of changing twist in
the magnetic field constitutes a continuum of different magnetic flux surfaces. The shape of these
flux surfaces for different tokamak configurations is illustrated in Figure 1.5.
A number of these flux surfaces, in which the safety factor is composed of integer values
q = m/n, have field lines that meet up with each other after a finite number of turns around the torus.
These “rational” surfaces play an important role in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of
the plasma, since resonances can be excited at these surfaces. For this reason, they can be referred
to as resonant surfaces. There are also “irrational” surfaces, where the field lines do not meet up
after a finite number of turns, hence a magnetic field line traces out the entire surface. Adding to
this, flux surfaces can be either open or closed. Closed flux surfaces have no edges and are thus
self-contained, while open flux surfaces have edges from contact with a solid material interface
(e.g., a limiter). These surfaces have corresponding open and closed field lines associated with
them.
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In addition to the different types of magnetic surfaces, Figure 1.5 also shows the three major
regions of a tokamak: the core, the edge, and the scrape-off layer (SOL). The core is the central,
hottest, and densest portion of the plasma, spanning roughly r/a ≤ 0.85. Next, the plasma edge
serves as a transition or boundary region between the core and the open flux surfaces of the SOL
(roughly2 0.85 < r/a ≤ 1.0). As a transitional region, the edge generally has large gradients that
tend to drive instabilities. Beyond the LCFS (r/a > 1.0) is the SOL, where open field lines allow
particles to stream down the magnetic field and interact with the material interfaces. This region
has the lowest densities and temperatures, as well as the strongest influence from neutral particles.
These are by no means rigid, set boundaries for each of the regions and there is certainly mixing,
coupling, and overlap between layers.
Figure 1.5 also illustrates two important advances in tokamak technology which change the
topology: plasma shaping and divertors. Since the vacuum vessel or components of the vacuum
vessel will always intersect with some of the flux surfaces generated by a tokamak configuration,
open field lines that allow large parallel transport will always exist. This rapid parallel transport of
particles and heat down the field lines to material surfaces cools the SOL plasma and deposits heat
on the material surfaces. In order to protect the vessel walls and have a more controlled interface
for this process to take place, protruding wall components called limiters were employed in early
tokamaks. As one can see from the diagram on the left in Figure 1.5, the plasma edge is in contact
with the limiter, which allows sputtered materials and impurities from the limiter surfaces to more
easily deteriorate the quality of the nearby plasma. The limiters can also experience large heat
fluxes due to this proximity to the well confined plasma because of the relatively short path of
radial transport across the LCFS to the open field lines impinging on the limiter.
The later development of diverted tokamak plasmas alleviated many of these issues. By in-
creasing the field from one of the poloidal coils, one can create a magnetic field null (an X-point),
as well as a separatrix that separates the closed, confined flux surfaces from the open field lines
2The edge region is sometimes defined to include the SOL with a span of r/a> 0.85.
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of the SOL, as shown in the right digram of Figure 1.5. This geometry increases the separation
between the material interfaces (the divertor target plates) from the main plasma, leading to better
power handling capabilities and impurity retention in the divertor region. Managing the heat flux at
the divertor, as well as understanding the SOL transport processes that govern this heat flux, have
become major issues for future fusion experiments. These concepts will be revisited in Section 4.3.
The poloidal field coils can also be used to shape the flux surfaces and the plasma (see the right
diagram of Figure 1.5), which has been shown to have a strong impact on stability and plasma
performance.
This brings us to two of the main metrics of tokamak performance: the fusion triple product
and fusion power output. At a certain threshold value, the self heating of the plasma from the
alpha particles produced from fusion overcomes the heat losses (e.g., due to bremsstrahlung radi-
ation). This point at which the plasma temperature is able to be maintained by the alpha particle
heating alone, with no need for auxiliary heating, is called ignition. The ignition condition can be
quantified for D-T fusion in the range 10-20 keV through the fusion triple product [6]:
nTτE > 3×10
21 m−3 keVs (1.2)
where n is the number density, T is the temperature, and τE is the energy confinement time. A
tokamak, or any magnetic confinement device for that matter, must then have a certain pressure
p = nkBT and quality of confinement (τE ) to meet this important metric, where one does not need





where, again, n is the density, 〈vσ〉 is the reaction rate, QDT is the energy from a single D-T fusion
reaction, and V is the plasma volume. The reaction rate for D-T in the temperature range of interest
(10-20 keV) is proportional to the square of the temperature (〈vσ〉 ∝ T 2) [6]. Equation (1.3) can
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then be rearranged in terms of the pressure (p2 = n2k2BT
2) to yield the simple expression:
Pfus ∝ p
2V (1.4)
Here, the constants kB, 1/4, and QDT are neglected since they cannot be altered by the confinement
device. Therefore, at tokamak reactor relevant conditions, the fusion power is dependent solely on
the plasma pressure and the machine size.
Since the goal is to optimize tokamak performance for a reasonable machine size (larger reac-
tors cost more), the main objective is to increase the pressure term p2 as much as possible given
the magnetic configuration. There are various limits to tokamak performance which determine
the pressures that can be achieved. These limits are generally set by MHD modes3, which can be
destabilized, grow, and result in the sudden termination of the discharge in what is termed a disrup-
tion. The three major varieties of MHD instabilities of concern in tokamaks include kink modes,
tearing modes, and ballooning modes. Kink modes manifest as a deformation in the plasma col-
umn (or torus in the case of the tokamak) where the magnetic pressure forces increase on one side
of this “kink” in the plasma and decrease on the other side, thus causing the deformation to grow.
Tearing modes, on the other hand, occur when the magnetic flux surfaces “tear,” forming magnetic
islands and X-points through the process of magnetic reconnection. Ballooning modes are pressure
gradient driven MHD instabilities that cause the plasma to elongate or “balloon” outward.
These MHD instabilities determine several well known tokamak performance limits, which
include: the Kruskal-Shafranov limit [7, 8] due to external kink modes, the Greenwald density
limit [9] which involves the excitation of an internal tearing mode, and the Troyon beta limit [10],
determined through numerical simulations including effects from kink, ballooning, and tearing








3One should note that radiative and vertical stability limits also play a role in determining tokamak performance.
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Figure 1.6 Turbulent transport via convective eddies vs. collisional transport.
Taken together, these three limits constrain the allowable twist of the magnetic field lines (the
safety factor q) for the tokamak, and the achievable pressures for the given configuration. More-
over, these performance limits of the tokamak, which determine the maximum pressure terms in
Equations (1.2) and (1.4), are due to MHD instabilities that are well defined, well understood, and
have been extensively studied for decades.
In contrast, the complex physics which governs the transport of heat, particles, and momentum
in the plasma also determines the crucial quantities of pressure and confinement time (τE ), but still
has many outstanding issues to address. Originally, it was thought that transport in a tokamak was
dominated by collisions, including effects from large particle orbits (such as banana orbits) due to
particle drifts and the magnetic geometry. This type of diffusion, termed neoclassical transport, was
not enough to explain the energy and particle fluxes measured in experiments. It was later found
that the unaccounted for or “anamolous” transport was due to turbulence [11,12]. Turbulent eddies,
which are generally larger than particle gyroradii, convect plasma in the cross-field direction and
therefore increase the effective step size of radial transport. These turbulent eddies are driven by
various instabilities and are omnipresent in fusion experiments. Furthermore, turbulence driven
transport in these experiments usually dwarfs the neoclassical transport [11–13].
This type of turbulent transport thus plays a critical role in defining the energy confinement
time of the machine through the transport of heat and regulates the density, temperature, and pres-
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sure profiles. Indeed, when turbulence is suppressed in transport barriers, as in the edge trans-
port barriers of H-mode (high-confinement mode) discharges, the transport of heat and particles
decreases in this area, leading to higher pressures “behind” the barrier. Some of the highest per-
formance tokamak discharges have relied on strong edge transport barriers in H-mode to achieve
unprecedented pressures across the plasma profile [14]. Although tremendous experimental [13]
and gyrokinetic simulation [15,16] work has been done to help understand turbulent transport, the
underlying modes which drive turbulence, and how transport barriers work, some key issues still
need to be fully elucidated in order to make accurate performance predictions of current and future
fusion experiments. As it turns out, understanding turbulence is a rather complicated problem.
1.3 Turbulence in Tokamaks
Turbulence is a chaotic type of flow, characterized by irregular fluctuations in velocity, as well
as temperature and density in plasmas. It also happens to be the most common type of flow
observed in nature and in experiments. Turbulence can be thought of as a spectrum of swirling
eddies of different sizes, with the larger eddies breaking up to form smaller eddies. This process
continues all the way down to the smallest eddy scales, where dissipation takes place. The type
of chaotic motion found in turbulent flows is not easily described analytically and must therefore
be described statistically or through characteristic quantities. One can define a characteristic eddy
size or correlation length (Lc) as the range over which an eddy structure remains well correlated.
Likewise, a characteristic eddy lifetime or eddy turn over time is known as the correlation time (τc).
These two quantities are important in understanding turbulent diffusion, with the perpendicular



































Figure 1.7 Illustration of the ITG drift wave mechanism on the inboard and outboard
side of a tokamak poloidal cross section. An analogous picture can be drawn with the
curvature drifts replacing the∇B drifts.
This means that larger eddies and quicker turnover times correspond to higher levels of turbulent
transport.
Measurements of tokamak turbulence consist of broadband fluctuations in temperature (T̃ ),
density (ñ), velocity (ṽ), potential (φ̃), and in some cases, magnetic field (B̃). These broadband
spectra (with frequencies of f ∼10 kHz-1 MHz) are composed of many different wavelengths (λ)
or wavenumbers (k) of turbulent modes. It has been found that these modes are driven by the
free energy of the system associated with temperature and density gradients and are primarily due
to drift waves [13, 17, 19]. These drift waves arise from the different particle drifts (hence the
name), which can cause charge separation and polarization in the plasma. Take, for example,
the ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode shown in Figure 1.7. This type of drift wave is, as one
might suspect, driven by the gradients in ion temperature. To begin, the drifts due to the gradient
in the magnetic field (v∇B) and the field line curvature (vR), which are both dependent on the
kinetic energy of the particles, will have different magnitudes in the colder and hotter regions of
the tokamak. On the inboard side of the torus, the hotter region closer to the core will have ions
that drift faster than in the cooler region closer to the edge. This leads to positive charges building
up on one side of any perturbation at the interface of the hot and cold regions and a negative charge
14
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build up due to the missing ions on the other side of the perturbation. The charge separation from
the drifts then sets up an electric field, which results in a secondary E ×B drift velocity (vE×B).
This E×B drift causes the perturbation to grow on the outboard side of the tokamak. The entire
structure will also propagate in the ion diamagnetic drift direction, creating a moving wave and not
just a growing perturbation.
On the inboard side, the hot and cold regions have been reversed and the charge separation
due to the curvature and ∇B drifts creates an E×B motion which shrinks the perturbation. The
inboard side of the tokamak is therefore stable to the ITG drift wave. This type of duality between
the two sides occurs for several different instabilities, hence the outboard side tends to be more
turbulent than the inboard side of a tokamak. In fact, the structure of the drift wave eigenmodes
can be described by the same formalism that describes the earlier mentioned ballooning modes,
which are also destabilized on the outboard side.
In order to understand these drift waves and their behavior, it is important to first understand
their structure in a tokamak. At first glance, one might attempt to describe the drift wave structure
in a toroidal geometry by constructing a periodic function (in θ and ζ)4 for the potential fluctuations
of the form:
φ̃ (r,θ,ζ, t) = φ̂m,n(r)e−imθ+inζ−iωt (1.7)
where the solutions are radially extended fourier modes with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers
m and n respectively. However, since these modes have finite radial extent and since the twist of the
magnetic field lines changes as a function of radius q(r), the magnetic geometry (which constrains
the allowable helicity of the modes q = m/n) couples multiple poloidal harmonics. This leaves n
as the only good mode number to describe the structure. Therefore, by replacing the poloidal mode
numbers using the relation m = nq, and introducing a parameter θ0, which shifts the structure in
4Here, ζ = −φ is used to denote the toroidal angle, as is commonly done in tokamak physics. This avoids the
ambiguity with the symbol used for potential, and the change in the direction of the toroidal angle creates a right
handed system in (r, θ, ζ) [20]. Recall in a (r,θ,φ) geometrical system, with the directions shown in Figure 1.4, r̂× θ̂
is in the −φ̂ direction. Instead, the system (r, φ, θ) creates a right-handed convention for these coordinates.
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Figure 1.8 (Left) Cross section of an n = 8 ballooning eigenmode. (Right) A zoomed in
picture with streamlines and arrows indicating the E×B velocities from the gradients in
the potential. This convects the plasma across the magnetic field, following the potential
contours.
the poloidal direction, one can rearrange Equation (1.7) for a single eigenmode into the form:
φ̃n (r,θ,ζ, t) = φ̂n(r)e−inq(θ−θ0)+inζ−iωt (1.8)
This new parameter, θ0, is called the ballooning angle and is an important quantity because it
determines the orientation of the convective cells. Unfortunately, by taking the changing twist in
the magnetic field into account, the function in Equation (1.8) is no longer periodic in θ. To remedy
this, the ballooning representation of the eigenmode:
φ̃n (r,θ,ζ, t) = einζ−iωt
+∞∑
l=−∞
φ̂n(r, θ+ 2πl)e−inq(θ−θ0+2πl) (1.9)
uses an infinite sum over l with 2π displaced modes to recover the periodicity in the poloidal
direction. An example of a single ballooning eigenmode for n = 8 is shown in Figure 1.8. Note
how the convective cells, represented by the potential contours, are warped by the changing twist
in the magnetic field and are strongest on the outboard side of the torus. Further information about
16
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ballooning eigenmode structure, its derivation, and its relation to drift wave turbulence can be
found in Refs. [19, 21, 22].
From Equation (1.9), one can define the important quantities of poloidal and radial wavenum-
bers by first taking advantage of the relation kθ = 2π/λθ. The wavelength of the perturbation in the
poloidal direction is determined though the poloidal mode number and the circumference at that
radial location: λθ = 2πr/m. Hence, the poloidal wavenumber is of the form: kθ = m/r = nq/r.
One can now determine the radial wavenumber by taking a spatial derivative of the exponential
portion of Equation (1.9), neglecting the factor of 2πl displacements since they will not impact the
results. We will call this exponential portion φ̃exp. Just as one might extract the wavenumber of





This expression yields the equation: kr = n
∂q
∂r (θ− θ0). The radial derivative of the safety factor









Thus, the radial wavenumber equation can be rewritten using the magnetic shear and the poloidal
wavenumber expressions [19, 23]:
kr = kθ ŝ (θ− θ0) (1.11)
One can see from this expression that if the ballooning angle of the structure changes and the
magnetic shear of the system and poloidal wavenumber of the mode are held constant, then the
radial wavenumber (at a given position θ) must also change. This behavior of kr and θ0 can play
an important role in turbulence suppression, as we will see in the next section and in Section 4.2.
For tokamak plasmas, which exist in a state of saturated turbulence, many toroidal eigenmodes
are excited and the system has coupling and mixing of the coexisting modes. This creates a broad-
band spectrum of different turbulent wavenumbers and frequencies. The system of these many
toroidally extended convective eddies is well reproduced by gyrokinetic simulations of tokamaks
17
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Figure 1.9 Gyrokinetic simulation of plasma turbulence in a tokamak from the GYRO
code by Candy and Waltz [24].
like the one depicted in Figure 1.9. Here, once again, the turbulence intensity is strongest on the
outboard side, with the intensity and size of the potential fluctuations (represented by red and blue)
strongest in this region. Along with this complicated structure of convective cells, there are also
several different types of modes which have been shown to drive turbulence in tokamaks. The three
major drift wave instabilities which tend to dominate tokamak turbulence are: the now familiar ion
temperature gradient (ITG) mode, the electron temperature gradient mode (ETG), and the trapped
electron mode (TEM).
The ion temperature gradient mode [19, 21, 25], which was used earlier to illustrate the drift
wave mechanism, is a long wavelength turbulent instability with perpendicular5 wavenumbers in
the range k⊥ρs ∼ 0.1− 0.5 [13, 17]. Here, the wavenumber has been normalized by the effective
Larmor radius ρs = Cs/Ωci, where Cs =
√
kB(Ti + Te)/mi is the ion sound speed and Ωci = qiB/mi
is the ion cyclotron frequency. The stability of the mode is governed by the parameter ηi = Lni/LTi
with the temperature and density length scales defined as LTi = Ti (∂rTi)
−1 and Lni = ni (∂rni)
−1,
respectively. Thus, the ITG mode drive increases when the ion temperature gradient increases,
and the drive decreases when the density gradient increases. The critical value of ηi needed to
destabilize the ITG mode varies depending on whether slab or toroidal geometry is considered,
5Here, perpendicular refers to the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, with k⊥ composed of both poloidal
and radial components k⊥ =
√
k2r + k2θ. There is an analogous k‖ that is parallel to the magentic field.
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but is generally around the value ηcrit ∼ 1 [13]. This mode is a strong driver of heat and particle
transport in tokamaks, and has therefore been extensively studied numerically. The instability is
also expected to propagate in the ion diamagnetic drift direction in the plasma frame of reference
[13].
The analog to the ITG mode for electrons is the electron temperature gradient mode [26]. This
microinstability is of a much shorter wavelength, with wavenumbers in the range k⊥ρs ∼ 1− 10
[13, 17]. The ETG mode is driven by an analogous drive term ηe, with the ion quantities replaced
by electron quantities. The mode is likewise destabilized by an increasing electron temperature
gradient and has a critical value for destabilization around ηcrit ∼ 1 [13]. Further mirroring the ITG
mode, ETG turbulence is expected to propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift direction in the
plasma frame.
In a wavelength range between these two drift wave instabilities lies the trapped electron
mode [27–29]. TEMs have wavenumbers which span from k⊥ρs∼ 0.3−1 and are generally driven
by the electron pressure gradient [13, 17]. There are actually two varieties of TEM: the collision-
less trapped electron mode (CTEM) and the dissipative trapped electron mode (DTEM), both of
which are destabilized by the trapped electron population [29, 30]. This “trapping” of some of the
electrons is due to variations in the magnetic field (e.g., the variation in the toroidal field as one
moves poloidally from the high field side to the low field side) not unlike the magnetic mirror con-
finement scheme mention in Section 1.2. CTEMs are destabilized by the wave-particle interactions
between trapped electrons and the parallel component of the phase velocity of the drift wave [13],
while DTEMs are destabilized by the detrapping of the electrons through collisions with ions [30].
Similar to ETG turbulence, TEMs are expected to propagate in the electron diamagnetic drift di-
rection in the plasma frame. A hallmark of these modes is the presence of quasi-coherent modes
(QCM), which manifest as distinct peaks in the turbulence frequency spectra [31].
Besides the three major drift wave instabilities detailed above, resistive ballooning modes
(RBMs) can also be destabilized in the edge region [33–35]. RBMs are pressure gradient driven
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Table 1.2 List of relevant edge turbulence instabilities.
Class of Instability Instability Drive Wavenumber Propagation Direction
Drift wave ITG ∇Ti k⊥ρs ∼ 0.1−0.5 Ion diamag.
ETG ∇Te k⊥ρs ∼ 1−10 Electron diamag.
TEM ∇pe k⊥ρs ∼ 0.3−1 Electron diamag.
Ballooning mode RBM ∇p k⊥ρs ∼ 0.1−1 Both
One should also note that drift wave turbulence is generally electrostatic in nature, while ballooning
mode turbulence is electromagnetic. The wavenumber ranges presented above are from from refer-
ences [13, 17, 32].
MHD instabilities that can be destabilized below the ideal MHD ballooning limit. This is due to
the inclusion of plasma resistivity into the calculations, which is why they are important in the edge
region, where collisionality and resistivity are higher. The wavenumber range of RBMs overlaps
with both the ITG regime and the TEM regime, with k⊥ρs ∼ 0.1− 1 [32, 35]. It has been shown
through previous numerical and experimental work that the edge turbulence can transition from
ITG to RBM dominated when the temperature decreases [32,36]. This indicates some competition
between drift wave and interchange-like (ballooning) modes in the edge plasma [37].
A summary of the major classes of instabilities to be considered in the edge plasma of HBT-EP
is presented in Table 1.2. Other instabilities are certainly possible in the edge and core regions of
interest in this work, including kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs), microtearing modes (MTM),
and velocity shear driven Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instabilities [38]. However, KBMs are generally
expected to be destabilized in the strong pressure gradients of H-mode pedestals, which is not
the regime that will be extensively studied in this work. Additionally, it will be shown that the
application of velocity shear suppresses the turbulent modes in the edge region, which rules out
Kelvin-Helmholtz and other velocity shear driven instabilities. Meanwhile, microtearing modes
are driven by ∇Te and are destabilized at high β on spherical, low aspect ratio tokamaks [39, 40].
These conditions are far from the high aspect ratio, lower β regimes found in HBT-EP discharges.
Thus, microtearing modes are not expected to play a major role in this work. Further information
on edge turbulence and edge turbulence measurements made on various machines can be found in
Refs. [41, 42].
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Figure 1.10 Diagram of the blob-filament mechanism. The polarization of the blob is
due to the curvature and ∇B drifts, which result in an outward vE×B and radial propa-
gation of the blob. Note: the image on the left was not generated through a turbulence
simulation.6
Beyond the last closed flux surface, blob-filament turbulence [43–46] is ubiquitous in the SOL
region of open field lines. This intermittent type of turbulence is composed of radially propagating,
field line aligned, filamentary structures of plasma. These blob-filaments, or simply blobs, are
formed by the nonlinear saturation of the edge turbulence, where a dense portion of plasma “peels
off” from the edge turbulence structures.
The blob of plasma then polarizes due to the curvature and ∇B drifts and begins a ballistic
trajectory caused by the E×B drift from the polarization. This is the same polarization mechanism
which required the twisting of the magnetic field to compensate in the tokamak configuration, as
discussed in Section 1.2. The edge turbulence which produces the blobs can be drift wave or
interchange in nature [45], but blob formation has also been correlated with MHD activity [47].
Blob-filaments carry particles, heat, and momentum from the edge plasma into the SOL. In fact,
they dominate the perpendicular transport in this region and are responsible for a large portion of
6The black and white image depicted on the left of this figure was created by rotating a thin annulus of turbulence
texture in the θ and φ directions to match an arbitrarily chosen helicity. The rotated images were then stacked in
a manner similar to [48]. This effect was intended to closely resemble real images of filamentary turbulence (see
Figure 1.11).
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Figure 1. Three Photron camera images (280 × 488 pixels) showing the MAST plasma during
(a) L-mode, (b) ELM and (c) inter-ELM phases within the same discharge (#16251), taken with
an exposure time of 7 µs and time resolution of 10 kHz.
plasmas, heated by two deuterium beam lines with total powers of 1.2 ! PNBI ! 3.2 MW.
Discharges were operated in a double-null divertor configuration, with plasma currents in the
range 0.62 ! Ip ! 0.95 MA, edge safety factors 5.4 ! q95 ! 7.4 and toroidal fields such that
0.21 ! RBφ ! 0.44 Tm. Figure 2 shows a poloidal cross-section of the MAST plasma along
with positions of some of the key diagnostics used in the paper.
3. Results from fast imaging
The filamentary nature of edge turbulence in MAST during inter-ELM periods is best displayed
with a midplane-mounted, fast-framing visible camera: the Photron Ultima APX-RS. In the
experiments described in this paper, this camera was used to continuously record unfiltered
light, dominated by Dα emission resulting from interactions of plasma electrons and neutrals,
at varying frame sizes, frame rates and integration times. Full view images of the plasma
are typically recorded at a spatial resolution of 512 × 512 pixels with a 10 kHz frame rate.
However, the fast dynamics of the edge turbulence are best captured using images measuring
128 × 48 pixels at a frame rate of 75–100 kHz. The MAST tokamak is generally well suited
for imaging studies and particularly the study of filaments during inter-ELM periods for a
number of reasons: firstly, a high neutral density in the vacuum vessel (due to the large vessel
volume/plasma volume ratio) results in significant levels of Dα light coming from the SOL, thus
increasing the probability of identifying weak turbulent structures; secondly a large plasma–
wall separation ∼0.5 m allows the possibility of tracking the propagation of turbulent structures
as they decay before they interact with the wall.
3.1. Image processing and identification of inter-ELM filaments
In order to distinguish the Dα light emission of the filaments from the overall slowly varying
background, an image-processing technique developed in [25, 26] is used, whereby for each
frame a minimum background is calculated for each pixel over a variable number (6–21) of
neighbouring frames and subsequently subtracted from the original pixel. An example of this
image processing is presented in figure 3. Shown are (a) a typical camera image during an
inter-ELM period (resolution 512 × 462 at a speed of 3 kHz and 11 µs exposure time), (b) the
minimum background calculated over 11 frames (the intensity is a significant fraction (typically
3
Figure 1.11 Fast camera images of MAST showing (a) filamentary turbulence in L-
mode, (b) the eruption of edge-localiz d mode (ELM) filaments due to the strong pres-
sure gradients and currents of the H-mode pedestal, and (c) the quiescent inter-ELM pe-
riod of H-mode, where the edge turbulence is suppressed. Reproduced with permission
from [53]. Copyright 2009 IOP Publishing.
the heat and particle flux to the wall and divertor target plates [45,49–52]. The convective transport
associated with blobs has thus been shown to play a major role in determining the SOL width [50].
The heat flux to the divertor targets on ITER is expected to be higher than the heat flux experienced
by re-entry vehicles and could damage the divertor if the SOL width becomes too thin (effectively
concentrating the heat deposition). Understanding blob-filament transport and how to control it is
therefore of great importance to fusion science.
Blob-filaments can also be thought of as agents of turbulence spreading, where they bring
fluctuating quantities from the edge into the SOL [54]. In this way, they can destabilize a region
to turbulent modes that would otherwise be marginal or stable [55]. They may also play role in
the L-H (low to high-confinement mode) transition [56]. Indeed, this filamentary turbulence in the
SOL and the edge turbulence detailed throughout this section are suppressed during H-mode (see
Figure 1.11), leading to the improved confinement.
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1.4 H-mode: Turbulence Suppression by Sheared Flow
In the early days of tokamak research, it was found that the energy confinement time would start to
degrade when auxiliary heating power was applied. This regime was termed the low-confinement
mode of operation (L-mode), and did not bode well for the future of fusion energy research at-
tempting to achieve the pressure and confinement goals laid out in Section 1.2. The degradation,
although not fully recognized at the time, was due to an increase in turbulent transport from the
increase in input power. However, while conducting research on the ASDEX tokamak in the early
1980’s, Wagner et al. [57] found that when a certain threshold amount of heating power was ap-
plied, the plasma would rapidly transition to a state of much higher confinement. This new regime,
termed H-mode, had confinement times almost double that of L-mode and higher pressure profiles
all the way out to a new edge feature termed the pedestal.
terms represent the pressure gradient and parallel current
drivers of the instability. Stabilizing terms include field line
bending and compression of plasma fluid and magnetic field.
Sophisticated computational tools 18–21 have been devel-
oped to calculate the pedestal stability of Eq. (1) for recon-
structed magnetic equilibria with experimentally realistic
pressure and current profiles, such as those shown in Figs. 3
and 4. These calculations find that for high toroidal mode
number, n > 20, ideal ballooning modes driven by the pres-
sure gradient can achieve second stability access due to the
bootstrap current lowering the magnetic shear in the region
of high pressure gradient. In turn, the current driven peeling
modes are stabilized by higher pressure. However, at finite
values of n, typically 8–20, the peeling and ballooning mod-
els couple and close off access to the second stability region.
The resulting stability space for the H-mode pedestal is con-
ceptually presented in Fig. 5 as a function of pedestal current
versus pedestal pressure gradient. At high density, the high
collisionality in the pedestal suppresses the bootstrap current
such that the pressure limit is set by the higher n ballooning
stability limit shown at the right hand side of the stability
diagram. At low density and collisionality, the bootstrap cur-
rent is fully expressed and current driven peeling modes limit
the pedestal along the top of the stability diagram.
Experimental confirmation of the calculated stability limit
has come by observations of ELM onset for measured pedes-
tal pressure gradients consistent with crossing the stability
boundary within experimental uncertainty of the measured
pedestal pressure gradient and modeled bootstrap current,
typically !20%. A multi-machine study, Fig. 6, carried out
by the International Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) pedes-
tal topical group found good agreement across multiple toka-
maks while utilizing several different computational tools.22
The maximum attainable stable pressure is typically at
moderate normalized density, !ne=nGW " 0:5 [Greenwald
density limit, nGWð$1019Þ ¼ IpðMAÞ=pa2ðmÞ], where
coupled peeling-ballooning modes of moderate toroidal
mode number, n ¼ 8'15, limit the pedestal. The limits for
an individual discharge depend on a number of parameters
such as the plasma shape, beta, safety factor q, plasma den-
sity and pedestal width. With the additional assumption of
the local pedestal pressure gradient set by the Kinetic
Ballooning Mode (KBM), the EPED model has been devel-
oped to successfully provide quantitative predictive capabil-
ity for the pedestal pressure limit.23 This understanding and
development of computational tools for the ELM stability
limit have greatly aided the optimization of tokamak dis-
charge control parameters for obtaining maximum perform-
ance in existing devices, and the optimization of future
tokamak design and operation.
FIG. 3. The edge H-mode profiles of (a) electron density and (b) electron
temperature measured by Thomson scattering in DIII-D. L-mode profiles are
also shown for contrast.
FIG. 4. The edge H-mode current density with the calculated bootstrap cur-
rent based on the profiles of Fig. 2. The L-mode profile is shown for
contrast.
FIG. 5. Stability space for the H-mode pedestal as a function of pressure gra-
dient and edge current.
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Figure 1.12 Thomson scattering measure-
ments of the H-mode pedestal on DIII-D with
a comparison of the edge (a) electron density
and (b) electron temperature in L-mode and
H-mode. Reproduced from [58], with the per-
mission of AIP Publishing.
In fact, the edge region near this feature of sharp temperature, density, a d pressure gradients
(see Figure 1.12) was the key factor in the improvement i confinement. During H-mode, strong
ra ial electric field well (Er well), along with associated sheared E×B flow, was observed in the
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edge region, in addition to the measured increase in pressure (more on this important Er feature in
a bit). It was found that the increase in pressure was due to a decrease in energy and particle flux
at the edge—a transport barrier had formed. The pressure built up behind this barrier, raising the
profile as if it was “sitting atop” a pedestal (hence the name). Subsequently, all major tokamaks
have operated in H-mode to achieve some of the highest performance discharges to date (see ref-
erences in Ref. [59]). Indeed, this attractive regime of operation is not limited to tokamaks and
has been extensively studied on stellarators as well [60]. A review of H-mode research spanning
several decades on both tokamaks and stellarators can be found in Ref. [61].
At first, it was unclear what mechanism was causing the observed reduction in transport. How-
ever, pioneering experiments on CCT [62] and later TEXTOR [63], where biased electrodes were
used to induce the sheared radial electric field of H-mode at the edge, independent of∇p, clarified
the vital link between E×B shear flows and suppression of the turbulent transport. This type of
H-mode, dubbed “biasing induced H-mode” or “biased H-mode,” has been produced on several
tokamaks [64–71] including HBT-EP in this work, as well as stellarators [72, 73]. Further exper-
imental and numerical research to date has shown that indeed E ×B flow shear suppresses the
turbulence and turbulent transport, leading to the improvement in confinement [59, 74, 75].
This is actually a rather universal process in magnetized plasmas and can explain transport
barrier formation in tokamaks, stellarators, reverse field pinches, mirror machines, and linear ma-
chines (see numerous references in Ref. [59]). Further, the E×B shear flow suppression of turbu-
lence is not just an edge plasma phenomenon, and can also be found in the core region of internal
transport barriers (ITBs) on both stellarators and tokamaks [76–78]. A historical review of research
into these improved confinement regimes can be found in Ref. [79].
Despite decades of research and the identification of the E×B shear flow as the culprit in the
suppression of turbulent transport, the mechanism by which the E×B flow shear actually brings
about this suppression is still not fully understood. This understanding is crucial to modeling and
optimizing transport in both the edge and core of current experiments, as well as predicting the
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Shear Flow
Correlation Length
Figure 1.13 Diagram of the decorrelation mechanism with an eddy structure being
stretched by a background shear flow. Eventually, the structure can be stretched beyond
a correlation length and break up, as shown on the right.
performance of future tokamaks such as ITER, which is slated to operate in H-mode. Over the past
several decades, multiple mechanisms have been proposed to explain the E×B shear suppression
of turbulent transport [59]. Here, we will focus on three of the major candidates that have been
rigorously studied: the decorrelation mechanism [80–82], the quench rule [83–85], and the spectral
shift model [86, 87].
The decorrelation mechanism, introduced by Biglari, Diamond, and Terry [80] (sometimes
referred to as BDT theory or the BDT mechanism), posits that when an eddy structure is placed
in a background shear flow like that depicted in Figure 1.13, the eddy is stretched and distorted
as different portions of the eddy are advected along at different rates [75]. This distortion in the
flow-wise direction can lead to the eddy structure stretching beyond the correlation length of the
turbulence (recall this is the length at which the eddy structure is still correlated), leading to a break
up of the eddy. In the case of a tokamak with poloidal flows and shear in the radial direction, this
leads to a decrease in the radial size of the turbulent eddies and thus reduces the “step size” of the
turbulent transport. The process also leads to a reduction in the turbulence correlation time (τc)
and the turbulence intensity [75]. Additionally, the distortion of the eddies can modify the phase
relationship between the density and velocity perturbations, leading to further reduction in radial
transport [59, 74].
An example equation describing the reduction of the turbulence intensity (Φ2) for the decorre-
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Figure 1.14 Contours of potential fluc-
tuations (eφ̃/kTi) from gyrokinetic sim-
ulations of turbulence (a) with E × B
shear flows and (b) without shear flows.
The breakup of the radially extended tur-
bulent structures in the case with shear
flow qualitatively matches the predictions
of the decorrelation model. Reproduced
with permission from [88]. Copyright
1998 AAAS.
lation model is of the form [82,87]: Φ2 = Φ20/
[
1+ (αcor γE×B τc0)
2]. Here, Φ refers to the amplitude
of the fluctuations of the electric potential, γE×B is the E×B velocity shear, τc0 is the turbulence
correlation time without the velocity shear, and αcor is a constant. Thus, as the E ×B shear is
increased, the denominator of the model increases quadratically, leading to a reduction in Φ2. The
model was capable of producing a reduction in particle and energy transport similar to that ob-
served in H-mode, qualitatively matching the break-up of eddy structures and the reduction in the
correlation length observed in simulations (see Figure 1.14). However, when the decorrelation
mechanism was compared with results of gyro-fluid simulations of ITG turbulence, it was found
that the predicted suppression was an order of magnitude too small [83, 86, 87].
The later developed quench rule [83] was based on the observed suppression of turbulence in
numerical simulations, and the key observation that shear flow quenched (eliminated) the turbu-
lence when the shearing rate (γE×B) exceeded the the maximum growth rate of the mode (γmax).
This is in contrast to the decorrelation model, where suppression occurs when the shearing rate be-
comes comparable to the turbulence decorrelation rate in the absence of E×B shear (γE×B ≈∆ωD)
[59, 83]. Later studies showed that the turbulence was not fully quenched, but rather the fluctua-
tions were reduced to much lower levels [84, 87]. The quench rule describing the suppression of




, where the “Max”
function denotes the maximum of the two quantities and αE is a constant with a value around
αE ≈ 0.6 [84]. In this model, the turbulence suppression is linear with γE×B until the shearing rate
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dent of initial noise in simulation and kept almost constant
during the linear phase.! The tilted angles are estimated as
u;270°,255°,230°,15°,40° for Figs. 2~a!–2~e!, respec-
tively. We note that there is a finite poloidal tilt (230°) even
in the case with no shear flow @Fig. 2~c!# and this angle
rotates in the positive or negative direction, depending on the
shear flow direction. The second important feature in Fig. 2
is the growth rate, the relative magnitude of which is esti-
mated from simulation data on the mode amplitudes shown
in Fig. 2, as 0.035,0.045,0.07,0.08,0.055 for Figs. 2~a!–2~e!,
respectively. We note that these relative growth rates corre-
late well with the above poloidal tilt angles u , by the ap-
proximate form g5ĝ cos u. Finally, from Fig. 2 we note that
the radial mode width changes in a way similar to the growth
rate, in its increase or decrease against the shear flow. In the
typical case with no shear flow, the mode width is also esti-
mated to be Dr;10^r i&, which is much larger than ^r i& but
smaller than the equilibrium scale length LT;15^r i&.
B. Comparison with theory
We present here a detailed comparison of the above
simulation result with the theory given in Sec. II. For this
comparison, we need first to specify the local dispersion re-
lation form ve(uo ,x). The fact that the observed mode in
simulation will be the most unstable mode ~in Fig. 2 the
mode indeed centers around r5ro;0.5a , which is the steep-
est temperature gradient point! suggests first the following
form of local growth rate,
g~uo ,x !5go~uo!2C2x2, ~16!
with C2.0, where go(uo) is the lowest order growth rate at
r5ro , which we assume as a typical form go.ĝo cos uo .
Meanwhile, from the kinetic toroidal ITG mode theories in a
flat density limit,21,22 it is expected that the local real fre-







where vDi(r) is the local curvature drift frequency of ions
~which here has the sign vDi.0, since the ion diamagnetic
drift moves in the positive u direction in Fig. 2!. Note the
form ~17! is also partially supported from the present simu-
lation data showing the global real frequency vr;vDi(ro).
The local real frequency then has a linearly decreasing pro-
file (vDi8 ,0), similar to the ion temperature profile, around
r5ro with a steep temperature gradient ~this linearly varying
profile of the real frequency becomes more obvious with the
Doppler-shift shear flow term, as will be shown later!. With
Eq. ~16!, we then see that the local eigenvalue
ve(uo ,x)5vr1ig takes the form ~7!, to first order, with
vr5vDi .
The envelope, mode width, uo range, and (uo)gmax can
be now readily obtained from Eqs. ~8!–~12!. Since
vr85vDi8 ,0, we have the uo range of 2p,uo,0 from Eq.
~10!. The (uo)gmax is then estimated from Eq. ~12! as,
~uo!gmax.2~2/n !
1/3.20.6.235°, ~18!
where we took vDi8 /2ĝo5vDi(0)/2nq8LTĝo.2/n using the
simulation data (g.ĝo.vDi/2,q.s.1, LT.ro/2) with
n59. The poloidal tilt angle of the maximum growth rate
mode is thus found to be u5(uo)gmax.235°, in good agree-
ment with the observed value in Fig. 2~c!. The radial width
of this mode is estimated from Eq. ~9!, now with
uo.235° and kyr i50.35, LT.ro/2;15r i ,
Dr;2~LTr i!1/2;8r i , ~19!
which also shows a reasonable agreement with Fig. 2~c!.
Let us now consider the shear flow case. With
Er5a(r2ro) the E3B flow velocity is VE5ca(r2ro)/B .










having a finite shear of v f85ca/sBo . Here, using
a5â^Ti&/ea2, we may write v f8.âvDi(0)/nq8ro at r.ro
~where Ti.^Ti&). The effective shear in the local real fre-











FIG. 2. Potential contours in poloidal cross section in the linear phase for a series of â; â526, 23, 0, 3, 6 for ~a!–~e!, respectively. The indicated flow
direction is for the outer region of r.ro , and the ion diamagnetic drift direction is counter-clockwise or the positive u direction.
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Figure 1.15 P tential contours from ITG simulations showing reduction in the turbu-
lence intensity with a shifting ballooning angle θ0 and varying amounts of shear flow.
This was an early study demonstrating the effect of shear flow on the turbulence balloon-
ing eigenmode structure and the turbulence intensity. Adapted from [19, 89], with the
permission of AIP Publishing and APS Publishing.
becomes comparable to the growth rate (γE×B ≈ γmax), at which point the turbulence is quenched
(Φ2 = Φ20 [0]). This suggests a linear mechanism for turbulence suppression, however despite
concerted efforts, no linear E ×B stabilization mechanism has been found that can explain the
simulation results in toroidal geometry [87]. Despite this, the quench rule has been successful in
helping to understand gyrokinetic stability trends in experiments, developing predictive quasilinear
transport modeling [86], and in reproducing core transport barriers (ITBs) in simulations [84].
A new model for turbulence suppression, motivated by gyrokinetic simulations, was prop sed
by Staebler et al. [86, 87], in which the E×B velocity shear causes a shift in the radial wavenum-
ber s ectrum and a corresp nding decrease in the turbulence amplitude. In this odel, the shear
flow tilts the turbulent edd es, whi h breaks the poloidal parity of the gyrokinetic ballooning eigen-
modes in simulation (see Figure 1.15) and forces the turbulence pectrum to higher kr, w ere the
eddies increase their coupling to small scale dissipation [86,90,91]. Recall from the discussion sur-
rounding Equation (1.11), if the radial wavenumber of the turbulent mode is shifted, the ballooning
angle (θ0) of the ballooning eigenmode structure must also change (considering constant magnetic
shear and kθ). Supporting this model are a number of previous studies identifying the tilting of ed-
dies and the ballooning eigenmode structure as a key pa ameter in turbulen e suppression [89,92],
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and to the generation of flows that regulate the turbulence via the Reynolds stress [23,93–97] (more
on this important process in Section 1.5).
Initially motivated by the Lorentzian shape of the turbulence spectrum and the behavior ob-
served in gyrokinetic simulations, the spectral shift model points out that the saturation of the
amplitude of the potential fluctuations and the shift in the radial wavenumber spectrum can be
modeled by the differential Bernoulli equation [86, 87]:
dΦmodel
dt
= γeffky Φmodel +γE×Bky
dΦmodel
dkx
− (cyk2y + cxk2x )Φ2model = 0 (1.12)
Here, kx and ky are the radial and poloidal wavenumbers normalized to the effective Larmor radius:
kx = krρs and ky = kθρs, γeffky is the effective growth rate, and cx and cy are constants. The first term
accounts for the linear growth rate of the mode, recalling that ∂/∂t → γeffky for instabilities with
growth rates of the form f (t) ∼ eγ t [86, 87]. Crucially, the second term takes into account the
radial variation of the E × B flow (i.e., the E × B shear) about a flux surface. The final term
accounts for non-linear mode coupling. The solution to Equation (1.12) in Refs. [86, 87] was







x ] when γE×B → 0. This Lorentzian function was chosen because it was
already found to closely fit the spectral shape of the turbulent spectra without E×B shear [86,87].
The result, along with a reduction factor (αx〈kx〉/ky)4 required to better fit the GYRO results is the












where αx is a fitting coefficient. When the spectrum average radial wavenumber 〈kr〉 is centered
about zero (i.e., 〈kx〉= 0), the solution reduces to the simple Lorentzian Φmodel function introduced
earlier that fits the GYRO simulations without E×B shear. When 〈kr〉 becomes finite, the factor
(kx−〈kx〉)2 shifts the Lorentzian function in kx space, effectively translating the spectrum to higher
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Table 1.3 Summary of the key charateristics of selecteda turbulence suppression models.
All result in a reduction of the turbulence intensity with increased E×B shear flow.
Model Characteristics Refs.
Decorrelation Reduction in the radial size and τc of the eddies
Reduced transport due to altered phase relationship
between ṽ and ñ
[80–82]
Quench Rule Linear reduction in the turbulence intensity with γE×B
Turbulent fluctuations are quenched when γE×B ≈ γmax
[83–85]
Spectral Shift Shift in the spectrum average radial wavenumber 〈kr〉
Tilting of the eddies and eigenmode structure
Reduction in Φ̃ that depends on the shift in 〈kr〉
[86, 87]
a Note this list of turbulence suppression mechanisms via E×B shear is not exhaustive (see further ref-
erences in review article [59]).
wavenumbers. The other two factors of 〈kx〉 reduce the amplitude of Φss and account for the
turbulence suppression.
This is a very different model than either the quench rule or the decorrelation model and de-
pends upon information about the spatial structure of the turbulent modes themselves (the wavenum-
ber information). The spectral shift model has been very successful in matching results from
GYRO simulations under different amounts of E × B shear [86, 87] and results matching the
wavenumber shift and turbulence suppression predicted by the model have recently been found
experimentally on EAST [91], TCABR [71], and HL-2A [98].
A summary of these different turbulence suppression models is provided in Table 1.3. A prag-
matic approach will be taken in Section 4.2 by systemcatically comparing results of shear suppres-
sion of turbulence to the predictions of the different models. But before continuing, the crucial
shear parameter γE×B mentioned throughout this section will need to be defined.
At first, one might take the E×B shearing rate to be: ωs = d(Er/B)/dr, where B is the total
magnetic field [59]. This is the shearing rate in cylindrical geometry used in the initial BDT
model [80]. However, a more accurate formula for toroidal geometries with arbitrary cross section
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where ψ is once again the poloidal flux (serving here as a minor radius coordinate) and R is the
major radius. This is the simplest version for the shear derived in Ref. [99] for flute-like modes in
toroidal geometry. These modes, named because they resemble the masonry of fluted columns, are
similar to ballooning modes, but have no variation parallel to the magnetic field (k‖ = 0), whereas
drift waves and other instabilities described by ballooning structure have finite parallel wavelength
(k‖ 6= 0) [100]. A more complete equation for ωE×B, which includes further terms for ballooning-
like modes can be found in Ref. [99]. In any case, the shearing rate in Equation (1.14) is a fair
approximation for quantifying the shear in experiments.
Another intuitive derivation of this quantity can be found in the review in Ref. [75]. Here, a



















where we have used the definition for the poloidal wavenumber from Section 1.3 and the approxi-
mation q∼= rBφ/RBθ to replace the Bφ, m, and r terms. Taking the difference in poloidal advection
rates at two locations separated by ∆r (i.e., a radial derivative) gives the shear straining rate ωE×B,
and indeed an expression identical to Equation (1.14) is recovered in Ref. [75]. The radial deriva-
tive of the Er/RBθ term accounts for the two important radially sheared quantities that result in
E ×B shear flow suppression: the radial electric field and the variation of the poloidal magnetic
field. In this way, the magnetic shear can also enhance or reduce the E ×B suppression of tur-
bulence. This is a different mechanism than the stabilization of turbulent modes by low magnetic
shear (ŝ∼ 0) or reversed shear (ŝ< 0) implicated in internal transport barriers [77].
An alternative expression for the shearing rate was derived by Waltz and Miller [101] for use
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This expression is identical to Equation (1.14) in the case of a high aspect ratio (R/a), circular
cross section tokamak, where q∼= rBφ/RBθ (for the conversion of the spatial derivative, recall the
poloidal flux through a toroidal annulus of width dr is dψ = 2πRBθdr) [59, 75]. Since HBT-EP
is well within this regime (R/a = 6.1), the Hahm-Burrell and Miller-Waltz shearing rates will be
taken to be equivalent in this study (ωE×B ∼= γE×B).
Clearly, an enormous amount of scientific effort has gone into understanding turbulence sup-
pression during H-mode and in transport barriers in general. While significant progress has been
made, two of the key challenges that need to be addressed, as pointed out in Ref. [59], include: (1)
a lack of a predictive model of the transport and turbulence suppression in the H-mode edge region
and (2) a lack of a predictive model for the L-H transition. The first point, detailed throughout
this section, will be explored experimentally in Chapter 4. The second point, which requires an
understanding of the physics of the L-H transition, will be explored in the next section.
1.5 Physics of the L-H Transition
Ever since the discovery of H-mode, it has been found that when a certain threshold amount of
heating power is applied to the plasma, an L-H transition occurs on both tokamaks and stellarators.
Despite decades of research into the subject, summarized in the reviews in Refs. [102–105], the
L-H transition trigger and the mechanism for the rapid generation of observed shear flow has not
been clarified. Though a full understanding of the physics of the L-H transition has thus far eluded
physicists, great advances have been made in elucidating the underlying phenomenology, and var-
ious mechanisms have been proposed to explain the transition. These candidate mechanisms and
the basic physics of the transition will be explored further throughout this section.
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The current best predictor for when an L-H transition will occur is of the heating power required




a multi-machine database of various tokamak experiments [103, 106]. From this scaling law, the
H-mode power threshold depends on the toroidal magnetic field Bφ (T), the electron density ne
(1020 m−3), and the surface area of the plasma S (m2). While a powerful tool for machine-machine
comparison and rough extrapolation to higher densities and magnetic fields, the scaling law omits
much of the important physics of the transition. Indeed, the transition threshold has been shown
to be sensitive to applied and intrinsic torque, plasma shape, divertor geometry, and other “hidden
variables” such as ion species and wall conditioning [103]. In general, spherical tokamaks also
have higher H-mode power thresholds than the scaling law would predict [106–108]. A more
physics based understanding of the L-H transition is therefore critical to the prediction of the
threshold on future burning plasma experiments including ITER.
Since the rapid generation of shear E ×B flows is what drives the turbulence suppression in
H-mode, most physics models for the L-H transition focus on the terms in the equation for the




− vθBφ+ vφBθ (1.17)
which depends upon the ion pressure gradient∇r pi, as well as the poloidal (θ) and toroidal (φ) flow
velocities and magnetic fields. While it is true that during H-mode, the strong pressure gradient
at the edge can explain the large Er-well [61], it has been observed that the flow velocities change
prior to and faster than the pressure and density profiles on DIII-D [109,110]. The pressure gradient
term can therefore “lock-in” the Er-well, but does not directly initiate the formation of the well in
these experiments. Consequently, the velocity terms in Equation (1.17) are of great interest for the
L-H transition mechanism. In fact, the poloidal flow velocity has been shown to be a main driver
of the radial electric field in the early stages of H-mode [75, 111]. These velocity terms can be
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where J from the Lorentz force term is the current density, ρ is the mass density, v indicates
the center of mass velocity, Π is the viscosity tensor, νi0 is the ion-neutral drag coefficient, v0 is
the neutral velocity, R = Ri j = ρ〈ṽi ṽ j〉 is the Reynold’s stress tensor, and Fext indicates possible
contributions from external momentum inputs such as neutral beam injection. One need not worry
about the ion-electron drag terms in the frame of the single fluid MHD equation, since this does
not change the total momentum, but serves to redistribute momentum between the electron and ion
fluids (mathematically, the νei and νie terms cancel out in the derivation of Equation (1.18)). The
usual approximations are made for a deuterium plasma with quasineutrality ne ≈ ni and the mass
ratio mi/me ≈ 3,700:





The simplification in Equation (1.20) is due to the fact that although the thermal velocity of the
electrons may greatly exceed that of the ions, the flow velocity of the electrons is not orders of
magnitude greater than the ions. The center of mass bulk flow velocity is therefore approxi-
mately equivalent to the ion flow velocity. For a comprehensive discussion of each of the terms
in Equation (1.18), a full review of momentum transport and rotation in tokamaks can be found in
Ref. [112].
The L-H transition theories that involve the momentum sources (or sinks) presented in Equa-
tion (1.18) include: the ion-orbit loss mechanism [113, 114], flow generation due to the Reynolds
stress [90,115–117], and the L-H transition mechanism proposed by Staebler and Groebner [110],
which integrates the momentum transport equations with the spectral shift model. Other models
which involve momentum inputs beyond the scope of Equation (1.18) or directly involve the pres-
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sure gradient term in the radial force balance include: Stringer spin-up [118, 119] due to poloidal
asymmetries in turbulent transport and stabilization of resistive ballooning modes in the edge
plasma [120, 121]. Although not fully conclusive7, more recent experimental evidence [122–125]
has indicated that shear flow generation via the turbulent Reynolds stress is the trigger for the L-H
transition [103]. The contributions from the Reynolds stress driven flow to the L-H transition on





Figure 1.16 Illustration of the momentum flux
due to the perpendicular (±δvy) motion of a fluid
element, represented here as a square. The di-
agram includes three “lanes” of flow, with dif-
ferent flow velocities indicated above each of the
flow arrows.
The Reynolds stress can be thought of as a redistribution of the turbulent momentum due to
correlations between the fluctuating velocities. Take for example the situation illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.16. Here, a fluid element (represented as a square) has some flow velocity vx and is located
between two regions with flow velocites of vx + δvx above and vx− δvx below the fluid element.
If the element moves “upward” with a perpendicular velocity +δvy, then it will decrease the net
momentum in the top lane because the element is moving slower than vx + δvx. This effectively
slows down the flow directly above in the y-direction. Conversely, if the fluid element moves
downward with a perpendicular velocity −δvy, then the net momentum in the bottom lane will
increase because the fluid element is moving faster, at a rate of vx. This represents a momentum
flux in the transverse direction to the x̂ flow. Now, in the case of a turbulent system, the quantities
δvx→ ṽx(t) and δvy→ ṽy(t) becoming time varying, fluctuating velocities. If ṽx and ṽy are uncor-
related, chaotic signals then sometimes the fluid element will impart momentum on the upper lane
7Experiments on ASDEX-U did not show the same relationship between Reynolds stress driven flow and the L-H
transition dynamics demonstrated on DIII-D and HL-2A [59].
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Figure 1.17 Illustration of the Reynolds stress average phenomenology. (Left) Time
traces of uncorrelated signals for ṽx and ṽy, with a corresponding histogram distribu-
tion below. (Right) Times traces for correlated velocity fluctuations ṽx and ṽy, with a
corresponding histogram below.
and sometimes it will reduce the momentum in the upper lane (depending on whether ṽx is positive
or negative when ṽy is positive). The result is that after some appreciable time of the uncorrelated
chaotic motion, the net momentum flux from one lane to the other is zero. If the values ṽx and ṽy
are correlated, then on average there will be some momentum transferred. Take for example the
case of full correlation. In this case, when ṽx in the top lane is positive, ṽy is also positive and there
will always be a reduction in the momentum in the top lane. There is therefore a momentum flux,
as if there was a stress on the system due to the turbulent motion of the fluid element.
This effect is further illustrated in Figure 1.17. On the left of this figure is the case of two
uncorrelated signals for ṽx and ṽy, with a corresponding 2D histogram generated from ṽx and ṽy
pairs at each time point. This left hand case is sometimes referred to as isotropic turbulence, where
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there is no change in the properties of the turbulent fluctuations depending on the direction which
is measured.
The result is a symmetric distribution in the lefthand histogram with a time average 〈ṽxṽy〉 of
zero, since the products ṽxṽy in quadrants I and III will cancel out with quadrants II and IV. On
the other hand, for signals that are correlated, as in the plots on the right side of Figure 1.17,
the histogram distribution is not symmetric across both axes and the turbulence is anisotropic in
nature (recall in the extreme limit of full correlation, the distribution becomes a line along ṽx = ṽy).
The result is that there is some finite value for the time average 〈ṽxṽy〉, owing to the fact that the
contributions from the distributions in quadrants I and III no longer cancel out the distributions in
quadrants II and IV. From this analysis, a finite Reynolds stress requires anisotropic distributions
of velocity fluctuations (i.e., some form of symmetry breaking is required for a finite Reynolds
stress). A very brief mathematical derivation showing how the Reynolds stress arises from the
fluctuating contributions to the convective derivative of the momentum equation can be found in
Appendix A.
One should also clarify was is meant by Reynolds stress, Reynolds force, and Reynolds average
throughout this work. The Reynolds stress includes both the time average and the mass density:
Ri j = ρ〈ṽi ṽ j〉 and can be thought of as a stress tensor, analogous to the viscous stress tensor, but
with turbulent contributions. Indeed, the product in Ri j has units of a stress. The Reynolds force
includes the spatial derivatives of the Reynolds stress tensor: ∇·R, yielding a quantity with units
of a force density. This can be thought of in analogy to taking the spatial gradient of the pressure
(a normal stress), which determines the familiar force density due to variation in pressure on the
system. Lastly, the term “Reynolds average” will be used to describe only the time average of the
fluctuating quantities: 〈ṽi ṽ j〉.
The Reynolds stress, itself, is an attractive avenue for explaining the L-H transition because
the turbulence intensity increases with increasing heating power, which can, in turn, enhance the
Reynolds stress. The types of Reynolds stress driven flows implicated in triggering L-H transitions
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on various experiments [59] are called zonal flows [90, 126, 127]. Zonal flows are azimuthally
symmetric (m = n = 0) bands of shear flow, that represent an inverse cascade of energy from
turbulence to organized flow structures mediated by the Reynolds stress. In this way, zonal flows
(or any Reynolds stress driven flows for that matter) do not generate or dissipate momentum, but
rather rearrange the momentum of the system [13]. There are two main branches of zonal flows
observed in experiment: stationary zonal flows and GAMs (geodesic acoustic modes). As the
name implies, stationary zonal flows (also referred to as low frequency zonal flows) have near
zero frequency and are therefore more difficult to detect in experiments. Conversely, GAMs are
zonal flows which contain an m = n = 0 electrostatic potential oscillation, coupled to an m = 1,
n = 0 sideband density oscillation due to geodesic curvature effects in toroidal systems. These
oscillations occur at a finite GAM frequency (ωGAM, related to the sound speed), making them
more easily detectable in experiments [126].
Since zonal flows are by nature sheared flows, they can suppress the same turbulence which
generates them. This leads to a reduction of the zonal flow strength, creating a cyclic process
in turbulence suppression and Reynolds stress flow generation, resulting in a type of turbulence
regulation referred to as zonal flow regulation. In fact, ITG turbulence is thought to be saturated
via this mechanism [130]. This behavior gives rise to predator-prey relations [129] between the
turbulence (the prey) and the zonal flows or mean E×B shear (the predators), which manifest as
observed limit cycle oscillations (LCO) in the L-H transition [59, 103]. An L-H transition with an
LCO between the turbulent fluctuating density and E×B flow on DIII-D is shown in Figure 1.18.
The phenomenology described here may therefore explain the behavior of back and forth os-
cillations between L-mode and H-mode (called dithering) during I-phase of certain L-H transitions
(or L-I-H transitions in this case). Here, I-phase specifically refers to a coherent oscillatory tran-
sition phenomenon, with a well defined frequency that might evolve over time [131]. Dithering is
a broader term that includes both coherent oscillatory transitions and incoherent, chaotic back and
forth L-H and H-L transitions [131]. This is in contrast to the one-step or “fast” L-H transition,
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Figure 1.18 Limit cycle oscillations during the L-H transition on DIII-D, with plots of:
(a) the E×B velocity, (b) the normalized density fluctuation, (c) measured Dα light, (d)
the limit cycle oscillation between the density fluctuations and the E ×B velocity, and
(e) part of a limit cycle from a “normal” L-H transition with measurements located 4.5
cm (orange) and 3.5 cm (red) inside the LCFS. Reproduced with permission from [128],
as it appears in [129]. Copyright 2012 by the American Physical Society.
which does not exhibit oscillatory behavior. Since the one-step transitions occur quickly and are
not repeated numerous times in rapid succession, the dithering transition is more useful for probing
the dynamics of the transition and elucidating causality via the phase relationship between differ-
ent quantities. For more on this important framework detailing the L-H transition dynamics, and
the various predator-models, see the comprehensive reviews (and the numerous references therein)
in Refs. [59, 103, 104, 129].
The situation is strikingly similar for the biasing induced H-modes mentioned in Section 1.4,
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which will be the focus of this research. In these experiments [62, 63, 66], a radial current is
drawn between an inserted electrode and the limiting or divertor surfaces, which results in the
rapid generation of a strong positive or negative Er-well or Er-hill, depending on the sign of the
applied bias. This causes a reduction of cross field transport due to turbulence suppression and
an increase in confinement resembling that of unbiased or “spontaneous” H-modes mediated by
applied heating power. The transition occurs when a threshold amount of current (and torque)
is applied, leading to a bifurcation phenomenon in which the amount of drawn current suddenly
drops and the confinement improves when the radial electric field becomes large [62, 64, 65]. In
some experiments, bifurcation of the current is not observed (there isn’t a sudden drop in Ibias
at a threshold value) and there is a gradual improvement in confinement with increasing applied
voltage and current [69, 71]. Further details can be found in the reviews in Refs. [66, 75].
To understand how this type of biasing induced transition is related to the unbiased type of L-H
transition, one should once again look to the equation governing the radial electric field. In this
case, which now includes contributions from cross field currents, the electric field is determined
through the generalized Ohm’s law:












Taking the radial component of this equation and noting that in MHD equilibrium, the radial pres-
sure gradient must balance the contributions from (J×B)r, one arrives at:
Er = ηrJr +
∇r pi
eni








where we have substituted in (J×B)r = ∇r ptotal = ∇r(pi + pe). In the experiments on HBT-EP
(and on other tokamaks), the L-mode radial electric fields are of order: Er ∼ 10 V/cm. However,
the largest observed ∂Jr/∂t occurs when a step function in voltage is applied to the electrode, and
results in values of ∂Jr/∂t ∼ 105 A m−2 s−1 and me/(e2ne)(∂Jr/∂t) ∼ 1× 10−7 V/cm. Here, Jr
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is estimated as the bias probe current divided by the surface area of the plasma Jr = Ibias/S(a),
with the surface area estimated at the edge to be S(a) = 4π2aR0. From this analysis, even in
the most extreme case, the last term in Equation (1.22) is orders of magnitude lower than the
measured values of the radial electric field. Similarly, the resistive term for the largest possible
bias probe currents (Ibias ∼ 100 A) can be estimated using the transverse Spitzer resistivity [132]
to be: ηrJr ∼ ηspitz⊥ Ibias/S(a)∼ 1×10
−6 V/cm. Therefore, both the resistive term and the electron
inertia term can be neglected in Equation (1.22), as was recognized in Ref. [132]. With this, the




















− vθBφ+ vφBθ (1.23)
and the terms governing the radial electric field are identical for both the biasing induced H-mode
and the spontaneous transition.
In this way, the biasing induced L-H transition is also determined through momentum sources
and sinks, as in Equation (1.18). This is especially true for H-modes induced with positive biasing,
since the pressure gradient term cannot contribute to a positive radial electric field. The main
difference, dilineating the biasing induced transition, is momentum injection due to the Jr ×B
torque from the radial current drawn through the edge plasma. Indeed, this is similar to the Jr×B
forces from the postulated ion-orbit loss mechanism. The heating power threshold of the unbiased
transition is already well known to be dependent on the applied torque from neutral beam injection
(NBI) [133–136]. Furthermore, on TEXTOR, additional NBI was required to achieve negative
biasing induced H-modes [64]. Taken together, the identical dependence on the momentum terms
in Equation (1.18) and the sensitivity of the spontaneous transition to applied torque indicates that
the physics of the biasing induced and unbiased L-H transition are inextricably linked.
Previous work by Cornelis et al. [132] attributed the increase in flow and decrease in orthogonal
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conductivity for biasing induced L-H transitions to a reduction in parallel viscosity [75,137]. This
was postulated to result from a decrease in the neoclassical viscosity at high speeds, where ions
suffer fewer Coulomb collisions [75,132]. However, this analysis completely neglected the contri-
butions from turbulence driven flows and the Reynolds stress. As was pointed out in Ref. [75], it
is not known whether the Reynolds stress driven flow is overwhelmed by the J×B forces in these
experiments. Since the Reynolds stress is largely eliminated during biasing induced H-mode (due
to turbulence suppression), one of the other momentum sources or sinks (including the electrode
current) must reinforce the flow terms governing the radial electric field in Equation (1.17). But,
just before this suppression takes hold, a finite Reynolds stress may still play a role in the initial
generation of the shear flow, as in the unbiased transition. This will be investigated in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6.
There is already substantial experimental and theoretical evidence that shows edge biasing
and applied shear flow can enhance Reynolds stress driven flow [94, 138–144]. In particular, a
background shear flow can tilt and anisotropize the turbulent eddies, leading to an increase in the
Reynolds stress [94]. This is complementary to the body of evidence that shows eddy tilting and
up-down asymmetric eigenmmodes can result in an enhancement of the Reynolds stress [23,86,87,
93,96,145]. Of particular interest to this work, the spectral shift model [86,87] posits that the same
symmetry breaking and tilting of the eigenmode structures that results in turbulence suppression
can also account for the generation of a finite Reynolds stress. It should also be noted that the
Reynolds stress is capable of inducing both toroidal and poloidal flow [23]. In fact, the Reynolds




+ veffr 〈vθ〉+ ΠResrθ (1.24)
where the first term on the right hand side accounts for turbulent momentum diffusion, the second
term on the right hand side represents the radial convection of poloidal flow (also called the pinch
term), and the last term is the so called residual stress. The name of the residual stress stems
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from the fact that this turbulent contribution remains even in the absence of a mean flow or a
gradient in the mean flow. The divergence of this stress can cause the plasma to rotate without any
external momentum input, a phenomenon referred to as intrinsic or spontaneous rotation [112].
The term veffr corresponds to the radial velocity of an inward momentum pinch effect [112]. Even
more crucial, however, is the diffusive term, which depends on the velocity shear and the turbulent
viscosity coefficient for poloidal flow (χθ)8. Therefore, via this formulation, the Reynolds stress is
directly dependent on the shear flow.
Given this knowledge, the focus of Chapters 5 and 6 will be to determine (1) whether the ap-
plication of shear flow from edge biasing results in eddy tilting, leading to an enhancement of the
Reynolds stress and (2) whether the Reynolds stress driven flow plays a role in the biasing induced
transition. Specifically in Chapter 6, the effects of magnetic perturbations on the L-H transition will
be examined. From various experimental studies, it is well known that resonant magnetic perturba-
tions (RMPs) can increase the L-H transition power threshold [136, 149–155]. The reason for this
increase has not been determined, however the application of RMPs can effect both the Reynolds
stress [155–158] and the viscosity [159] terms. Applied magnetic perturbations and intrinsic error
fields can also change the flow velocity of the plasma [160–164] through electromagnetic torques
on internal MHD modes, as well as viscous torques.
1.6 Outline of the Thesis
In the following chapters, the main question: how do H-mode transport barriers form? will be
addressed. This overall question can be divided into two contingent questions: (1) how does
E×B shear suppress the turbulence and lead to the transport reduction and (2) what mechanism
causes the L-H transition. In the case of HBT-EP, the second question has the added complication
of external momentum input (applied torque from the bias probe), but from the discussions in
8The choice for the variable χ stems from the fact that for ITG instabilities, the toroidal momentum diffusivity
is predicted to be equivalent to the ion heat diffusivity (χφ ≈ χi) and for CTEMs (χφ ≈ χi ≈ χe) [112]. This trend
between the momentum and heat diffusivities has also been shown in experiments [112].
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the previous section, should still depend upon much of the relevant physics which governs the
“spontaneous” transition. The exploration of the main question will be divided into four parts:
Chapter 2: A review of the different diagnostics and sensor arrays which will measure the
turbulence, the Reynolds stress, the E×B shear, and the basic plasma parameters that can
be affected by the confinement improvement (temperature, density, pressure, etc.).
Chapter 3: An examination and identification of the turbulent mechanisms present in the
edge and SOL region. This is a critical component since the suppression of these turbulent
modes is what underpins the transport barrier. The turbulence behavior can also affect the
generation of the flows which lead to the transition (i.e., via the Reynolds stress).
Chapter 4: A systematic examination of the effect of applied shear flow on the turbulence.
The measurements will be compared against the turbulence suppression theories detailed in
Section 4.2. A focus will be placed on measuring the radial wavenumber spectra and eddy
tilt angle under different shear flow conditions.
Chapter 5: The possible role of the Reynolds stress in the L-H transition will be investigated
through detailed measurements of the turbulence across the edge and SOL region with in-
creasing amounts of applied shear flow. The results will be compared with the other forcing
terms in the momentum equation.
Chapter 6: Magnetic perturbations (both resonant and non-resonant) will be applied to the
plasma with different helicities in order to determine the effect on the L-H transition dynam-
ics. The key components to be investigated are: (1) which types of magnetic perturbations
change the L-H transition threshold and (2) do magnetic perturbations change the Reynolds
stress driven flow, thereby possibly changing the L-H transition critical values.
The work will be concluded with a summarization and brief discussion of all the findings, as well
as a compendium of potential avenues for future research to expand upon the results.
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Experimental Setup and Diagnostics
In this chapter, the magnetic, optical, and Langmuir probe diagnostics used to measured the turbu-
lence and profiles on HBT-EP will be reviewed. Several key attributes make HBT-EP a prime can-
didate for studying turbulence suppression and the L-H transition dynamics. First, the shorter pulse
lengths and lower edge temperatures allow for Langmuir probe access, which provides unique spa-
tial and temporal resolution of the turbulent fluctuations at the edge during and after the transition
into H-mode. Second, its high aspect ratio, circular cross section geometry simplifies many of the
complications associated with effects from shaping, X-points, and the effects of low aspect ratio on
the transition (it has been found that the L-H transition threshold is generally higher on spherical
tokamaks [106–108]). Lastly, the radial electric fields observed in H-modes induced by positive
biasing are also positive in sign, which removes the added complications of the pressure gradient
term in the ion force balance, since an increase in∇pi contributes to negative radial electric fields.
This alleviates the need for detailed, time resolved measurements of the pressure gradients at the
edge.
The chapter will be organized into four sections. Section 2.1 will cover the main machine pa-
rameters and design of HBT-EP. Section 2.2 will discuss the Langmuir probe arrays, including the
bias probe, the triple probe, and the two new rake probe arrays designed specifically for these stud-
ies. Section 2.3 details the optical diagnostics, which includes the upgraded Thomson scattering
system and the poloidal EUV system. Finally, Section 2.4 reviews the magnetic diagnostics and
control system on HBT-EP. This includes the Mirnov arrays, the current diagnostic limiter tiles
(SOL tiles), and the control coils used to generate magnetic perturbations.
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Figure 2.1 CAD drawing of HBT-EP showing the outer vacuum vessel, a single quad-
rant of toroidal field coils, the close-fitting, movable conducting walls (referred to as
shells), and the current diagnostic limiters mounted on the shells (further details on these
SOL tiles will be provided in Section 2.4.2). Not depicted are the poloidal field coils and
the central ohmic heating coil.
2.1 Overview of HBT-EP
The experiments were carried out on the high beta tokamak-extended pulse (HBT-EP) experiment
located at Columbia University, which specializes in active control of MHD instabilities [165].
This work extends these capabilities to the control of turbulent modes in the edge through the
application of controlled shear flow. As mentioned previously, HBT-EP is a high aspect ratio,
circular cross section, limited tokamak. The experiments were performed on ohmically heated,
deuterium plasmas, with typical parameters listed in Table 2.1. The use of ohmic heating alone
precludes external momentum inputs from auxiliary heating techniques (e.g., from neutral beam
injection) that might affect the results.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the device consists of an outer stainless steel vacuum vessel surrounded
by toroidal field coils. The vessel has numerous ports on the outboard side, as well as the top and
bottom of the chamber, which allow for diagnostic access. HBT-EP’s vacuum vessel is also split
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Table 2.1 HBT-EP parameters representing the typical values for
the shots used in this study.
Parameter Value
Major radius (R0) 0.92 m
Minor radius (a) 0.15 m
Toroidal magnetic field (BT ) 0.33 T
Plasma current (Ip) 11–12 kA
Edge safety factor (qa) 3–3.6
Central electron temperature (Te(0)) 125 eV
Central electron density (ne(0)) 1.2×1019 m−3
Ohmic heating power (POH) 65 kW
into ten toroidal sections that include three quartz break segments, which enables portions of the
vessel to be electrically isolated. Interior to the outer vacuum vessel are the close-fitting, movable
wall segments termed shells. These shells were designed for wall stabilization experiments, study-
ing the effect of the wall material and position on MHD activity. There are two shells per toroidal
section of the machine, with corresponding top and bottom pairs for each section. Mounted on
the conducting shells are the current diagnostic limiters, called the SOL tiles. The attachment to
the movable shell segments facilitates the measurement of currents running through the scrape-off
layer into the limiters at different radial locations, since the shells can be retracted or inserted at
different positions independently. HBT-EP is also equipped with non-diagnostic blade limiters,
which were retracted for these experiments to allow the SOL tiles to be the main limiting surfaces
for plasmas which are centered (R0 = 92 cm) or outboard (R0 > 92 cm) in the chamber.
2.2 Langmuir Probe Arrays
Langmuir probes are one of the most useful diagnostic tools in plasma physics. They consist of
one or more electrodes inserted into the plasma, which can be biased with respect to one of the
other tips or with respect to the chamber wall. By using simple Langmuir probe theory, important
plasma parameters can be determined, such as the ion saturation current (Isat), the floating potential
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(d) Rake Probe S2 5 mm
20 mm
(b)








































































(c) Rake Probe S4 5 mm
10 mm
Figure 2.2 Overhead view of the Langmuir probe arrays on HBT-EP, showing: (a) the
biasing electrode (bias probe), (b) the triple probe, (c) the rake probe at section 4 (RPS4),
and (d) the rake probe at section 2 (RPS2). The scrape-off layer tile locations are also
indicated in orange.
(Vf ), the electron density (ne), the electron temperature (Te), and the plasma potential (Vp). Details
of Langmuir probe theory and a review of their operation can be found in Refs. [166–168].
The Langmuir probe arrays at different toroidal locations on HBT-EP are shown in Figure 2.2.
The largest electrode, the bias probe, is used to drive flow via J×B torques on the plasma from
the radial current drawn between the probe and the limiting surfaces. The next probe going in the
clockwise direction is the triple probe, which is used to measure Te, ne, Vp, Vf , Isat and the poloidal
wavenumber information from the floating potential fluctuation data (Ṽf when the triple probe tips
are all left floating). Going further in the clockwise direction, the rake probes consist of linear
arrays of electrodes that are left floating to measure the floating potential profiles and the turbulent
information from Ṽf at multiple radial locations simultaneously. The two rake probe arrays are
designated by their section number (RPS2 and RPS4) on the machine to avoid ambiguity. Further
details on these probe arrays are given in Sections 2.2.1–2.2.3.
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2.2.1 Bias Probe
The bias probe is a biasable electrode composed of two electrically connected, rectangular, molyb-


















Figure 2.3 (a) Photographic image of the bias probe. (b) Bias probe circuit diagram,
showing the electrode inserted 4 cm inside the LCFS and electrically separated from the
power supply via a transformer. In all of the cases in this study, the vacuum chamber,
shells, and limiter tiles were grounded.
insulating boron nitride ceramic housing (white material in Figure 2.3(a)), which is affixed to an
insulating shaft that connects the electrode faces to the ex-vessel components. The bias probe cir-
cuit, shown in Figure 2.3(b), includes a transformer to electrically separate the biasable electrode
from the power supply. For the one-step H-mode discharges in Section 4.1, a 607.5 µF capacitor
bank was used as a power supply, with maximum possible voltages of ±500 V. Less power was
required for the biasing values and shear flow levels leading up to the transition, so a series of
audio amplifiers were used in a manner similar to the previous experiments detailed in Ref. [169].
The use of audio amplifiers allows for the complete control of the output waveform of bias probe
voltage (Vbias), whereas the capacitor bank is limited to step functions in Vbias.
The bias probe is used to induce flow in the edge by generating J×B torques on the plasma
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Figure 2.4 I-V curve for the bias probe
showing an ion saturation current of
Isat ≈ 4 A and Vf ≈ −70 V. These two
parameters are not impacted by the ef-
fect of changing Vp discussed below be-
cause the bias probe current is close to
zero (i.e., almost no momentum input).
Above Vbias ≈ 60 A, the plasma begins
transitioning to H-mode. The black curve
of data is smoothed and taken from a sin-
gle shot, whereas the grey data is taken
from several different shots.1
from the radial current that runs between the electrode (inserted 4 cm inside the LCFS of the
plasma) and the limiting surfaces to complete the circuit in Figure 2.3(b). Since this effect changes
the measured E×B flow, as well as the Er, Vp, and Vf profiles of the plasma, the bias probe can not
be treated as an ideal Langmuir probe. As one increases the bias probe voltage, and therefore Ibias,
the plasma potential profile is modified, responding to the momentum input. This would skew the
I-V characteristics of a standard Langmuir probe. In the cases leading up to H-mode, where the
temperature profile is not greatly changed, this equates to a translation of the standard I-V curve
on the voltage axis with increasing probe current. This is due to the change in Vp of the Boltzmann
factor from the exponential portion of the probe characteristic [166]:
Ie(Vbias) = Ie,satexp[e(Vbias−Vp)/(kBTe)] (2.1)
Ii(Vbias) =−Ii,satexp[−e(Vbias−Vp)/(kBTi)] (2.2)
where Ie is the electron current and Ii is the ion current drawn by the probe. Even with this added
complication, the bias probe voltage and current characteristic is well fit by an exponential function
as shown in Figure 2.4. There is also an increase in spread of the data as the bias probe voltage is
increased due to greater variability from shot to shot with larger Vbias. The change in the plasma
1A list of these shots can be found in Appendix B.
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potential due to the momentum input is, however, not a concern for the triple probe detailed in the
next section, because the drawn currents are two orders of magnitude smaller.
2.2.2 Triple Probe
The triple probe is composed of three cylindrical tungsten tips, measuring 3.6 mm long and 1.5





























Figure 2.5 (a) Diagram of the triple probe at maximum insertion (the fronts of the probe
tips are located at R = 103 cm) with a cutaway showing the thickness of the insulation.
(b) Electrical circuit diagram of the triple probe, with the current measured via a Pearson
current monitor (red) and the voltages measured via voltage dividers.
radially adjustable probe stand. The triple probe circuit, shown in Figure 2.5, allows the probe
to be operated in both a biased mode and a floating mode. In the biased mode, two of the tips
(V+ and V−) are charged to ∆VTP = 150 V with respect to one another, while the third tip is left
floating. This allows the simultaneous measurement of Vf through a voltage divider on the floating
tip, and Isat through a Pearson current monitor. Using the information from the three tips and triple
probe theory [170], one can also deduce both the electron density and the electron temperature. In
floating mode, the power supply can be disconnected, with the tips now measuring Vf through the
voltage dividers at different poloidal locations. The flexibility of the triple probe also allows which
tips are biased to be swapped, yielding different combinations for the top, middle, and bottom
electrodes.
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2.2.3 Rake Probes
Two new linear arrays of electrodes, termed rake probes, were deployed for this study. The first,
RPS2, is composed of 17 cylindrical tungsten tips, arranged 13 on the top and 4 on the bottom of






Figure 2.6 (a) Photograph of the rake probe at section 2 (RPS2). (b) Schematic of RPS2 at
maximum insertion (the front of the probe body is located at R = 102.3 cm in this case and
the first probe tip is located at R = 103 cm). The dashed black lines crossing the probe body
indicate probe pairs at the same radial locations on opposite sides (top vs. bottom) of the rake
probe.
tip center to tip center. The vertical distance between probe pairs on opposite sides of the probe
body measures 2 cm. These tips protrude from a boron nitride insulating shaft that is also attached
to a radially adjustable probe stand. The tips all measure the floating potential at different radial
locations using ex-vessel voltage dividers and are used in this study to examine both the floating
potential profile and the turbulent fluctuations in Ṽf .
Using prior knowledge gleaned from RPS2 and the triple probe, a new rake probe at section 4
was designed to measure poloidal and radial turbulent information simultaneously. Since the probe
tips from the triple probe (separated by 7 mm) were found to be within a correlation length, the
poloidal separation for the new rake probe electrodes was set to 5 mm. This is symmetric with
the radial separation from RPS2, where the probe tips were also found to be within a correlation
length. The newly installed rake probe is thus composed of a smaller boron nitride insulating
probe body, with a diameter of 1 cm. The electrode array consists of 12 probes on the top and
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Figure 2.7 (a) Photograph of the rake probe at section 4 (RPS4). (b) Schematic of RPS4
at maximum insertion (the front of the probe body is located at R = 102.9 cm in this case
and the first probe tip is located at R = 103.5 cm). The dashed black lines crossing the
probe body indicate probe pairs at the same radial locations on the top and side of the
rake probe.
5 probes on the side of the probe body, with a separation of 5 mm between probe pairs in the
poloidal direction. The diameters of the probe tips on RPS4 were also reduced down to 1 mm
of molybdenum. The geometry of the poloidal probe pairs was chosen because the turbulence in
tokamaks has a long wavelength in the toroidal direction (recall the discussions in Section 1.3),
such that the small displacement of 5 mm in the toroidal direction of the probe pairs should not
impact the measurements.
The measurements of the floating potential profiles from all of the Langmuir probes are com-
pared in the data presented in Figure 2.8. Though there is some spread in the data from the triple
probe scan closer to the core, the four probes are in good agreement on the shape of the profile
and values of the floating potential at different locations. The two rake probes2 agree to within
±5 V in most cases, and all three probes have measurements which align outside the LCFS. This
is important for several reasons. First, the floating potential profile is consistent around the differ-
ent toroidal positions of the tokamak. Second, the profile is robust to shot-to-shot variation (the
measurements were made over several shots on different days). Third, the agreement between the
2One should note that RPS2 has the fourth and fifth tips from the front of the probe shorted together as a result
of an error in the manufacturing process. When profiles are measured with RPS2, the voltage measured by the two
probe tips is taken to be a measurement at a spatial point located halfway between the two tips (This is because the
measurement is taken to be the arithmetic mean of the voltage at the two locations).
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Figure 2.8 Floating potential profiles from the different electrode arrays. The triple
probe measurements were made through a series of identical shots and a radial scan of
the probe. The shot numbers can be found in Appendix B.
probes with different sized probe bodies means that the probe housing is not perturbing the plasma
greatly. This varies from the 2 cm diameter of RPS2 to the much smaller and less perturbative
triple probes. Lastly, the good agreement between the rake probes and the bias probe means that
the floating potential at the bias probe location can be accurately estimated using the floating po-
tential measured from the rake probe tips. Indeed, the first tips on both the rake probes overlap
with the radial extent of the bias probe.
2.3 Optical Diagnostics
Optical diagnostics of plasmas are incredibly useful tools because they are the least perturbative
measurement methods and are not subject to restrictions due the thermal loads and mechanical
stressed that inserted probes must withstand. HBT-EP is equipped with several of these very im-
portant diagnostics, including a fast camera, both poloidal and tangential EUV systems, a Thomson
scattering system, and two spectrometers. The two used in this study, the poloidal EUV system
and Thomson scattering system, are review in Sections 2.3.1–2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Poloidal EUV Diagnostic
The poloidal extreme ultraviolet (EUV) diagnostic measures photon emission from the plasma due
to bremsstrahlung and recombination radiation. The system consists of four photodiode arrays,
labeled 1-4 in Figure 2.9. Each detector array has 16 diode channels (64 in total), with different
lines of sight through the cross section of the plasma. Visible light, along with photons that
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of the poloidal ex-
treme ultraviolet (EUV) diagnostic on
HBT-EP. The diagnostic is composed of
4 different detector arrays with 16 diodes
in each of the arrays. The detectors are la-
beled 1-4 going in the +θ direction from
the bottom of the chamber. The possible
shell locations and vacuum vessel struc-
tures are also indicated by dashed lines.
have energies Eγ < 15 eV are filtered out by 100 nm thick aluminum filters on each of the detec-
tor arrays. The main interpretations of the measurements using this diagnostic are based on the
bremsstrahlung emission dependencies [171]:
Pbr ∝ Z2i neni
√
Te (2.3)
where Pbr is the power emitted due to bremsstrahlung and Zi is the ion charge. The radiated
power is therefore more sensitive to changes in the density than the temperature, but increases in
either quantity can raise the signal measured by the EUV array. The accumulation of impurities
can also increase Zi in this expression and thereby lead to an increase in the EUV signal due to
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bremsstrahlung emission. These measurements and the general trends observed from the EUV
system are supplemented and clarified via temperature and density measurements from both the
triple probe and the Thomson scattering system.
























Figure 2.10 Diagram of the Thomson scattering diagnostic setup on HBT-EP, showing
the beamline path from the laser through the vacuum vessel. The fiber optic cables carry
the collected light into an adjacent room that houses the polychromators. Note: both
tables 1 and 2 are enclosed.
Ever since they were used to measure the record breaking temperatures for a magnetic confinement
device on the T-3 experiment, Thomson scattering diagnostics have been critical in determining
the electron temperatures and densities in tokamaks. Thomson scattering diagnostics work by
directing a laser through the plasma and measuring the light scattered at different wavelengths in
different channels of polychromators. Since the scattered light is Doppler shifted by the thermal
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motion of the particles, the temperature of the plasma can be determined through the amount of
Doppler broadening of the peak centered at the wavelength of the laser light.
The density is determined through the amount of scattered light that is measured (higher den-
sities correspond to more scattering). In order to make this measurement, an absolute (Rayleigh)
calibration, with measurements taken at known densities, is performed to determine the linear
relationship between the amount of scattered light and the density.
The setup for the Thomson diagnostic on HBT-EP, borrowed from LLNL [172], is shown in
Figure 2.10. The laser system is a Continuum PowerLite, 1.4 J, pulsed Nd:YAG laser, with a
wavelength of 1064 nm. The beamline begins in a separate Laser room, inside an enclosed optical
table and travels through a cylindrical enclosure to a second optical table. The beam is then directed
through the midplane of the plasma, passing through windows in the chamber. Termination of the
beamline occurs at the beam dump located interior to the central ohmic heating coil. The light is
collected by the collection optics positioned in an access port above the plasma, where fiber optics
carry the light to the polychromators in an adjacent room.














Figure 2.11 Thomson scattering measure-
ment locations for used spatial channels
(black markers) and spatial channels that
were unused in this study due to lower col-
lected light levels (grey markers). The flux
surfaces were generated from an equilibrium
reconstruction using PSI-Tri [173] for shot
105995 at t = 3.5 ms.
For this study, the collection optics of the Thomson system were upgraded to accommodate ten
spatial channels and to achieve improved measurements closer to the edge. Modular, adjustable
fiber optic bundles indicated at the machine-side terminus in Figure 2.10 of the fiber optic cables
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were designed and 3D printed, along with a new housing structure. The light is carried through
these fiber optic bundles to 10 General Atomics polychromators in another adjacent room, where
the data is recorded.
An absolute calibration was performed on all ten spatial channels of the Thomson system
for this study, however it was found that only six of the channels saw sufficient light to make
measurements of Te and ne. These channels are indicated with black markers in Figure 2.11 and
are located at R = 93, 95, 97, 99, 101, and 103 cm. This allowed the Thomson measurements
to overlap with the triple probe measurements of ne and Te at the edge, continuing the profile
measurements out to the SOL. Our research group would like to thank Harry Mclean from LLNL
for the use of the Thomson scattering system.
2.4 HBT-EP Magnetics System
The HBT-EP magnetics system consists of three parts: the Mirnov sensor arrays [174], the SOL tile








Figure 2.12 CAD drawing of the HBT-EP magnetics system. Indicated are the two
poloidal Mirnov arrays (in red), the toroidal Mirnov array (blue), the feedback Mirnov
array (green), and the SOL limiter tiles with internal Rogowski sensors (orange). The 40
magnetic control coils are also shown (in purple) mounted on the conducting shells.
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fields, as well as magnetic perturbations due to MHD modes and applied fields. These sensors are
critical in ascertaining the structure of MHD modes and are used for mode identification. Although
the goal of this work is not primarily focused on MHD mode identification, the information is
useful to ensure that the fluctuation measurements of the turbulence are not polluted by large
contributions from lower frequency tearing modes or kink modes. Complimentary to the arrays of
Mirnov sensors, are the Rogowski coils contained within the current diagnostic limiter tiles (shown
in orange in Figure 2.12), which measure magnetic fields generated by currents running through
the SOL into the conducting shells. The work in Chapter 6 will also make use of the magnetic
control coils, which are designed for feedback control of MHD modes.
2.4.1 Mirnov Arrays
4/22/21, 11'26 AMpictures:best_installed_diagnostic_photos:img_3071.jpg 2,438×2,168 pixels





Scrape-off Layer  
(SOL) Tiles
Figure 2.13 Photograph of the magnetic sensor arrays, including the SOL tile limiters
mounted on the movable conducting shells. Not shown in the camera frame are the
toroidal array sensors.
The Mirnov sensor system is split into three primary groups: the two poloidal arrays (PA), the
toroidal array (TA), and the feedback array (FB), as shown in Figure 2.13. The poloidal arrays
include two sensor sub-arrays (PA1 and PA2) on opposite sides of the experiment (separated 180◦
toroidally), individually covering the full poloidal extent of the torus. Each array measures the
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poloidal field at 32 different locations and the radial field at 16 locations, with even spacing in the
poloidal direction.
Next, the toroidal array (TA) spans the full toroidal extent of the machine, with 30 poloidal
field sensors and 10 radial field sensors. As shown in Figure 2.12, the toroidal array is centered
at the inboard midplane, and the sensor housings are grouped three per section. The location and
high spatial resolution, due to the distribution of the toroidal array sensors, make the identification
of high-n modes easier and minimizes the coupling from the shell mounted control coils.
Affixed to the movable conducting shells are the final Mirnov array set, the feedback (FB)
array. The feedback array has 40 poloidal and 40 radial sensors, distributed 2 per movable shell,
as depicted in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13. The FB array does not wrap around the entire poloidal
extent of the torus like the poloidal arrays, but is more broadly distributed toroidally to spatially
compliment the high resolution of the PA and TA sensors. The distribution mirrors the arrangement
of the control coils on the opposite sides of the movable shells, allowing for optimization between
sensors and actuators in the magnetic feedback control system.
2.4.2 Scrape-off Layer Tiles
Figure 2.14 Schematic of a scrape-off
layer limiting tile, mounted on a movable
conducting shell via an adjustable clamp.
Also illustrated is a hypothetical current
path from the SOL into the tile structure.
The scrape-off layer tile diagnostics were designed to directly measure the current running through
the SOL into limiters and the movable conducting shells. They are composed of a collection surface
(the tile), a stainless steel screw that runs through an electrically insulated Rogowski coil, and a
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clamp which connects the tile and screw to the shell, as depicted in Figure 2.14. The Rogowski
coil directly measures the current running between the clamp and the collection surface. This
measurement can be a combination of eddy currents due to induction on the conducting structures
themselves, and currents directly flowing into the tile through the SOL plasma (i.e., scrape-off
layer currents: ISOL). There are three sections in total with SOL tile limiters (sections 1, 4, and 8),
two with high resolution (smaller) tiles and one with low resolution (larger) tiles. The arrangement
is shown in Figure 2.12. Since the tiles are mounted on the movable shells, they are also radially
adjustable.
2.4.3 Control Coils
HBT-EP is equipped with an extensive set of control coils and can generate a wide variety of
magnetic perturbation geometries and helicities. They are subdivided into groups of two control
coils per shell, for a total of 40 control coils used in this study (see Figure 2.12). The control coils
are composed of copper wire, which has been wound through several turns in a shape conformal
to the movable shells. The coils are connected to a system of audio amplifiers interfaced with a
GPU control system. This allows arbitrary waveform outputs for the currents running through the
control coils and realtime feedback of MHD modes. In this work, only the effects of applied static




In this chapter, the edge and scrape-off layer turbulence will be characterized through detailed
measurements of the floating potentials and ion saturation currents in the two regions. These
measurements are provided by the rake probe and through radial scans of the triple probe. The
turbulence behavior, length scales, time scales, velocities, and radial distributions will be compared
with the known turbulence mechanisms outlined in Section 1.3. Recalling the discussion in that
section, the general picture of the turbulence in these two regions is depicted in Figure 3.1. Shown
Figure 3.1 ESEL simulation of the edge and SOL turbulence showing blob-filament
structures breaking off and propagating radially. Reproduced with permission from
[175]. Copyright 2015 by Acta Polytechnica.
here in a simulation, the blob-filament turbulent structures in the SOL layer are captured “peeling”
off from the edge turbulence structures and moving radially through the SOL. We will see in the
following sections that this main picture, including the strong interaction or coupling between the
two regions, matches what is observed on HBT-EP. Although the main focus of the chapter is
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on understanding the mechanisms driving the edge turbulence, the blob-filament turbulence in the
SOL will also be studied because it can affect the Reynolds stress, as well as heat and particle fluxes
from the edge. Since the two regions are so strongly linked, changes to both the edge turbulence
and blobs will need to be examined when probing the L-H transition dynamics.
3.1 ITG Edge Turbulence
The edge turbulence on HBT-EP is characterized by measured broadband ( f >10 kHz) fluctuations
in the floating potential (Ṽf ), plasma potenital (Ṽp), electron temperature (T̃e), electron density (ñe),
poloidal and radial flow velocities (ṽθ and ṽr), as well as in the ion saturation current (Ĩsat). The
situation is well represented by the spectrogram of the floating potential fluctuations measured
2 cm inside the LCFS, shown in Figure 3.2. The figure captures several features universal to
turbulence measured in plasmas. First, the turbulence spectral power decays when going from
lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) to the higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths). This is
(b) S(Ṽf)
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Figure 3.2 (a) Power spectrum normalized to the maximum intensity, (b) spectrogram,
and (c) time trace of the floating potential fluctuations measured from one of the RPS4
tips located at a major radius position of R =105 cm (r/a = 0.87).
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consistent with the turbulence energy cascade associated with the break-up and transfer of energy
from the larger eddies scales to the small scale eddies. Second, the measured spectrum indicates
a constant state of saturated turbulence, with no discrete peaks or harmonics in the spectrum,
where power might be injected and spread to the rest of the spectrum (for more information on
the transition from discrete eigenmodes to broadband turbulence see section 4.3 of Ref. [13]).
Instead, the spectral power is contained in all of the frequencies, with marked intermittency in the
turbulence intensity over time. Lastly, the time trace in Figure 3.2(c) shows the intermittency and
irregularity of the fluctuating potential signal itself, a hallmark of a turbulent system.
The characteristic turbulence correlation times1 and correlation lengths can be gleaned from
the floating potential measurements by employing cross-correlation analysis [176]. The cross-
correlation between two signals located at radial positions r1 and r2 is defined as:
C∆r(τ ) =
∫




where τ is the time displacement or time lag, Ṽf ,r1 and Ṽf ,r2 are the fluctuating floating poten-
tial measurements at the two locations, while σr1 and σr2 are the standard deviations of the two
respective floating potential fluctuation measurements. The cross-correlation gives a measure of
how similar the two signals are as a function of the time lag τ . When both the inputs to the
cross-correlation are the same signal, then the result is the autocorrelation function of the signal.
The e-folding time of this autocorrelation function is a measurement of the correlation time of the
turbulence. Recall, this can be thought of as the mean eddy lifetime or eddy turnover time.
The determination of the turbulence correlation time for a Ṽf measurement at a single radial
location is depicted in Figure 3.3(a). Here, the autocorrelation function drops below the 1/e thresh-
old at a correlation time of τc = 6.7 µs. In order to get a more accurate measurement of τc, a partial
Gaussian was fit to the autocorrelation data, and the e-folding time was calculated from the fit.
1In the literature (e.g., Ref. [176]), the turbulence correlation time (τc) is also referred to as the turbulence decor-
relation time (τd) or the autocorrelation time.
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Lr
e-folding
Figure 3.3 (a) Correlation time and (b) correlation length analysis of the floating po-
tential fluctuations from RPS4, with the e-folding value indicated by horizontal dashed
lines. The reference probe in both plots is located at R = 105 cm (2 cm inside the plasma).
The blue dashed lines indicate fits with partial gaussian functions. The data points in (b)
are the maximum of the envelope of the cross-correlation function between the reference
probe signal and the signals at the other radial locations (∆r is the distance from the
reference probe). Since (a) is the autocorrelation function of the reference probe itself,
∆r = 0 in this case.
Similarly, the radial correlation length (Lr) was taken to be the e-folding length of the maxima
of the envelopes of the cross-correlation functions for each probe at distances of ∆r with respect the
reference probe. Since there are both negative and positive contributions to the cross-correlation
function, the envelope of the cross-correlation (determined via a Hilbert transform) is often used
to account for contributions for both signs. This is the case shown in Figure 3.3(b), with C0,max
denoting the maxima of the cross-correlation envelopes. Mirroring the correlation time analysis,
the data on both sides of the reference probe are fit with partial Gaussians, and the e-folding length
is determined through the fits. In the case presented above (as with many of the cases that will be
presented in subsequent analysis), this results in two values for Lr of 1.2 cm or 1.4 cm, depending
on which side of the reference probe the calculation is performed. For this work, the arithmetic
mean of the two values will be taken to be the radial correlation length wherever possible. Indeed,
the values are generally so close that taking the mean makes little difference in the result.
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Blob-filament
Dominated Region
Figure 3.4 (a) Electron temperatures, (b) relative fluctuation levels of the floating po-
tential (black) and electron density (red), (c) radial correlation lengths, (d) poloidal
wavenumbers, and (e) correlation times measured across the edge. The cross-correlation
analysis was taken using the Ṽf measurements from RPS4. Specific shot numbers for
these plots and for figures with multiple shots in the rest of this chapter can be found in
Appendix B.
This procedure was performed across all of the Rake probe tips over five identical shots, with
a millimeter by millimeter scan of RPS4, as shown in Figure 3.4. The resulting trend is a gradual
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reduction in both the radial correlation length and the turbulence correlation time as one approaches
the LCFS, in agreement with previous findings using the rake probe at section 2 [177]. This
indicates smaller eddies and lifetimes as one transitions into the SOL region. The timescales
(τc ∼ 10 µs) and correlation lengths (Lr ∼ 1 cm) measured here are similar to the measurements
found on other machines [41, 42]. We can use these measurements of Lr and τc to estimate the
diffusion coefficient from Equation (1.6): D⊥ ∼ 10 m2s−1, and then compare it with the measured
confinement time using the estimate [178]: τE = a2/(3.9D⊥). From the calculated perpendicular
diffusion coefficient and the minor radius of the plasma, one arrives at a value of τE ≈ 0.58 ms.
This is nearly identical to the measured confinement time: τE ≈
∫
(3/2nekBTe)dV/POH ≈ 0.61 ms,
estimated using the electron density and temperature profiles that will be presented in Section 4.1.
This rough analysis shows that the confinement time on HBT-EP is set by turbulent transport and
can be rather accurately estimated using the diffusion coefficient given in Equation (1.6).
Also shown in the Figure 3.4(b) are the relative fluctuation levels (rms values over the mean ne
or kBTe) of the floating potential and electron density fluctuations across the edge. For drift wave








The measurements near the LCFS match this relation closely, but there is significant deviation
in the region where blob-filament turbulence becomes dominant (R > 108 cm). The fluctuation
levels measured here are similar to those measured on other devices, however one should note
that the measurements on other machines have deviated from the Boltzmann relation [41, 42]. It
has been postulated that some of discrepancy found on other machines may be due to the effects
of resistivity, collisions, the influence of neutral particles, or other non-ideal effects [42]. In any
case, the measurements here indicate an adherence to the Boltzmann relation in the edge region of
HBT-EP, with the relative fluctuation level increasing as one moves deeper into the SOL (another
trend observed in tokamaks).
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The other important length scale (or inverse length scale) determined in Figure 3.4(d) is the
average poloidal wavenumber. The wavenumber information was determined through the two
probe technique [179], where the phase information between two floating tips on the triple probe,
separated by a poloidal distance of ∆θ, are used to determine the wavenumber spectrum. The
method is analogous to constructing the wavenumber-frequency spectrum, S(k, f ), by binning.
The resulting spectrum is integrated over frequency space, and the result, S(kθ), is then fit by a
Lorentzian function to determine the spectrum average 〈kθ〉. The choice of a Lorentzian function
for the fit was due to previous experimental and gyrokinetic work [86,87,177], which showed that
the turbulence spectra are well fit by Lorentzian functions. The measurements of 〈kθ〉 from this
analysis show that the edge turbulence poloidal wavenumbers stay relatively constant across the
edge until the value of 〈kθ〉 flips sign near the LCFS. We will see shortly in Figure 3.6, that this
change in sign is due to a flip in the phase velocity of the turbulence near the LCFS. Beyond this
change in the turbulence phase velocity direction, the values for |〈kθ〉| remain roughly the same
outside the LCFS as the values measured inside the LCFS. The range of the average wavenumbers
measured here, compared to the effective Larmor radius2 is 〈kθ〉ρs ∼ 0.05−0.2. This is inline with
poloidal wavenumbers measured on other machines [41]. More importantly, however, the range
means that the edge turbulence is long wavelength. From the information in Table 1.2, this puts
the turbulence out of the range of ETG turbulence and at the extreme end of what is possible for
TEM turbulence. In contrast, the measurements fall well into the ranges of what is expected for
RBMs and ITG turbulence.
Another way to clarify the type of mode driving the turbulence is to compare the turbulence
size scale (Lr) to the effective Larmor radius (ρs), as was done on ASDEX Upgrade [181]. Looking
at the trend in the temperature profile in Figure 3.4, one can see a decrease in Te across the edge,
which corresponds to the decreasing trend in the radial correlation lengths. This relationship is
2The effective Larmor radius was computed using the definition in Section 1.3: ρs =
√
kB(Ti + Te)/mi/Ωci and the
approximation that Te ≈ Ti at the edge [180]. For reference, the normalized scale ρ∗ = ρs/a in these experiments is in
the range: ρ∗ ∼ 0.01−0.02.
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Standard Dev.
Limiter
Figure 3.5 Correlation length scaling
across the edge region in comparison with
the normalized Larmor radius ρs. The
correlation length analysis was performed
on Ṽf data from a radial scan of RPS4 over
identical shots. The temperature informa-
tion for the ρs calculation was provided by
the triple probe scan in Figure 3.4(a).
further elucidated in Figure 3.5, where the turbulence radial correlation length has been normalized
to ρs. The results show that the turbulence size scales with the effective Larmor radius across
the edge, following roughly Lr ∼ 3.5ρs. The larger variation in the data outside the LCFS is
mainly due to the large decrease in the denominator ρs in this region. The scaling trend measured
here is similar to the results found on ASDEX Upgrade [181] and DIII-D [176]. For resistive
ballooning modes, the transverse size scale and intensity of the turbulence is expected to decrease
with increasing temperature [36]. At the cooler edge, the transverse length scales for RBMs are
expected to be much larger than the ion Larmor radius [36]. Indeed, it was found on ASDEX [181],
that when the edge was in an RBM dominated regime, the turbulence Lr greatly exceeded ρs.
On the other hand, ITG modes are expected to remain at scales comparable to the ion Larmor
radius. As the temperature increases and the Larmor radii become larger, so too should the ITG
turbulence transverse length scale. The results in both Figures 3.4 and 3.5, match what is expected
for ITG turbulence, where Lr scales roughly with ρs across the entire edge region. This is not
to say RBMs can be completely percluded from HBT-EP operation. Indeed, in ohmically heated
HL-2A experiments [32], it was found that the turbulence transitioned between ITG dominated
and RBM dominated turbulence depending on the temperature regimes. The results here indicate
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Figure 3.6 Wavenumber-frequency spectra derived from the triple probe Ṽf measure-
ments at locations (a) 2.5 cm inside the LCFS, (b) 2 mm inside the LCFS, and (c) 2 mm
outside the LCFS for identical, unbiased shots.
that the edge turbulence transverse size scale matches what is expected for the ITG mode for the
experiments studied in this work.
Lastly, in order to better identify the mode driving the turbulence at the edge, the turbulence
propagation direction can be determined by measuring the phase velocity of the turbulence in the
lab frame and the bulk E×B flow of the plasma. The poloidal lab frame phase velocity (vθ,ph) is
related to plasma frame phase velocity (vplasmaθ,ph ) through the simple relation:
vθ,ph = vE×B + v
plasma
θ,ph (3.3)
where the measured phase velocity is the sum of both the bulk E ×B motion of the plasma and
the turbulence propagation in the plasma frame. The lab frame phase velocities are measured
using the wavenumber-frequency spectra, like the ones shown in Figure 3.6. Here, S(k, f ) has
been computed for three different radial locations of identical unbiased shots. The spectra show
that the turbulence phase velocity measured in the lab frame (vph = ω/k) changes direction as
one approaches the LCFS at R = 107 cm. This explains the change in the value of the mean radial
wavenumber 〈kθ〉measured in Figure 3.4(d). This behavior of the turbulence propagation direction
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r/a = 0.93 Figure 3.7 Measurements of the lab frame
poloidal phase velocity of the turbulence
(shown in black) and the poloidal com-
ponent of the E × B velocity (shown in
blue) under different amounts of applied
bias. The phase velocities were calculated
from the wavenumber-frequency spectra of
the floating potential fluctuations from the
triple probe at a single radial location of
R = 106 cm. Reproduced with permission
from [177]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publish-
ing.
in the lab frame flipping sign near the LCFS has been seen on many other devices e.g, [182, 183].
The data also shows a variation in the magnitude of the phase velocity, with vθ,ph being smaller
just inside the LCFS in Figure 3.6(b) than outside the LCFS in Figure 3.6(c).








denoting a sum over both kθ and ω. These lab frame phase velocities were compared with
the measured E ×B velocity at a single radial location for different amounts of applied bias in
Figure 3.7. This data and the biasing experiments that will be detailed in Chapter 4, show that the
E×B bulk velocity of the plasma is directly modified by the bias probe. In all of the cases, the lab
frame phase velocity is displaced in the ion diamagnetic drift direction from the E ×B velocity.
This indicates that the turbulence is propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction in the plasma
of reference for these different biasing values. The measurements further exclude TEM and ETG
turbulence as candidate modes at the edge of HBT-EP and provide additional evidence that the
turbulence is ITG dominated.
Before continuing, the method for obtaining the vE×B information should be clarified. For the
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measurements in Figure 3.7, the poloidal component of the E×B velocity is taken to be vθ,E×B =
Er/BT , where the radial gradient of the plasma potential (Er = −∇rVp) is used to determine the
radial electric field. The plasma potential was calculated from the electron temperature and floating
potential information as: Vp = Vf +2.8kBTe/e. Again, the reasonable assumption [180] at the edge
of Te≈ Ti was used to determine the prefactor of 2.8 in the sheath potential drop. Using the standard
sign convention, the ion diamagnetic drift direction points downward at the outboard midplane, as
does a positive E×B velocity.
Thus from the evidence compiled in this chapter, the edge turbulence is long wavelength, has
a transverse size which scales with ρs, and propagates in the ion diamagnetic drift direction in the
plasma frame of reference; all of which match what is expected for ITG turbulence. We should
also note that the absence of QCM peaks [31] in the turbulence spectrum further rules out TEMs.
Since the application of shear flow suppresses the mode (as will be shown in the next chapter),
shear flow driven Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instabilities can also be eliminated as candidates. we can
therefore conclude that the edge turbulence on HBT-EP is dominated by long wavelength ITG drift
waves.
3.2 Blob-Filament Scrape-off Layer Turbulence
Beyond the LCFS, at a position 1 cm from the limiter, there is a transition to a type of turbu-
lence measured ubiquitously in magnetic confinement experiments: blob-filament turbulence. As
discussed in Section 1.3, these plasma “blobs” move radially through the SOL, carrying heat and
particles away from the plasma edge. They are readily identifiable in Figure 3.8 as the intermit-
tent spikes in the ion saturation current (used as a proxy for density) measured in the SOL. The
results show a non-Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF) of the turbulent fluctuations,
with increasing skewness3 and kurtosis as the probe is moved farther into the SOL. In fact, a PDF
with positive skewness for the fluctuations in this region is one of the main identifiers of this type
3Skewness and kurtosis are statistical properties of the distribution, with skewness quantifying the level of asym-
metry of the PDF and kurtosis measuring the “heaviness” of the tails of the distribution.
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(e) ∆R= +1.5 cm

























(f) ∆R= +2 cm
Figure 3.8 Intermittent blob-filament turbulence identified in the ion saturation current
fluctuations. The measurements include: (a) Ĩsat data from 1 cm inside the LCFS, (b)
1.5 cm outside the LCFS, and (c) 2.0 cm outside the LCFS, all measured via the the
triple probe. The fluctuations are normalized to the maximum fluctuation value in the
time window shown. (d–f) are the corresponding probability distribution functions, with
a Gaussian distribution (dahsed curve) shown in (d) for reference. Here, ∆R refers to the
distance from the limiter position ∆R = R−RLim.
of turbulence [43]. The spikes in the ion saturation measurements become more infrequent as
the triple probe is moved farther out in major radius, indicating that there is a greater density of
plasma blobs closer to the position ∆R = 1.5 cm, where ∆R is the distance from the limiter loca-
tion: ∆R = R−RLim. Interior to this region, just outside the LCFS, the peaks are mixed with the
more Gaussian conformal fluctuations of the drift wave turbulence detailed in the last section (see
Figure 3.8(d)).
This type of transition in the ion saturation current fluctuation statistics has been measured on
many devices [43] and indicates a distinct region of the SOL, where the turbulence is dominated
by bursts or intermittent spikes in density associated with the ballistic blob structures striking the
triple probe. It is rather remarkable that measurements made here on HBT-EP are so similar to
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(e) ∆R= +1 cm





























(f) ∆R= +2 cm
Figure 3.9 Intermittent blob-filament turbulence measured on the SOL tiles with mea-
surements of ĨSOL (normalized to the maximum fluctuation amplitude) at (a) ∆R = 0 cm,
(b) ∆R = 1 cm, and (c) ∆R = 2 cm. (d–f) are the corresponding probability distribution
functions, with a Gaussian distribution (dashed curve) shown in (d) for reference. The
measurements were made over identical shots by retracting the top shell with SOL tiles
on section 1 of the machine (data from sensor LFS01_S6 is displayed).
much larger diverted tokamaks, including JET [43]. As was shown in Figure 3.4(b), the spikes
observed as far out as ∆R = 2 cm have a much higher amplitude when compared with the mean
value (i.e., the relative fluctuation level is higher) than that measured inside or just outside the
LCFS. This is due to the fact that the blobs are moving radially outward, with densities comparable
to that in the edge region, but much higher than what is measured in the far SOL (as we will see in
Figure 3.11).
These same types of statistics are also observed in the scrape-off layer current measurements
(ĨSOL) from the SOL tiles in Figure 3.9. When the SOL tile limiters are fully inserted (∆R = 0 cm)
and are acting as limiting surfaces of the plasma, the fluctuations have a slight positive skewness,
but are nearly Gaussian. The tiles have a much larger radial extent than the triple probe tips, so
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it is likely that the blob-filament turbulence measured at R = 108 cm is being superimposed on
the fluctuations due to the drift wave turbulence at the edge in Figures 3.9(a) and (d). The other
radial positions in the figure were measured by retracting the top conducting shell on section 1
(to which the SOL tiles are attached) in 1 cm increments over identical shots. The other SOL
tile limiters were left inserted to ensure that the tiles being measured here were not the limiting
surfaces. The measurements show that the fluctuations have an increase in skewness and kurtosis
when the limiter tiles are retracted, mirroring the Ĩsat behavior. The intermittent spikes associated
with the plasma blobs become more clearly evident at a position of ∆R = 2 cm, in agreement with
ion saturation current measurements. However, in this case, the measurements indicate the blob-
filaments are carrying current from the SOL into the limiters. Indeed, blob-filament structures have
already been shown to carry parallel current on other experiments [184].
Now that the blob-filament turbulence has been identified, we can determine if the blobs have
a dipole structure in potential. This is accomplished by swapping the positions of the tips of the
triple probe, as shown to the right of Figure 3.10. Here, we will use the ion saturation measurement
as the reference. When a blob strikes the probe, there is a spike in this measurement corresponding
roughly to the density of the blob structure. In the first measurements presented in Figure 3.10(a)
using the standard triple probe configuration, when a blob is detected in the Ĩsat data, there is a pos-
itive perturbation in the floating potential measurements. This is verified by the cross-correlation
analysis of the two signals, C(Ĩsat,Ṽf ), shown in Figure 3.10(c). The probe tips, in this case, are ar-
ranged such that the floating potential is measured vertically below (−ẑ) the ion saturation current
measurement. Rearranging the tips so that the floating potential measurement is directly above
(+ẑ) the ion saturation current measurement results in the data shown in Figures 3.10(b) and (d).
Now there is a slight negative perturbation in the floating potential measurements when the ion
saturation current measures a blob striking the probe. The cross-correlation in this case is negative
(with a similar time lag), showing the opposite trend of the original probe tip configuration.
This analysis verifies the dipole structure of the blob-filaments in the SOL. When a blob strikes
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Figure 3.10 Measurement of the dipole potential structure of the blob-filaments through
a rearrangement of the triple probe tips. Shown are (a–b) Ĩsat and Ṽf for the two probe
arrangments normalized to the maxima of the fluctuations in the time window displayed
for each respective time trace. (c–d) The corresponding cross-correlations of Ĩsat and Ṽf
for the two triple probe arrangements. The measurements were taken over identical shots
at the same radial location. The probe arrangements are shown on the right.
the probe, there is a negative potential perturbation in Vf from above the reference Isat collect-
ing probe, and a positive potential perturbation when measuring Vf from below the Isat collecting
probe. The orientation corresponds to the electric fields of the blobs pointing upward at the mid-
plane, giving an outward E ×B motion, considering the clockwise direction of the toroidal field
when viewed from above. Thus, the overall picture gleaned from the measurements matches what
is expected for dipolar blobs, whose electric field orientation propels them radially outward into
the SOL.
Next, the radial distribution of the blob-filaments and the statistically properties of the PDFs
in the SOL will be investigated. From the radial scans provided in Figure 3.11, the PDFs of the
ion saturation current fluctuations begin to have appreciable skewness and kurtosis in the region
R > 108 cm. This is also the point at which the floating potential profile levels off to around
Vf ∼= 0 V and the ion saturation current profile becomes flatter as well. In these experiments, a
region with negative skewness in Ĩsat, corresponding to the presence of “holes” seen in some other
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Figure 3.11 Radial scan of the blob-filament turbulence showing: (a) the mean Isat mea-
surements with the peak blob values shown in blue, (b) the floating potential profile
measured with a scan of RPS4, (c) the PDF of Ĩsat from a radial scan of the triple probe,
(d) the skewness of the PDFs, (e) the kurtosis of the PDFs, and (f) the cross-correlation
between Ĩsat and Ṽf . The y-axis in (c) is normalized to the standard deviation of the
fluctuations: σ(Ĩsat).
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experiments, is not observed, despite a fine resolution scan of the triple probe in 2 mm increments.
Instead, the PDF gradually transitions from having near zero skewness and kurtosis in the region
R≤ 108 cm, to much larger values in the far SOL.
The blob peaks in Ĩsat shown in Figure 3.11(a), indicate that the blob densities (with some
contribution from Te as well) are rather high when compared with the background Isat levels. The
peaks are comparable to the mean values of Isat measured inside the LCFS. This suggests that the
turbulent structures are carrying a considerable particle flux into the SOL region.
The last feature to be examined is the amount of correlation between the ion saturation current
and floating potential fluctuations at different radial locations, shown in Figure 3.11(f). In the blob
dominated region, the two quantities are correlated (the measurements generally lie within the 1/e
threshold). These measurements are close to the correlations between the two quantities measured
inside the LCFS for the edge drift wave turbulence. As one approaches the LCFS and just beyond
the limiter position, the correlation decreases. The decrease in C(Ĩsat,Ṽf ) stems from the decrease
in the poloidal correlation length of the turbulence, as indicated by the correlations of Ṽf between
the probe pairs on RPS4 and previous estimates for Lθ in this region [177]. Since the tip separation
on the triple probe is fixed, and the size of the eddies shrinks near the LCFS, the correlation drops.
From the skewness and kurtosis data compiled over these shots, a common trend emerges.
When plotted against one another, the skewness and kurtosis of the floating potential and ion
saturation current fluctuations from both the triple probe and rake probe follow a parabolic relation.
This relation is a universal feature observed in plasma physics experiments, atmospheric science,
oceanography, and laboratory fluid experiments [185, 186]. Indeed the values for the parabolic
curve found here are close to those found on TORPEX [186]. It is also rather remarkable that
the parabolic fit to just the Isat fluctuation data also fits with the statistics of the floating potential
fluctuation measurements. The reason for the trend has been postulated [185] to be a consequence
of several constraints expected to hold for most systems.
In order to obtain estimates for the blob velocities, we can make use the fact that there are
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Figure 3.12 Universal parabolic relation
between skewness and kurtosis measured
in the edge and SOL turbulence. The
data includes the skewness and kurtosis of
floating potential and ion saturation cur-
rent fluctuations from RPS4 and the triple
probe. The parabolic fit was made to the Isat
statistics alone, with the root mean square
error of the fit indicated by the dashed lines.
potential perturbations associated with the blobs and track the potential structures as they move
out radially across the rake probe tips. This analysis is summarized in Figure 3.13. Here, an
analysis window has been identified where there is a strong positive perturbation in the floating
potential fluctuation data in the SOL. By fitting the pulses in the time traces of Ṽf for each of
the radial locations with exponentially modified gaussians, one can determine the arrival time of
the blob potential structure at each location from the peak of the fit. This process also works
for negative perturbations in the floating potential signal, with a simple change in sign of the
amplitude of the fit function. The results of the fitting procedure are shown in Figure 3.13(b).
Before continuing on to the analysis of the results derived from the fits, we should first mention
some of the key features highlighted in Figure 3.13(a). First, the potential perturbations in the blob
dominated region (∆R > 1 cm) are more heavily concentrated closer to the LCFS than in the far
SOL. This indicates there are more blobs in the region 1 cm< ∆R < 3.5 cm than in the sparsely
populated far SOL. Second, there is a clear distinction between the more consistent fluctuations
in the region where the edge turbulence still predominates (∆R< 1 cm) and the more intermittent
spikes observed in the blob dominated region. These trends also match the measurements made by
the triple probe of the ion saturation current fluctuations.
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Figure 3.13 Blob filament tracking analysis using Ṽf measurements from RPS4. (a) 2D
plot of the rake floating potential fluctuations over time, with the analysis window for (b)
indicated. (b) Time traces of Ṽf at six radial locations, along with the corresponding fits
of exponentially modified gaussian functions. Once again, ∆R = R−RLim refers to the
distance from the limiter.
Using the time of the peaks of the fits to the floating potential perturbations as the time when
the blob reaches each probe tip, one can ascertain the radial velocity, via the analysis shown in Fig-
ure 3.14. The arrival times measured when tracking the positive perturbation from the analysis in
Figure 3.13, and when tracking an analogous negative perturbation in Vf are shown together here.
Linear fits have been made to each case, with the inverse of the slopes of the lines corresponding
to the radial velocity of the blobs. The resulting radial velocity measurements are compiled in
Table 3.1. These two cases were chosen in order to get a representation of two blobs with different
radial velocities and opposite signs of Vf . A full statistical analysis of all of the blob velocities is
not the main goal here, we merely seek to get determine rough estimates for the size scales and
propagation velocities for the SOL turbulence.
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Figure 3.14 Arrival times at different rake
probe locations for a slower moving, neg-
ative Ṽf measurement (black markers) and
a faster moving, positive Ṽf measurement
(blue markers). Corresponding linear fits
have been overlaid on the data, indicated by
solid lines. The time of arrival is taken to
be the time since the Vf perturbation from
the blob first reaches the rake probe tip at
∆R = 1 cm.
Table 3.1 Blob tracking parameters for the two cases in Figure 3.14.
Blob # Ṽf Sign twindow (ms) vr (km/s) δr (cm) vr/Cs δr/δ∗
1 Positive 3.14–3.17 7±1 1.4±0.3 0.3 1.4
2 Negative 2.20–2.23 4.4±0.3 0.6±0.3 0.19 0.6
Cs refers to the average sound speed in the SOL between ∆R = 1–5 cm (where Cs ∼ 23 km/s). twindow
is the time window where the blob is tracked, and δ∗ is the characteristic blob size (δ∗ ∼ 1.0 cm for the
parameters here).
To that end, these two different cases are further characterized in the other portions of Table 3.1.
Along with the radial velocities of the two tracked blobs, the radial size estimates, and comparisons
to characteristic SOL quantities are made. The blob radial sizes were estimated by fitting Gaussians
to the potential perturbations in the spatial coordinate, rather than the time coordinate fits from
Figure 3.13. The value of δr was taken to be the e-folding length of these fits. This quantity was







where L‖ is the sheath to sheath connection length. L‖ was estimated using the relation: L‖ ∼=
2πR (∆φLim/2π) = 4.0 m, with ∆φLim as the toroidal distance between the two limiters. The tile
limiters in sections 1 and 8 (the section 4 tiles were retracted) are separated by ∆φLim = 252◦,
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over which a field line makes (at maximum) a roughly 45◦ poloidal revolution from the midplane
position of the rake probe at section 4. Therefore it is highly likely that the filamentary structures
measured here are “sandwiched” between these two limiter positions.
The results for the radial blob sizes in Table 3.1 are close to measurements on other machines
(blobs are generally 1–3 cm in size [43]) and are comparable to the characteristic blob size scale
δ∗. Since blobs are usually elongated in the poloidal direction, it is also possible that the poloidal
size is larger than the radial measurements presented here. While slightly higher, the measured
radial velocities are of the same magnitude as the general range for blobs of vr ∼ 0.5− 2 km/s
or vr ∼ 0.01−0.1Cs [43]. The discrepancy in the velocities may be due to the unique limiter ge-
ometry and wall position on HBT-EP or to the small sample size used to represent the blob vr.
We should also note that the two cases explored in this section do not account for inward propa-
gating blobs, which were observed much less frequently than the outward propagating blobs, but
have been observed on other machines. In any case, the analysis from this section identifies radi-
ally propagating blob-filaments that have dipole potential structure, as well as sizes and velocities
which roughly match observations on other machines.
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Turbulence Suppression by Sheared Flow
In this chapter, the suppression of turbulence by sheared E×B flow will be investigated through
the controlled application of torque on the plasma via the biasing electrode (bias probe).1 Tur-
bulence suppression in both the edge region (Section 4.2) and the SOL region (Section 4.3) will
be examined, with a focus on the region near the LCFS. In particular, the effects of shear flow in
the region (∆R ∼ 0.0− 1.0 cm), where the turbulence transitions from the drift-wave-like edge
turbulence to the blob-filament SOL turbulence, will be highlighted. The reduction in the turbu-
lence intensity and the behavior of the structure of the turbulent modes will be compared with the
various turbulence suppression mechanisms detailed in Section 1.3. But first, some of the impor-
tant phenomenology of the biasing induced H-mode observed on HBT-EP will be discussed in the
following section.
4.1 Biasing Induced H-mode
As in the original experiments on CCT [62], when a threshold amount of current is drawn between
the biasing electrode and the limiters, a bifurcation in the plasma equilibrium occurs on HBT-EP.
Similar to unbiased H-modes, a sheared radial electric field and strong gradients in the temperature
and density form at the plasma edge. These developments are detailed in Figures 4.1–4.3. From
the data in Figure 4.1, once a certain threshold current is reached, Ibias drops and there are rapid
changes in both the edge and global parameters. Concomitant with this drop in Ibias, a large positive
radial electric field “hill” first forms just outside the LCFS then propagates inward. Eventually the
1Note: Some of the content of this chapter has already been published in Ref. [177]. The content has been repro-
duced with the permission of AIP publishing.
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Figure 4.1 The transition into biasing induced H-mode, with measurements of (a) the
plasma current, (b) the bias probe voltage, (c) the bias probe current, (d) the current
collected by an SOL tile limiter, (e) the radial electric field (estimated as Er ≈ −∇rVf ),
and (f) the EUV signal across the vertical profile of the plasma. The floating potentials
in (e) were measured using RPS2, while the EUV signals were measured using EUV
Array 2. Again, ∆R = R−RLim refers to the distance from the limiter. Reproduced with
permission from [177]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
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Figure 4.2 L-mode and H-mode profiles of (a) electron density and (b) electron temper-
ature measured via the triple probe (squares) and Thomson scattering (circles). Specific
shot numbers for these plots and for figures with multiple shots in the rest of this chapter
can be found in Appendix B. Reproduced with permission from [177]. Copyright 2021
AIP Publishing.
large radial electric field is almost entirely localized to a ∼ 2.5 cm wide region inside the LCFS.
Here, since the gradients in the floating potentials are much larger than the contributions from the
gradients in Te (except in a very narrow region near the LCFS), the radial electric field is estimated
as Er ≈−∇Vf . A large change in confinement when the Er-hill forms is also indicated by the EUV
measurements across the entire cross section of the plasma (see Figure 4.1(f)). During the H-mode
phase, there is a noticeable deterioration in the Er-hill around t = 3.9 ms due to MHD activity that
will be discussed shortly. The SOL current measured by the limiter tiles also drops just before
the transition to the H-mode state. We will see in the Section 4.3 that this is most likely due to a
marked decrease in the density and SOL turbulence just outside the LCFS.
The increase in confinement is also measured by the changes in the electron temperature and
density provided by the Thomson scattering diagnostic and the triple probe measurements, as
shown in Figure 4.2. The L-mode Thomson profiles were obtained by ensemble averaging over
identical shots, while the edge measurements were made with a radial triple probe scan. Since
the H-mode shots exhibited a broader variation, a smaller group with more consistent profiles was
used for the ensemble averaging of the Thomson measurements. Most of the measured confine-
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Vbias= -75 V 
Figure 4.3 (a) Floating potential profiles measured by RPS2 and (b) radial electric field
measurements for different amounts of applied bias. The dithering case in (b) corre-
sponds to the maximum dithering curve in (a). Reproduced with permission from [177].
Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
ment increase is due to the ∼ 50% rise in the core electron density; however, a large increase is
also seen at the edge in the Te measurements, forming a temperature pedestal. Indeed, the density
profile also has a steepened gradient near the edge. These increases in the profiles and steepening
of the edge gradients are signatures of edge transport barrier formation and are observed in typical
H-mode discharges.
In order to better understand the evolution of the edge radial electric field, the floating potential
profiles and Er measurements for different amounts of applied bias are shown in Figure 4.3. There
are four main cases presented here, with the first (blue curves) showing the floating potential and
radial electric field measurements when the bias probe is near floating (Vbias = −75 V). This case
is analogous to an “unbiased” discharge, since the current drawn by the bias probe is near zero.
The next case, shown in black, corresponds to an applied bias of Vbias = +60 V, where between
40-50 A of current is drawn by the electrode, and a substantial increase in the flow velocity is
measured. The case shown in orange displays the sequence of profile changes during a dithering
H-mode transition, where both the floating potential and radial electric field oscillate back and
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forth between the L-mode and H-mode regimes in a semi-periodic fashion. This case, therefore,
accesses two very different equilibria for the same applied bias probe voltage. The final case,
shown in red, includes the Vf and Er profiles from the “one-step” transition H-mode discharge
shown in Figure 4.1.
The information from the floating potential profiles, measured by RPS2, were used to deter-
mine the radial electric field profiles in Fig. 4.3(b). For the two L-mode cases, the temperature
gradients needed to be taken into account when measuring Er =−∇rVp. Here, Vp was calculated
using the method from Section 3.1: Vp = Vf + 2.8kBTe/e. For the H-mode and dithering H-mode
cases, the gradients of the floating potential profiles were large enough to neglect the temperature
contributions for most of the radial locations, so the estimate Er =−∇rVp ≈−∇rVf was used.
From these experiments, a clear enhancement of a naturally occurring Er-hill near the LCFS
can be seen with increasing amounts of bias. This behavior matches what has been seen on several
other devices including TCABR [71], TEXTOR [139, 142], and Aditya [187]. The result is an
increase in both the poloidal E×B flow velocity (vE×B = Er/BT ) and an increase in E×B shear on
both sides of the Er-hill with increasing applied bias. Unsurprisingly, the shear (from the gradient
in Er) is much larger and spans a much broader range for the H-mode case than the L-mode cases.
Before moving on to a closer examination of the dithering behavior, we should first clarify some
of the MHD behavior mentioned in the discussion surrounding Figure 4.1. The magnetic and radial
electric field information for the window of mode activity and Er deterioration for this H-mode
discharge is highlighted in Figure 4.4. An initial f ∼ 10 kHz, m/n = 2/1 tearing mode is observed
between 2.8 ms and 3.0 ms of the zoomed in time window. This mode is stabilized once the biasing
induced transition occurs at t = 3 ms, which may be due to a number of factors including the fast
rotation from the strong E×B flow or changes in the equilibrium profiles. This stabilization leads
to a quiescent H-mode period, with almost no MHD activity between t = 3− 3.8 ms. At around
3.8 ms, a slower rotating ( f ∼ 5 kHz) 2/1 tearing mode begins to grow and by 3.9 ms, a rapidly
rotating ( f ∼ 70 kHz) 4/1 kink mode appears. Once this kink mode is destabilized, the MHD
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Figure 4.4 Deterioration of the Er-hill by MHD activity with measurements of (a) fluc-
tuations of the poloidal magnetic field from a Mirnov probe, (b) poloidal magentic fluc-
tuations for an entire toroidal set of the feedback sensor array (S4P), and (c) the radial
electric field estimated using the floating potential measurements from RPS2.
activity “tears” through the Er-hill and deteriorates the transport barrier. This type of multimode
behavior and deterioration of the shear flow region is commonly observed in HBT-EP H-mode
discharges and has also been observed on TCABR [188].
It is possible, given the frequency of the drops in the electric field between 3.8-4.2 ms, that
the deterioration is solely due to the 4/1 external kink mode. However, a possible synergistic
deterioration effect of the two coexistent modes cannot be ruled out. The actual reduction of the
radial electric field may be due to the slowing of the flow velocity by braking electromagnetic
torques on the plasma from the modes themselves or to the overlapping of the islands, creating
magnetic stochasticity in the edge region, as was postulated in Ref. [188]. An investigation into
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Figure 4.5 Scan of applied bias probe voltage ((a) and (c)), as well as current ((b) and
(d)). The dithering cases and the data from a single H-mode shot are highlighted in
(c) and (d), with the same scan in (a) and (b) shown in grey for reference. Note: the
non-dithering H-mode case (shown in red) had a major radius collapse at t ∼ 3.5 ms.
the cause of the deterioration of the Er-hill, and the multimode behavior observed in H-mode
discharges is a topic of future work (see Section 7.2).
Now, to investigate the large drop in the bias probe current during the one-step transition and
the dithering H-mode transition, a simple model based on the I-V characteristics of the bias probe
can be formulated. From Figure 4.5, one can see that below Vbias = +60 A and Ibias = 50 A, no
L-H transitions takes place (there are no drops in the current or sudden changes in the equilibrium).
Above these biasing values, dithering transitions begin to be observed, with the dithering frequency
increasing with increasing applied bias (green and blue curves in Figure 4.5(d)). The dithering
behavior is almost periodic, with the irregularity after t = 3.5 ms in the blue curve of Figure 4.5(d),
being a consequence of increased MHD activity.
At bias probe voltages above +150 V, the dithering behavior ceases and there is enough current
drawn by the probe to maintain the force balance and the H-mode state. One should note that there
was also a major radius collapse at t ∼ 3.5 ms in the one-step H-mode case, shown in red in
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Figure 4.5(c-d). Another curious feature of the one-step transition case is that the threshold current
is higher than the two dithering cases. This is also observed when a step function in voltage
from the biasing bank is applied to the probe (recall Figure 4.1), indicating that the impulse from
the bias probe torque may also affect the threshold current required for the transition. The other
possibility is that there is a dwell time for the biasing induced transition, and since the voltage
ramp is faster in the one-step H-mode case than in either of the dithering cases, higher currents
can be achieved before the transition and the drop in the current occur. Indeed, for the lower
Vbias dithering transition shown in green in Figure 4.5(d), the full drop in the current and the large
change in Er does not occur for ∼ 200 µs after currents near the threshold in the blue dithering
case are achieved.
To model the behavior of the bias probe current during the transitions, we can first start with the
I-V relations for a standard Langmuir probe introduced in Section 2.2.1. We can take the exponents
of Equations (2.1) and (2.2), and rearrange them so as to account for the changes in the floating
potential due to the modifications from the bias probe torque:
e(Vbias−Vp)/(kBTe) = e(Vbias−Vf )/(kBTe) +α (4.1)
where α is a constant near 2.8, related to the sheath potential drop originating from the definition
of the plasma potential presented earlier: Vp = Vf +αkBTe/e. Thus, we can define a new quantity:
∆Vbf = Vbias−Vf to model the bias probe current in an equation of the form:
Ibias = A · exp[e∆Vbf/(kBTe)]−C (4.2)
where the constant A takes into account the electron saturation current and sheath drop terms:
A = Ie,satexp(α), and we have approximated the ion current contribution (which should be small in
the electron current dominated regime of importance here) as the constant C. Here, C is analogous
to an offset to the exponential function with a value close to the ion saturation current C ≈ Ii,sat.
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(c) Fit Window Model 1















Figure 4.6 Modeling the bias probe current for a low bias shot. (a) Time traces of the
bias probe voltage (at R = 103 cm) and RPS4 floating potential (at R = 103.5 cm), (b)
the I-V characteristic at the start of biasing overlaid with a model exponential fit (red),
and (c) the bias probe current (black) compared with the model (red). The time window
of the model fit is indicated by the shaded region in (c).
Besides the approximation of the ion current contribution, we should also note that this model does
not take into account changes in the density or temperature, which can modify the “constants” we
have defined in A and C. Furthermore, if we assume the electron temperature does not change
significantly with biasing (as we will see is true for the L-mode biasing cases in Section 4.3), we
can rewrite Equation (4.2) into the form:
Ibias = A · exp(B ·∆Vbf)−C (4.3)
where we have absorbed the factor of e/kBTe into the fitting coefficient B.
To test whether this model has merit, given the approximations of near static temperature and
density during biasing, Equation (4.3) was applied to a discharge with relatively low Vbias = 0 V, as
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Figure 4.7 Modeling the bias probe current during a dithering shot. (a) Time traces of
the bias probe voltage (at R = 103 cm) and RPS4 floating potential (at R = 103.5 cm),
(c) the I-V characteristic before the dithering begins overlaid with model fit 1 (red), (d)
the I-V characeristic during one of the dithers overlaid with model fit 2 (blue), and (b)
the bias probe current (black) compared with the two models. The time windows of the
model fits are indicated by the shaded regions in (b).
shown in Figure 4.6. In Figure 4.6(a), the floating potential is modified during the biasing period,
increasing from Vf = −60 V to Vf = −30 V at the location of the probe, which would certainly
skew the standard analysis of the I-V curve that assumes constant Vp. By fitting the model equation
to the data from the time window where the voltage rises, as depicted in the Figure 4.6(b), we can
rather accurately predict the bias probe current measured in Figure 4.6(c). The only region where
the model falls short of the measurements is a brief period just after t = 4 ms, where MHD activity
causes an increase in the probe current that can not be accounted for by our simple model. Since
the model accurately reproduces the bias probe current from the measurements of Vf and Vbias in
this case, the model can also be applied to the dithering case to see if the changes in the floating
potential are the root cause of the observed drops in bias probe current.
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For this analysis, the model fit has been applied to the time window with the voltage ramp
before the dithering occurs in Figure 4.7. This first attempt to model the current will be referred
to as Model 1. The dithering behavior, including the drops in the current and the frequency of the
dithers is well reproduced by this first model, shown in red. However, the model fails to account
for the absolute magnitude of the current after the initial ramp. This may be due to an increase in
the density or temperature during the dithering phase, which would not be captured by the static
model. In order to try to account for this, a second I-V fit was made during one of the dithering
cycles (indicated in blue), which will be referred to as Model 2. This second fit more closely
matches the magnitude of the current, as well as the dithering behavior. The second model fails
in the time window after t = 3.5 ms, where MHD activity sets in. Additionally, there is a small
time lag between when the model predicts the drop in the current and when the bias probe current
actually drops. The cause of this discrepancy is unknown, but could be due to fitting only the rising
voltage ramps instead of the falling voltage ramps or to the changes in the plasma parameters (Te
and ne) not captured by the model.
In either case, the results from Figure 4.7 show that the drop in the bias probe current during
dithering can be entirely explained by the changes in the floating potential (see Figure 4.7(a)). The
change in Vf is due to the reorganization of the potential profile in response to the changing electric
field from the induced flow by the probe. This is because the bias probe voltage is “fixed” relative
to the ground reference of the chamber, whereas the floating potential at the probe location can
change dramatically with respect to this fixed reference. Indeed, in the simplest case where the
floating potential of the plasma raises to become equivalent to the fixed probe voltage (Vbias = Vf ),
the bias probe current drops to zero. The drops in the current observed on HBT-EP during dithering
are therefore due to changes in the I-V characteristics of the bias probe and not due to a decrease
in orthogonal conductivity between the probe and the limiter, which was posited in Ref. [132]. In
fact, the measured bias probe current is higher during the dithering phase than would be expected
from the initial I-V sweep in Model 1. If the orthogonal conductivity were to decrease, the probe
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current should be lower than that expected from this baseline case.
Before closing this section, we should address two points regarding the dithering transition.
First, intermittent biasing induced transitions have been observed on other machines in the past
(e.g., in Ref. [64]) however, this is the first time (to our knowledge) that the dynamics have been
studied in detail. Second, although the drop in the bias probe current during H-mode on HBT-EP
has been explained, the root cause of the sudden increase in the flow velocity at the transition and
the subsequent modification of the Vf profile has not been determined yet. As mentioned before,
the cause of the transition is integral to this work and will be investigated in Chapter 5.
4.2 Edge Turbulence Suppression
Although turbulence reduction is observed during the high E×B shear state of H-mode on HBT-EP
(see Figure 4.8), the turbulence levels are often too low to make accurate measurements and com-
parisons with different models. The focus of the this section will therefore be on the edge turbu-
lence suppression observed in the biasing levels leading up to the L-H transition, where the shear
flow is strong enough to begin reducing the turbulence intensity, but not strong enough to almost
entirely suppress the fluctuations. It should be noted that fluctuations in the potential, density, and
temperature measurements are still observed in H-mode, however the measured fluctuation levels
are low and easily polluted by any small amount of MHD activity. The MHD modes at the edge
also have higher rotation frequencies due to the high flow velocity in H-mode, making it difficult
to distinguish the broadband turbulent fluctuations from the coherent MHD induced fluctuations.
Therefore, only turbulence measured during dithering transitions, where the turbulence level is still
reasonable, will be examined with regards to the H-mode data set in this secton.
The dynamics of the suppression due to increasing E×B shear is captured in Figure 4.8, which
shows the oscillations of floating potentials measured by the rake probe at section 2 for a dithering
transition. During each of the H-mode phases, a large positive electric field is generated (recall
Figure 4.3) with a corresponding increase in E×B shear at the edge. These time windows, which
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Figure 4.8 Edge turbulence suppression during a dithering shot, with (a) floating poten-
tial measurements from RPS2 at different radial locations, (b) a smaller time window of
the Vf measurements, (c) the perturbed floating potential signal measured at the LCFS,
and (d) a spectrogram of the fluctuations in (c). Reproduced with permission from [177].
Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
appear as peaks in the floating potential measurements, are periods of turbulence suppression, with
the fluctuation level greatly reduced. The modulation of the strength of the turbulence fluctuations
in Ṽf is clearly shown in Figure 4.8(c-d), with the broadband intensity decreasing with the cycles of
the shear flow generation. The broadband suppression of the fluctuations in each of these “peaks”
in the floating potential profile evolution is evident on a number of the rake probe sensors, indicat-
ing that the suppression is not localized just to the LCFS where the measurement in Figure 4.8(c)
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Figure 4.9 (a–b) Bias probe voltages and currents for the four primary cases presented in
this section. (c) Floating potential profile measured via RPS2 for the Vbias = +60 V case
(shown in black in (a–b)). (d) The radial wavenumber spectrum at the LCFS, measured
as a function of time during the Vbias = +60 V biasing shot. Reproduced with permission
from [177]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
was taken.
In order to investigate the suppression in a more gradual manner, an additional series of three
different cases of constant applied voltage and current will be analyzed (see Figure 4.9). For these
cases, the radial wavenumber spectrum at the LCFS, as well as the eddy tilt angle, for different
amounts of E ×B shear will be examined. It can be seen from Figure 4.9(d) that at sufficient
amounts of biasing, the spectrum average radial wavenumber, 〈kr〉, shifts from being centered near
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Vbias= +110 V 
(Dithering Case)
Vbias= +60 V 
Vbias= -75 V 
⟨kr⟩= 0.13 cm-1⟨kr⟩= 0.49 cm-1⟨kr⟩= 0.67 cm-1
Figure 4.10 Shift in the kr spectra at the LCFS for different amounts of applied bias. Fits
with the spectral shift model (colors) are shown overlaid on the data, all normalized to
the turbulence intensity when the probe was near floating. Reproduced with permission
from [177]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
zero to a positive value between 2.5-4 ms. The shift occurs at the same time the floating potential
profile (and therefore the radial electric field) is modified, as depicted in Figure 4.9(c). The shift is
almost identical to the results found on TCABR [71] and similar to the results on EAST [91] prior
to the L-H transition, with the exception of the sign of kr measured. By convention, a positive kr
corresponds to an inward direction and a negative kr corresponds to an outward direction. It will
be shown that the inward phases measured here match well with what would be expected given the
eddy tilt and turbulence propagation direction. According to the spectral shift theory, the direction
of the shift is dependent on the sign of the E×B shear [86, 87].
By integrating the wavenumber-frequency spectrum S(kr, f ) obtained from the two probe tech-
nique described earlier [179] over the frequency domain during the flat top of the biasing, the
results can be compared with what is expected from the spectral shift model [86, 87] defined in
Equation 1.13. The comparison between the data from two L-mode biasing cases and a smaller
window from one of the peaks of a dithering shot is shown in Figure 4.10. In the cases presented
here, the experimental turbulence spectrum is not the amplitude of the electric potential fluctua-
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tions, but rather the turbulence intensity. Therefore, model fits to the data were of the form Φ2ss.
We have also absorbed the value of ρ2s into the fitting parameters cx and cy in order to get model
fits in terms of kr and kθ.
The model fits agree with the data acquired under several biasing conditions, showing that for
increasing shift in the radial wavenumber spectrum 〈kr〉 under increasing E×B shear, the turbu-
lence intensity decreases. Thus, the spectral shift in radial wavenumber suppresses the turbulence
in agreement with simulations [86, 87] and previous experiments [71], but with a positive sign for
〈kr〉. It will be shown shortly that this increasing shift in radial wavenumber corresponds to in-
creasing tilt in the turbulent eddies. Moreover, the shift is present under biasing conditions below
the threshold needed for an L-H transition.
It should be mentioned that it was difficult to obtain wavenumber spectrum measurements
during H-mode due to a lack of turbulent fluctuations present. The H-mode spectrum shown in
Figure 4.10 was obtained with a smaller time window during one of the dithers, where the E ×
B shear was not so large as to completely suppress the turbulence. However, in all cases, the
wavenumber spectrum S(kr) has been normalized to the L-mode turbulence intensity.
Next, the tilt of the turbulent eddies under the different biasing conditions can be determined
through a time delay analysis technique first developed for Doppler reflectometry [189, 190], but
adapted for analysis of floating potential measurements [177]. The method posits that if a tilted
structure, in this case an eddy, propagates perpendicularly (vy) to two measurements separated
by a distance ∆x, then there will be a time delay τ between the two measured signals associated
with the tilt of the structure. The perpendicular distance ∆y due to the tilt can be recovered if
one knows the perpendicular velocity of the structure from ∆y = vyτ . Several measurements at
different separations and positions ∆x allow for an accurate measurement of tilt angle via a linear
fit (∆y = m∆x) to the data.
In this setup, the time lag information can be taken from the floating potential measurements
from the rake probe tips, which are separated by a radial distance ∆r. The perpendicular velocity of
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Figure 4.11 (a–d) Poloidal wavenumber-frequency spectra for different amounts of ap-
plied bias, measured via the triple probe at the LCFS (R = 107 cm). Reproduced with
permission from [177]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
the eddies can be estimated from the lab frame poloidal phase velocity of the turbulence, calculated
using the method described in Section 3.1. As can be seen from the wavenumber-frequency spectra
in Figure 4.11, the poloidal phase velocity of the turbulence increases with increasing applied bias,
with the unbiased spectrum being “pushed” to higher frequencies. This is due to the increase in
the underlying bulk plasma E×B rotation, as was discussed in Section 3.1 (see Figure 3.7).
V⊥
Case I
!lag > 0 !lag< 0
θturb> 0
Case II







Figure 4.12 Two different cases for tilted eddy structures propagating perpendicular to
the rake probe tips shown in red, blue, and black. The associated time lags, eddy tilt
angles (θturb), and slopes (m) of the linear fits to the time lag and phase velocity data are
indicated for each case. Reproduced with permission from [177]. Copyright 2021 AIP
Publishing.
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∆r = -1.0 cm
∆r = -0.5 cm
∆r = 0.0 cm
∆r = +0.5 cm
∆r = +1.0 cm
Figure 4.13 Cross-correlations between each of the rake probe tips and the reference
probe tip at ∆r = 0 for (a) the +60 V biasing case and (b) the near floating case. Dashed
lines indicate experimentally derived cross-correlation coefficients, while solid lines de-
note the Gaussian fits to the measurements. Reproduced with permission from [177].
Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
The situation for measuring the tilt angle of the eddy structures is illustrated in diagrams I and II
in Figure 4.12. From the reference sensor location at ∆r = 0 (located at a major radius location of
R = 107.5 cm), four other tips in a ±1 cm range were found to be within or close to a correlation
length in order to provide reliable time lag estimates. The time lag (τlag) between the reference
probe tip and the other probe tips was determined using the cross-correlation between the sensors
defined in Equation (3.1).
The time delay was taken to be the τlag at the maximum cross-correlation of the data fit by a
Gaussian, as shown in Figure 4.13. By convention, the ion diamagnetic drift direction (downward
at the rake probe located at the midplane) is taken as the +v⊥ direction. Two cases are illustrated
in Figure 4.12 with the same turbulence propagation direction. Since the turbulence was measured
propagating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction in the lab frame for all of the biasing cases
detailed in this section, the added complexity of cases with differing v⊥ directions can be avoided.
Instead, it is clear to see that both the biasing case near the floating potential (Vbias = −75 V)
and the +60 V biasing case correspond to “Case I" of this figure. The propagation direction and
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negative eddy tilt (θturb) in Case I produces negative time delays at positive ∆r (further outboard)
and positive time delays for the probe tips where ∆r is negative (further inboard). This matches
what was found in previous part of this section, where both positive and near floating biasing
produced inward “propagating"/positive phases and 〈kr〉 measurements.
It should be noted that the radial correlation length towards the outboard side increases with
positive biasing. In fact, the measurement at ∆r = +1.0 cm for biasing at −75 V lies outside of
the correlation length and could not be used for the tilt analysis. This may indicate the eddies are
also being stretched in the shear-wise direction under positive biasing or it may be a result of a
change in the eddy structure due to the reduction of blob production near the LCFS that is seen in
the positive biasing cases, which will discussed in the next section.
Figure 4.14 Linear fits to the time delay analysis results for three biasing cases, with
corresponding measured eddy tilt angles indicated. Reproduced with permission from
[177]. Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.
The results of the time delay analysis and the poloidal phase velocity measurements for three
of the biasing cases are combined to calculate the eddy tilt angle from linear fits to the v⊥τlag data
in Figure 4.14. The angle can be directly obtained from the slope (m) of the linear fit using:
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Figure 4.15 Illustration of the convective cells of a single ballooning eigenmode struc-
ture at the edge with finite ballooning angle (θ0). Also shown is a rough depiction of
the wave vector and its components, as measured at the midplane. The rotation of the
structure due to the propagation of the turbulence in the lab frame is clockwise in this
geometry.
θturb ≈ tan−1(m) (4.4)
The measurements show that the eddy tilt angle changes from a value of θturb =−10◦ for the near
floating case to larger negative values under increasing bias and shear flow. This corroborates what
was found from the perpendicular wavenumber measurements, namely that the increase in shear
flow tilts the eddies to greater 〈kr〉 and |θturb|, while suppressing the turbulence intensity.
The time delay analysis which measures the tilt angle of the turbulent eddy structures requires
several conditions to be satisfied in order to yield accurate results or several correction factors
must be included. The full details of these correction factors and conditions under which these
calculations remain valid can be found in Refs. [189, 190]. Further discussion about how these
conditions apply to the data presented here can be found in Ref. [177].
The situation, elucidated by both the wavenumber and eddy tilt angle measurements, is illus-
trated in Figure 4.15. The figure depicts the convective cells of a single ballooning eigenmode
structure at the edge, which has a ballooning angle shifted away from the midplane θ0 6= 0 (similar
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Figure 4.16 Scans of turbulence suppression during several dithering cycles compared
with the turbulence suppression models. (a) E ×B shearing rate as a function of time,
compared with the turbulence intensity (both at ∆R = +0.5 cm). (b) The turbulence
intensity from the dithering scans plotted against the shearing rate (open circles), along
with the average of the data (diamonds), and the fits from the turbulence suppression
models. Parameters from the model fits to the data include: αE = 0.6, αcor = 0.18, and
γmax = 6.1/τc0. The turbulence decorrelation time was calculated from an unbiased shot
to be: τc0 = 8.1 µs.
to the simulation results in Figure 1.15). Since the eddy structures are tilted at the midplane, there
will be corresponding time delays measured at different radial points across the midplane when the
structures rotate poloidally (propagating downwards in this cross sectional diagram). The shift in
the ballooning angle also results in a shift in the radial wavenumber at the midplane (from Equa-
tion (1.11), kr = kθ ŝθ0 at the midplane). This is represented by the wave vector in Figure 4.15,
where the tilt and propagation direction of the eddies result in what appears to be a wave with
an inward propagation component. The simple structural phenomenology described by ballooning
eigenmodes and encapsulated by the diagram can therefore explain both the eddy tilt measurements
and the shift in the radial wavenumbers measured at the midplane.
Although, the results thus far in this section have shown agreement with the predictions of the
spectral shift model, the decorrelation model and quench rule can also be compared to the mea-
surements of turbulence suppression to assess their validity. The comparison of two decorrelation
models and the quench rule with the turbulence suppression data from a dithering shot are shown
in Figure 4.16. In Figure 4.16(a), the E ×B shearing rate (γE×B calculated from Equation 1.16)
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Table 4.1 Turbulence suppression models used in Figure 4.16.
Model Equation Refs.




ZM Decorr. Model Φ2 = Φ20/
[
1 + (αcor γE×B τc0)
2] (4.6) [82]





Note: The Miller-Waltz shearing rate is used in Equation (4.5) in lieu of the simpler (cylindrical) shear-
ing rate ωs = d(Er/B)/dr from the derivation of the BDT decorrelation model.
is compared with the intensity of the floating potential fluctuations during six dithering cycles.
Plotting these two time traces against one another results in the open circle scatter plot in Fig-
ure 4.16(b). In this way, the dithering cycles are analogous to scans of the E×B shear parameter.
This data has been compared with the BDT decorrelation model [80], the ZM (Zhang and Ma-
hajan) decorrelation model [82], and the quench rule [84, 87]. Model equations for each of the
theories can be found in Table 4.1.
Choosing realistic parameters for the three models, each captures the turbulence suppression
rather well, with the ZM decorrelation model having the closest match across the full range of
E×B shear. The quench rule matches the suppression at low shear but fails at high shear levels,
when the model expects the turbulence to be fully quenched. Instead, the turbulence intensity
decays down to a small but finite level. The BDT model, which has no fitting parameters involved
but is dependent on the turbulence correlation time, matches the suppression at high shear. Indeed,
as pointed out in Ref. [82], the BDT model deals primarily with the large shear regime. One should
note, the Miller-Waltz shearing rate (γE×B) has been used in this analysis instead of the simpler
shearing rate from the derivation in the BDT model: ωs = d(Er/B)/dr.
In order to arrive at these model fits, the measured correlation time at the location of the mea-
surements (R = 107.5 cm) for an unbiased case was used for τc0. The fit to the averaged data
(diamonds in Figure 4.16), yielded a value of αcor = 0.18 for the ZM decorrelation model. This
indicates the measured suppression is actually weaker than would be expected by the model if
αcor was of order unity. Even so, the αcor value is still in a reasonable range for the model, and
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Figure 4.17 Envelopes of the cross-correlation functions at different radii compared
with a reference probe at ∆R = R−RLim = 0 for bias voltages of (a) Vbias = −75 V
(near floating), (b) Vbias = 0 V, (c) Vbias = +30 V, and (d) Vbias = +60 V (just below the
L-H transition threshold). The e-folding level is indicated by the grey dashed contour.
reproduces almost the entire curve of turbulence suppression. Similarly, the parameter αE was
set to a value of 0.6 (from Ref. [84]) in the quench rule model, and the value of γmax was left a
free parameter. With the simple assumption that the growth rate should be of order γmax ∼ τ−1c0 in
mind, it was found that the data was well fit by the parameter: γmax = 6.1/τc0. This is certainly a
reasonable estimation given the difficulty in measuring the growth rates of the turbulent modes in
experiments and the possible variation in the constant αE . In any case, the parameter choice for
the quench rule captures the suppression in the low shear regime. The suppression data and the
model fits have been normalized to the quench rule model fit at γE×B = 0, which is essentially a
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linear extrapolation of the averaged data to the case of zero shear.
Despite the good agreement between the ZM decorrelation model and the measurements, some
of the phenomenology observed does not match what is expected from the decorrelation theory.
Recall from Section 1.4, that the decorrelation model posits that the eddy structures should break-
up under the shearing action and that the shear-wise turbulent eddy size should decrease with
increasing E×B shear. This is not the case shown in Figure 4.17. Here, under increasing bias and
shear flow, the radial correlation length increases, in agreement with our previous findings from the
correlation analysis in the eddy tilt calculations. This means that the eddy structures are elongating
the shear-wise direction rather than the becoming smaller. However, there is a noticeable decrease
in the turbulence correlation time, in agreement with the model. Also evident in Figure 4.17, is
the shift in the time lag at different radial locations with increased biasing, due to the tilting of the
turbulent eddy structures (as was found previously in the eddy tilt analysis). Now that the edge
turbulence suppression has been thoroughly explored, we can turn to the suppression observed in
the scrape-off layer region.
4.3 SOL Turbulence Suppression
As was first mentioned in the discussion surrounding Figure 4.1, the SOL turbulence is suppressed
for biasing levels below that needed for an L-H transition. Shown in Figure 4.18 are the ion
saturation current measurements outside the LCFS, the SOL current measured by one of the limiter
tiles, and the EUV signals measured at the edge for a shot with Vbias = +60 V. When the bias
current reaches a value near ∼ 20 A, the mean signal of the measurements and the turbulence
intensity decrease in the SOL. This matches the previous results [177], which show that the relative
fluctuation levels of the SOL current measurements drop at biasing values below the L-H threshold.
The turbulence in this critical transition region just outside the LCFS, where the drift-wave-like
edge turbulence transitions to the blob-filament SOL turbulence, is therefore strongly suppressed
by the biasing. The drop in the mean ion saturation current and the change in the EUV profile also
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Figure 4.18 Suppression of the SOL turbulence and reduction of the SOL profiles due
to biasing with time traces of (a) the bias probe voltage, (b) bias probe current, (c) the
triple probe ion saturation current, (d) the SOL current measured by one of the limiting
tiles (with the mean value subtracted), and (e) the signals from the edge chords of EUV
array 3.
indicates a change in the transport, with a reduction of the plasma density outside the LCFS and
an increase inside the LCFS. These observations of the changes in the edge-SOL profiles will be
further examined later in this section.
The observed turbulence suppression is not just confined to the narrow region outside the LCFS,
but is also measured in the reduction of blob-filament intensity throughout the SOL region. Indeed,
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Before Suppression During Suppression
Figure 4.19 Suppression of the blob-filament in SOL due to biasing. (a) Bias probe
voltage, (b) bias probe current, (c) RPS4 floating potential fluctuation measurements,
and (d–e) zoomed in time windows before and during the SOL turbulence suppression.
since the SOL tiles have a rather wide radial extent, the reduction of the blob-filament turbulence
(which predominates in the region ∆R>+1 cm) is also captured in the trace in Figure 4.18(d). The
biasing period also yields fewer “spikes” associated with blobs in the ion saturation current data
shown in Figure 4.18(c). To examine the important regions of the near and far SOL layer turbulence
simultaneously, we can once again turn to the floating potential measurements provided by the
rake probe, since we have shown that Ṽf is well correlated with the blob structures. The rake probe
measurements across the SOL for a similar biasing shot are shown in Figure 4.19. Here, a time
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window before the suppression and a time window during the suppression are highlighted. Both the
intensity and frequency of the turbulent radially propagating blobs decrease in the suppression case.
There are two main options for the cause of the reduction of the blob-filament turbulence. First,
it has already been shown that the shear flow imposed by the biasing suppresses the turbulence at
the edge, near the LCFS. It is possible that the reduction of the turbulence intensity in this region
reduces the formation of large saturated turbulent eddy structures, which break off into the SOL
as blob-filaments. As one can see from Figure 4.19(e), these turbulent fluctuations at the edge are
still present during the SOL suppression window. This type of reduction of turbulence spreading
into the SOL has been investigated in the past [54].
Another option to consider is that the strongly sheared poloidal flows from the biasing are
suppressing the radial transport of blobs across the shear layer [43]. In this case, the blobs can be
trapped and “torn apart” in the shear layer. As was shown on NSTX [191], the number of blobs
decreases near the LCFS during the high shear of H-mode discharges. However, the shearing rates
for the biasing cases here are much lower than the H-mode shearing rates considered in Refs. [43,
191]. The first option, in which the decrease in the edge turbulence intensity leads to fewer large,
saturated structures in the SOL that form blobs, is therefore the more likely explanation. This
might also explain the increase in the radial correlation length in the SOL region measured in
Figures 4.13 and 4.17. If the turbulence at the edge is stabilized to the point that the large saturated
structures are not peeling-off and creating largely incoherent fluctuation signals in the turbulence
transition region, then the correlation of the signals measured in the near SOL with the signals
measured at the LCFS should increase.
In either case, the results show that there is still edge turbulence present inside the LCFS when
the SOL turbulence is almost entirely quenched. In previous experiments, we have also shown
decoupling of the edge turbulence from the SOL turbulence, where the edge turbulence intensity
modulates with the dithering cycles, while the SOL turbulence remains almost entirely suppressed
[177]. The observation that the SOL turbulence can be quenched while the edge turbulence, just
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Figure 4.20 Changes to the (a) electron temperature and (b) ion saturation current edge
and SOL profiles measured by radial scans of the triple probe under applied bias (red
curves). The reference, unbiased, case is shown in black.
millimeters away, remains active will become a critical factor when looking at the gradient of the
Reynolds stress in the next chapter.
Finally, as was hinted at via the change in the EUV measurements in Figure 4.18(e), the changes
in the edge and SOL profiles will be examined when the SOL turbulence suppression takes place.
Shown in Figure 4.20 are the electron temperature and ion saturation current profiles measured
via the triple probe for an unbiased discharge and a shot where the bias voltage was set to Vbias =
+60 V. The results indicate that the Te profile is largely unchanged by the biasing and the reduction
of the edge-SOL turbulence, with the exception of the measurements farther into the SOL. Most
of the change occurs in the ion saturation current measurements, where the signal drops near the
LCFS and increases towards the core. This is in agreement with the profile “retraction” observed
in the EUV signals and indicates a reduction of cross-field particle transport into the SOL. As was
mentioned in Section 1.3, this has great implications for the SOL width and heat flux to the surfaces
in contact with the SOL plasma (i.e., the limiters or divertors). Indeed, the mean current measured
flowing to the limiter tile is reduced when the biasing takes place and the turbulence is suppressed.
Using relatively small amounts of bias in this manner (e.g., via a probe or biasable limiter) to
reduce or enhance the transport via the turbulence suppression phenomenology uncovered here is
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the topic of future work (see Section 7.2).
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Chapter 5
Reynolds Stress Enhancement and the L-H
Transition
In this chapter, the effects of applied shear flow via the bias probe on the turbulent Reynolds stress,
and the relation of the Reynolds stress to the biasing induced L-H transition dynamics will be ex-
amined. The newly commissioned rake probe (RPS4) will be used to provide simultaneous mea-
surements across the edge of the Reynolds stress and its gradient under different biasing conditions.
As was pointed out in Section 1.5, previous experiments on TEXTOR [139, 142], J-TEXT [143],
and the TJ-K stellarator [144] have already shown that the application of shear flow via biasing can
enhance the Reynolds stress and Reynolds stress driven flow. Here, we will confirm these results
on HBT-EP and supplement the findings with a focus on the structure and temporal evolution of
the Reynolds stress with regards to the L-H transition.
5.1 Impact of E×B Shear Flow on the Reynolds Stress
In order to determine the Reynolds stress using the floating potential measurements from RPS4, the
analysis described in Ref. [192] was employed. Neglecting the electron temperature contributions
to the fluctuating electric field measurements, the two quantities of interest can be estimated as
[192]:
Ẽr = (Ṽf 1−Ṽf 2)/∆r (5.1)
Ẽθ = (Ṽf 1−Ṽf 3)/∆θ (5.2)
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where Ṽf 1, Ṽf 2, Ṽf 3 are the floating potential fluctuation measurements from the three spatially
separated probe tips. Here, the probe measuring Ṽf 2 is radially separated from the probe measuring
Ṽf 1 by a distance ∆r and the probe measuring Ṽf 3 is separated by a poloidal distance of ∆θ. In
the setup of RPS4, the two radially spaced probes are located at the top of the probe body, whereas
the poloidally spaced measurements are taken from the probe pairs on the top and side of the
probe body (indicated in Figure 2.7). As was discussed in Section 2.2.3, the small displacement
of 5 mm in the toroidal direction for the poloidal probe pairs should not significantly impact the
measurements because the turbulence driving the fluctuations is long wavelength in the toroidal
direction. In fact, most stepped probe measurements of the Reynolds stress, like those in Ref. [148],
have some finite toroidal separation of the probe pairs as well.
The Reynolds stress average can be calculated from these fluctuating electric fields by taking
the relevant velocity terms to be equivalent to the E×B velocity fluctuations [192]:
〈ṽrṽθ〉 ≈ 〈−ẼθẼr〉/B2φ (5.3)
The negative sign stems from the fact that vθ = −Er/Bφ. Since there are five sets of these probe
“triplets,” the Reynolds stress can be measured in this manner at five different radial locations
across the edge profile. The spatial resolution also allows for the calculation of the radial gradient
of this stress, and therefore the Reynolds force can be easily obtained.
The results of the analysis for a discharge with the bias probe near floating (no applied shear
flow) and a biasing shot just below the L-H threshold are shown in Figure 5.1. The time resolution
and spatial resolution of the measurements capture a large increase in the Reynolds stress at certain
radial locations during the biasing period. In contrast, the measurements in the near floating case
remain comparatively low throughout the entire∼ 2.5 ms period. During the biasing time window,
the Reynolds stress in Figure 5.1(d) is enhanced in the region just inside the LCFS, where there
is a large measured E×B shear (recall Figure 4.3), and suppressed just outside the LCFS, where
the large drop in the turbulence intensity was measured in the previous section. This indicates a
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Figure 5.1 (a) Bias probe voltage, (b) bias probe current, and (c–d) averages of the
velocity fluctuations−〈ṽθṽr〉 for a shot with bias near floating and near the L-H treshold.
strong enhancement of the Reynolds force at the LCFS with the application of shear flow from the
bias probe. There is also a region of enhancement of the Reynolds stress closer to the bias probe
location (for reference, the probe is located at ∆R = −4.0 cm). The reason for this increase is
unclear given that the region with the larger measured E×B shear is closer to the LCFS, however
it is possible one of the other terms in Equation (1.24) may be contributing here. We can further
examine the situation by looking at the probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the velocity
fluctuations at the different radial locations.
The ṽr and ṽθ data for the two representative cases have been complied into histograms (PDFs)
113
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Figure 5.2 Histograms of the radial and poloidal velocity fluctuations at different radial
locations measured by RPS4 for (a–e) a discharge with the bias probe near floating and
(f–j) a shot with bias just below the threshold. All histograms are on the same scale with
arbitrary units (counts).
in Figure 5.2. For reference, a positive vθ indicates a downward pointing velocity at the midplane
(to maintain the sign convention from the previous chapter) and positive vr therefore points out-
ward (to keep the product ṽrṽθ with the correct sign). It is clear from Figure 5.2(e) and (j) that the
amplitude of the velocity fluctuations decreases dramatically just outside the LCFS under the bi-
asing conditions. This is inline with the measurements of the reduction of the turbulence intensity
at this location. Just inside the LCFS (Figure 5.2(d) and (i)), the distribution has taken on a larger
tilt in the biasing case, indicating a greater correlation between the radial and poloidal velocity
fluctuations and anisotropization of the turbulent eddies (recall the discussion in Section 1.5). The
tilt of the distribution also looks to be somewhat enhanced between Figure 5.2(c) and (h), however
at ∆R = 2.5 (Figure 5.2(g)) the turbulence appears to be entirely isotropic. The main effect evident
in Figure 5.2(a) and (f), is a large increase in the amplitude of the velocity fluctuations, scattering
the distribution in a more tilted PDF. Both of these effects (the increase in the velocity fluctua-
tion amplitudes and the tilting of the distribution) contribute to the large measured Reynolds stress
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Figure 5.3 Product of the radial and poloidal velocity fluctuations for (a–e) a discharge
with the bias probe near floating and (f–j) a shot with bias just below the L-H transition
threshold. The time window with black traces indicates the flat top of the bias probe
voltage.
located at this inner most position.
The velocity products from these distributions for the two biasing cases are shown in Figure 5.3.
The results confirm what was indicated by the PDFs. Namely that the reduction of the velocity
amplitudes in the SOL leads to a reduction of the product −ṽrṽθ outside the LCFS, and that the
slight increase in the amplitude (as well as the increase in the tilt of the distribution in the velocities
just inside the LCFS) leads to a large enhancement of the of the velocity product. While there is
also an enhancement of the product at ∆R = −1.5 cm and ∆R = −2.5 cm, this effect is mainly
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Figure 5.4 Reynolds stress averages at dif-
ferent radial locations (averaged over a
∼ 2 µs window), measured via RPS4 for a
shot with bias near floating (black) and with
bias near the L-H threshold. Error bars in-
dicate the standard deviation from the mean
over the time window of interest.
observed in the first ∼ 1 ms of the biasing period. At the innermost radial location, the velocity
product is greatly enhanced during the biasing period, confirming the results from the previous
analysis.
To get a clearer picture of the spatial variation of the Reynolds stress, the measurements from
Figure 5.1 have been averaged over the time window of the flat top of the biasing and presented in
Figure 5.4. The values measured here are comparable to Reynolds stress measurements on other
devices [142, 155, 192–194]. The figure once again highlights the increase in the Reynolds stress
inside the LCFS and the reduction in the SOL, with a secondary, large increase closest to the core.
The oscillatory structure of the Reynolds stress, and therefore the Reynolds force from the gradient,
would tend to drive zonal flows. That is, the pattern would tend to drive sheared poloidal flows,
with the radial variation of the flow reversals being on the order of the turbulence length scale
(Lr). Similar observations of the spatial variation of the Reynolds stress [155, 194] and Reynolds
force [124, 155, 194] have been made previously on other experiments.
We can use the information from Figure 5.1 to calculate the Reynolds force and compare it with
the J×B forces from the bias probe current. This information is presented in Figure 5.5. Here,
the mass density was calculated using the triple probe scan of ne from the shots in Figure 4.20,
the assumption that ne ≈ ni, and the density relation in Equation 1.19. The force comparison
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Figure 5.5 (a) Reynolds force (black) compared with the J×B force from the bias probe
(blue, dashed). (b) Sum of the bias probe and Reynolds force for a shot with bias just
below the L-H threshold.
in Figure 5.5 reveals that the measured Reynolds force is comparable to the force from the bias
probe current, which is already well known to be capable of driving flow. What’s more, when
the two forces are added in Figure 5.5, the force from the bias probe current is almost entirely
balanced by the Reynolds force at the LCFS. Conversely, in the region from ∆R = −2.5 cm to
∆R = −1.0 cm, the Reynolds force is shown to work in concert with the bias probe current to
drive poloidal flow. Another effect that stems from the inclusion of the mass density term is the
attenuation of the Reynolds force towards the LCFS. While the gradient in the Reynolds stress
was measured to be large at the LCFS, the lower density measured at the limiter means that the
effect on the Reynolds force is diminished by a factor of ∼ 2 when compared with the gradient
closer to the core. However, the resulting force at the LCFS is still roughly equivalent to the force
from the bias probe. Thus, the overall conclusion from this comparison is that the Reynolds stress
contribution cannot be neglected when determining the force balances and flow velocities relevant
to the transition dynamics.
The measurements in this section have shown that the application of shear flow via a biasing
electrode has enhanced the Reynolds stress and its gradient, giving rise to a Reynolds force com-
parable to the measured J×B forces from the bias probe. In the next section, we will use this
117
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information and compare the Reynolds stress measurements with the dynamics of flow generation
during biasing induced transitions.
5.2 Implications for the L-H Transition Dynamics
To assess the role of the Reynolds stress in the biasing induced transition, measurements of 〈ṽrṽθ〉
at several different radial locations during the dithering shot analyzed in Chapter 4 are shown in
Figure 5.6. The velocity products (shown in grey), as well as the Reynolds averages (shown in
black), drop during each of the H-mode phases, when the measured shear just outside the LCFS
is high. The reduction in the Reynolds stress is due to the decrease in the turbulence intensity
under the high shear flow of the the H-mode state. The reduced floating potential fluctuations lead
to lower fluctuating measurements of the electric field, and thus the velocity products are lower.
This demonstrates that while the Reynolds stress and Reynolds force are initially enhanced by the
application of shear flow, the high shear of the H-mode regime quenches these two quantities with
the turbulence. Certainly, as was pointed out in Section 1.5, the Reynolds force is not what is
sustaining the H-mode.
To better clarify the relationship between the E×B flow generation and the Reynolds stress in
this discharge, the Reynolds stress can be directly compared to the measured E×B velocity from
the rake probe. The spatial structure of the dithering in the E×B flow is shown in Figure 5.7. In
this case, we will focus on the region ∆R > −1 cm, since the oscillations in the flow velocities
are almost entirely in phase with one another (see Figure 5.7). There is a “break” in the measured
high flow velocity in the vicinity of the q = 3 surface. Indeed, the plasma viscosity is expected to
increase in the vicinity of magnetic islands due to the distortion of the magnetic surfaces [195].
This is the first indication that the effects of poloidal viscosity may be at work here. The effect is
reminiscent of the H-mode “windows” found on W7-AS, which occur at minima in the poloidal
viscosity and are precluded from the regions of high viscosity near the rational surfaces [61, 196].
In fact, it was found on the TU-Heliac that the biasing current required to achieve a transition to
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∆R = - 2.5cm
Figure 5.6 (a) E×B shear for the dithering shot from Chapter 4, (b) Reynolds average
measured at the same radial location outside the LCFS, (c) Reynolds average measured
5 mm inside the LCFS, and (d) Reynolds average measured 1.5 cm inside the LCFS via
RPS4. Grey traces indicate the un-averaged fluctuation products: −ṽrṽθ.
an improved confinement state increased as the widths of the magnetic islands located near the
plasma edge were widened [73]. Due to these complications and the fact that the analysis will be
easier in the area where the flow velocities are all in phase, the analysis will be restricted to the
region outside the q = 3 surface.
The time traces for the measured shearing rate just outside the LCFS, the Reynolds stress
just inside the LCFS, the bias probe current, and the Reynolds force are compared against the
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Figure 5.7 (a) Estimated radial electric fields at different radial locations, measured via
the derivatives of the floating potentials from RPS4 during a dithering shot. (b) Estimated
radial electric fields across the entire edge region with the locations of the limiter and
q = 3 surface indicated.
poloidal E ×B velocity just inside the LCFS in Figure 5.8. The comparison shows that while
there is some limit cycle oscillation behavior between the flow generation and the Reynolds stress,
Reynolds force, and the force from the bias probe torque, they are all nearly 180◦ out of phase
with one another. Specifically, the phase difference was measured to be −0.04◦ for the shearing
rate, −161.2◦ for the Reynolds stress, −144.2◦ for the bias probe current, and −171.2◦ for the
Reynolds force, when compared with the E×B flow velocity in the region. Clearly, none of these
are in range of the 90◦ phase difference attributed to predator-prey dynamics. We should note that
closer to the bias probe location, the E×B velocity does approach a 90◦ phase shift with the bias
probe current. However, that does not explain the flow dynamics in the region of interest presented
here.
The results from the previous three figures indicate that the high shear flow measured during
120
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Figure 5.8 Dynamics of (a) the E×B shearing rate at ∆R = +0.5 cm, (b) the Reynolds
average at ∆R =−0.5 cm, (c) the bias probe current, and (d) the gradient of the Reynolds
stress at the LCFS (∆R =0), all compared against the E×B velocity at ∆R = −0.5 cm
for a dithering shot. These quantities have been plotted against the E ×B velocity in
(e–h).
the dithering transition quenches the Reynolds stress (due to the suppression of the turbulence) and
the Reynolds force in a phase relationship that precludes a predator-prey dynamic in the region of
strong flow generation. Furthermore, the measured Reynolds force in the region with high E×B
flow velocities (from ∆R = −1 cm to ∆R = 0 cm) is in the wrong direction to enhance the flow
velocity. While a reduction in the Reynolds force near the LCFS could lead to higher flow velocities
in this region (since the Jbias×B force would not be competing against this term), the oscillatory
nature of the Reynolds force would lead to weaker flow in other areas. This is not the behavior
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of a shot with a one-step H-mode transition (indicated in red)
and a shot where the biasing was just below the threshold (indicated in black). The
comparison includes time histories of (a) the bias probe voltages, (b) bias probe currents,
and (c–d) the Reynolds averages for each of the shots. The shaded grey area indicates
the duration of the H-mode window for shot 107113.
indicated in H-mode, where the flow velocities increase significantly everywhere across the edge.
Additionally, the force from the current drops along with the force from the Reynolds stress during
the transition, which means both terms are falling as the velocity is rapidly increasing (the situation
is not a static Jbias×B force with a dropping Reynolds force). As we will see in the static H-mode
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case, one of the other momentum terms must change significantly to allow for the higher flow
velocities observed for less bias probe current across the entire edge region.
Rather fortuitously, we can directly compare a case with biasing below the threshold (black
in Figure 5.9) against a one-step H-mode transition discharge (red in Figure 5.9), since the bias
probe currents are found to be equal in the stationary period after the current has dropped in the
H-mode case. In the time window between t = 2.4–3.2 ms, the force from the bias probe is nearly
equivalent, however we will see that the two cases have vastly different flow velocities. From the
information in Figure 5.9(c–d), there is a clear and almost complete reduction of the Reynolds
stress in the H-mode period. It should also be noted that a ∼ 100 kHz, fast rotating MHD mode
was observed during the H-mode period in both the magnetic signals and the rake probe floating
potentials. To ensure this coherent mode did not impact the measurements, the data was band pass
filter to remove the contributions from frequencies near 100 kHz in the H-mode case.
Another feature, clearly evident from Figure 5.9, is that the Reynolds stress does not spike just
before the transition. In fact, the Reynolds stress measurements during the time window preceding
the L-H transition are actually comparable to the Reynolds stresses observed in the discharge
without any transition. The flow velocities for these two cases, in the time window where the
bias probe currents are comparable, are shown in Figure 5.10. The results demonstrate the clear
difference in the flow velocity for the two equivalent J×B forcing terms, with the H-mode E×B
velocities measured to be five times as high as the L-mode velocities at certain radial locations.
Since the Reynolds stress during biasing has been shown to have a sign which should enhance
the flow in the region between ∆R = −2.5 cm to ∆R = −1 cm, and since the Reynolds stress is
quenched in this region during the H-mode case, another term in the momentum equation must be
allowing the much larger measured flow velocities. The two main options to consider are the ion-
neutral drag force and the viscosity term from Equation (1.18). Let us first consider the ion-neutral
drag. Using the definition from Ref. [132], the drag coefficient is given by:
νi0 = 〈σCXvi〉nn (5.4)
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of the measured poloidal E×B velocities (i.e., vE×B = Er/BT )
for the H-mode case and the case with biasing just below the L-H transition threshold.
Both cases have the same bias probe current and therefore J×B force in the period ana-
lyzed here. The estimate for the sound speed, determined from the electron temperature
profile measurements, is also shown (halved for comparison) as a blue dashed line.
where 〈σCXvi〉 is the mean charge exchange rate coefficient and nn is the neutral density. Further-
more, the charge exchange rate is estimated to be [132]:
〈σCXvi〉 [m3s−1] = 10−14(Ti [eV ] )0.318 (5.5)
where we can take Ti ≈ Te at the edge. Using the value Te ≈ 15 eV from the measurements at
the LCFS, the charge exchange rate is estimate to be 〈σCXvi〉 ≈ 2.4×10−14 m3s−1. Although the
neutral densities have not been measured in the edge of HBT-EP, we can get a rough estimate for
the order of magnitude of neutrals present from modeling work that was done on the ADITYA
tokamak [197] using the DEGAS code [198] (a Monte-Carlo neutral transport code). ADITYA is a
comparably sized tokamak to HBT-EP, operates with a limiter, has pre-fueling of hydrogen, and the
modeling was done with similar edge temperatures and densities to those measured on HBT-EP.
The main difference here is the strength of the magnetic field (2-3 times larger on ADITYA) and
the use of hydrogen instead of deuterium gas. However, modeling on NSTX (a much different con-
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figuration from both HBT-EP and ADITYA) using DEGAS and nSOLT, produced similar orders
of magnitude for the estimates of the neutral density of deuterium across the profile [199].
To ensure that we are not underestimating nn using this method, we will take the highest possi-
ble neutral density, which was reported at the edge of ADITYA to be nn ∼ 3×1015 m3 [198]. The
coefficient of friction then becomes νi0 = 〈σCXvi〉nn ≈ 70 s−1. We can now use the measured den-
sity at the edge of ne ≈ ni ≈ 5×1018 m3, the mass of deuterium, and the maximum possible flow
velocity difference (taking the neutrals to be stationary, the velocity difference in Equation (1.18)
becomes: (v−v0)≈ v) to compute the magnitude of the ion-neutral friction. Using the maximum
measured vE×B for the case below the threshold as the flow velocity, the ion-neutral friction term is
estimated to be ρνi0(v−v0)≈ 0.006 Nm−3. This is orders of magnitude smaller than the measured
Reynolds force and the force from the bias probe current. A sudden reduction of this value (which
would be required for spin-up) would certainly not increase the flow velocity so significantly.
Using estimates from a previous study on HBT-EP [200], the ratio of nn/ne in the core region
was inferred to be < 1% from the analysis of the rotation of a magnetic island and ∼10% at the
edge of the plasma from measurements of the neutral fill pressure. Even at these much higher
estimates, the resulting force density is in the range ρνi0(v− v0) ≈ 0.1− 1 Nm−3, which still
puts the estimate lower than the measured force density from the bias probe at the L-H transition
threshold Jbias×BT ∼ 3 Nm−3. Moreover, the velocity profile changes dramatically in the region
−3 cm < ∆R < −2 cm in Figure 5.10 (and Figure 4.3), where the effects of ion-neutral friction
should be diminished, since it is farther into the plasma. These factors, coupled with the fact that
the drag term is expected to increase with increasing flow velocity, further rules out a reduction of
ion-neutral drag as the main culprit for the sudden change in the flow velocity.
We should note that the model for the charge exchange rate coefficient might break down at
high flow velocities [132], however all of the E×B flow velocities measured in the near-threshold
case are well below the sound speed (see Figure 5.10). The fact that the flow velocities are so
different in the two steady state cases, with flows well below the sound speed at the transition,
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would also preclude the convective derivative from being responsible for the observed changes.
Therefore, through the process of logical elimination and the analysis of the data presented
in this section, we can conclude that the biasing induced transition occurs due to a reduction
of the viscosity term. As discussed in Section 1.5, the reduction of parallel viscosity at high
flow velocities (due to fewer Coulomb collisions) is a neoclassical effect that has been predicted
theoretically [114] and implicated in the biasing induced transition on TEXTOR [132, 137], the
TU-Heliac [73, 201], and LHD [202]. This is a nonlinear flow damping process, where the
parallel viscosity first increases with velocity to a maximum value and then decreases at higher
flow speeds [75]. The critical value for the velocity is identified at the peak in viscosity near
vθ = vth,i(Bθ/Bφ) [75, 114]. Here, vth,i is the ion thermal velocity, which is roughly equivalent to
the sound speed defined earlier: vth,i =
√
2kBTi/mi.
For our purposes, we can employ the estimate (vθ ≈ −Er/Bφ +∇pi/(eneBφ)) to compare the
measured flow velocities just below the transition with this critical value. While the E ×B ve-
locity is dependent on the ion diamagnetic velocity and both the toroidal and poloidal velocity
components, previous Mach probe measurements on HBT-EP [203, 204] indicate that the mea-
sured poloidal and toroidal flow velocities under biasing conditions are comparable in magnitude.
Recall from Equation (1.17), that the velocities are related as: vE×B = vθ − vφ(Bθ/Bφ) + v∇pi .
Thus, the poloidal velocity contribution to the E×B velocity is nearly ∼ 20 times greater than the
toroidal velocity contribution, owing to the ratio Bφ/Bθ ≈ 20.
Keeping this in mind, the Jbias× B forces required to maintain the steady states of several
discharges have been compared in Figure 5.11. The poloidal Mach numbers, defined as Mp =
vθBφ/(vth,iBθ), have been used for comparison, as was done in Refs. [73, 201]. Again, we will
define a positive poloidal velocity as pointing downward at the midplane. According to neoclas-
sical theory, near a value of Mp ≈ 1, the parallel viscosity should decrease. Shown here, the L-H
transitions occur when the measured poloidal velocity reaches a value around Mp ∼ 1.6. These re-
sults are similar to those presented from the TU-Heliac in Ref. [61], where the measured poloidal
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Figure 5.11 (a) Bias probe voltages and currents measured in steady state for discharges
with levels leading up to the H-mode transition (black) and the during the one-step tran-
sition (red). (b) Poloidal Mach numbers measured for each of the cases compared with
the J×B force from the probe required to maintain the state. Open squares indicate the
biasing case just below the threshold, while the shaded region indicates where dithering
transitions take place. A list of these shots can be found in Appendix B.
viscosity is compared with theoretical predictions by Shaing [114] and Rozhansky [205]. For the
TU-Heliac, the viscosity “rolls over” near the point where the critical value Mp ≈ 1 is reached. On
HBT-EP, this is where dithering L-H transitions begin to be observed, with an inferred decrease in
the poloidal viscosity due to the fact that the same forcing term is required to maintain the state
just below the threshold (open marker) and the H-mode state (red marker) from Figure 5.11(b). We
can therefore further conclude that the reduction of the poloidal viscosity at high flow velocity is
the cause of the transition. Another important feature in Figure 5.11(b) is the fact that the poloidal
Mach numbers are rather close to Mp =−1 when the probe is left floating. This may explain why
the negative biasing induced L-H transitions require much less current (∼ 20 A for the negative
biasing induced transition vs. ∼ 60 A for the positive biasing transitions observed on HBT-EP).
Before continuing, we should also clarify the root causes of viscosity observed in tokamaks.
Parallel viscosity (by which we mean the viscosity in the direction parallel to the magnetic field) is
a flow damping mechanism that arises from collisions between trapped and passing particles [112].
The trapped particles are generally found in local minima in the magnetic field and include parti-
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cles executing back and forth motions in banana orbits or helically trapped particles [112]. Since
the direction parallel to magnetic field has both poloidal and toroidal components, the parallel vis-
cosity can affect flow velocities in both of these directions. Toroidal flow damping due to parallel
viscosity occurs when there is symmetry breaking in the toroidal direction of the magnetic field,
such as in the toroidal ripple effect from the spacing of toroidal field coils. When the symmetry
breaking is not large, the damping of toroidal flow can be dominated by perpendicular viscosity
(also called cross field viscosity or the momentum diffusion coefficient, due to its relation to the
transport of momentum perpendicular to the field lines) [112]. Conversely, poloidal flow damp-
ing is mainly determined through the friction between the trapped and passing particles from the
poloidal motion of the flow via the parallel viscosity [112]. The motion induced by the biasing
electrode and the flows measured preceding the heating power induced L-H transition are mainly
in the poloidal direction, hence the reason the poloidal component of the parallel viscosity (i.e.,
the poloidal viscosity) has been so intensively studied.
In closing, we have demonstrated that Reynolds stress induced flow is not the root cause of
the biasing induced L-H transition on HBT-EP. Rather, the transition is caused by a reduction in
the poloidal viscosity at high poloidal Mach speeds. Because the Reynolds force can work syn-
ergistically (or antagonistically) with the electrode current to achieve the high poloidal velocities
necessary for the transition, the dynamics are complicated by the turbulence behavior under con-
ditions of shear flow. This makes analyzing the L-H transition dynamics more difficult than what
would be expected from the forces due to biasing alone. Given the similarities between the bi-
asing induced transition and the heating power mediated transition outlined in Section 1.5, the
same dynamics might also extend to the “spontaneous transitions” on other machines. Indeed, if
the poloidal flow velocities were to reach the threshold values determined via neoclassical theory,
where the viscous damping drops, then there should be an enhanced generation of flow as in the
biasing induced case. The fact that this phenomenology has been demonstrated on both tokamaks
and stellarators points to a universality of the threshold to toroidal confinement devices. Certainly,
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the velocity threshold described here that is dependent on the terms in the momentum balance (e.g.,
the Reynolds stress) would be sensitive to both applied torque and heating power.
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The Effects of Magnetic Perturbations on the L-H
Transition
In this last experimental chapter, the effects of applied magnetic perturbations on the biasing in-
duced transition will be examined. Resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), so called because
their helicities match that of the edge magnetic field (m/n ≈ qa), and non-resonant magnetic per-
turbations (NRMPs) will be applied to discharges where the biasing is set near the L-H transition
threshold. The goal is to determine: (1) which types of magnetic perturbations affect the biasing
induced transition and (2) does the application of the magnetic perturbations affect the Reynolds
stress. This last question has been studied previously on DIII-D [155], with the results showing that
RMPs reduce the measured Reynolds stress. Although it was determined in the previous chapter
that a reduction in viscosity is the root cause of the biasing induced transition, it is still possible for
the Reynolds stress to affect the dynamics. This stems from the fact that the critical threshold for
the reduction of the neoclassical viscosity depends on the flow velocity. Even so, the main focus
here will be on elucidating the turbulence–stress behavior during applied magnetic perturbations
that can be important to the heating power induced transition. HBT-EP is the perfect test bed for
this kind of study given its unique diagnostic access, its outfit of control coils, and the enhanced
Reynolds stress regime produced during biasing.
6.1 RMP Suppression of the Biasing L-H Transition
As was discussed in Section 1.5, it is a well known phenomenon [136,149–155] that applied RMPs
are able to increase the threshold of the heating power mediated L-H transition. Previous work on
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Figure 6.1 (a) Control coil currents and perturbed radial magnetic fields measured by
(b) the poloidal array and (c) the feedback array for a static 3/1 resonant magnetic per-
turbation. The helicity of a 3/1 structure in the φ–θ plane is also indicated via dashed
lines.
HBT-EP by Stoafer [203] showed that the application of RMPs of different helicities can alter
the biasing induced transition threshold as well. We will first verify this finding and subsequently
determine if NRMPs also have an effect on the transition. The first experiment will include the
3/1 RMP depicted in Figure 6.1. Here, the control coil currents for the configuration are shown in
the φ–θ plane for reference. It should be noted that some of the coils are inoperable, and so they
appear as a blank space (Icoil = 0 A) in the plot. Below are the radial magnetic field perturbations
(δBr) measured by the poloidal and toroidal arrays during the flat top period of the RMP. The data
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Figure 6.2 (a) Control coil currents and perturbed radial magnetic fields measured by
(b) the poloidal array and (c) the feedback array for a static 0/3 non-resonant magnetic
perturbation (toroidal ripple case).
confirms that the 3/1 structure induced by the coils indeed manifests in the magnetic field. The
relative amplitude of the perturbation from the 3/1 RMP is measured to be δBr/BT ≈ 1.2×10−3.
Since the application of non-resonant magnetic perturbations was not found to affect the L-H
transition significantly, the 0/3 NRMP depicted in Figure 6.2 will be used as a representative
case. This case was chosen due to the similarities with the n = 3 magnetic perturbations used in
Ref. [155], and because the resulting perturbed radial field is analogous to enhanced toroidal ripple.
An increase in toroidal ripple has been shown to increase the toroidal viscosity on other machines
[112]. Figure 6.2(c) indicates that the coil configuration generates a static n = 3 mode structure in
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of the (a) bias probe voltage, (b) bias probe current, (c) control
coil current, and (d–e) the floating potential profiles for a discharge with a 3/1 RMP
applied (blue) and a discharge without an RMP (black). The time where the RMP begins
is also indicated as the vertical dashed line in (d).
the toroidal direction, with almost no variation in the poloidal direction. The relative amplitude of
the non-resonant perturbation was smaller than the RMP, with a value of δBr/BT ≈ 5×10−4. This
value is close to the minimum RMP amplitude required to increase the threshold power (PTH) on
DIII-D [136].
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To demonstrate the suppression of the biasing induced transition, a discharge with an applied
3/1 RMP and a shot without a magnetic perturbation are compared in Figure 6.3. In this exper-
iment, the RMP is applied before the start of the biasing, in order to ensure that it is on before
the first transition occurs. Here, the L-H transitions (dithers) are clearly evident in the bias probe
current and the floating potential profile of the discharge without the RMP. For the same bias probe
settings, the discharge with the applied RMP doesn’t have a single transition. This is in spite of the
fact that the case with the RMP clearly meets the critical bias probe current needed for the transi-
tion in the case without the RMP, for almost the entire biasing period. Thus we have confirmed the
findings from Ref. [203], with n = 1 RMPs raising the threshold required for the biasing transi-
tion. The findings also point towards another similarity between the biasing induced transition and
the heating power induced transition — the transition criteria can be highly dependent on applied
magnetic fields.
In order to look at the effects of non-resonant magnetic perturbations, a shot with a 0/3 NRMP
is compared with the previous 3/1 RMP case in Figure 6.4. Here, the two magnetic perturbations
have equal amplitudes and are applied at the same time in the two discharges. However, the
dynamics of the two shots are vastly different. Once the critical amount of bias probe current is
reached in the shot with the non-resonant magnetic perturbation, the L-H transitions proceed as
they normally would, with periodic dithers. The threshold current for the transition (Ibias ∼ 50 A)
is also nearly the critical value found throughout this work for shots without an applied RMP. The
results indicate that non-resonant magnetic perturbations do not have a discernible effect on the
transition criteria. Even at full possible applied power, the 0/3 perturbation still allows frequent
L-H dithers to occur. One discrepancy between the two cases, however, is the actual perturbation
to the field. The measured perturbed field from the NRMP is approximately half the amplitude
of the RMP, for the same amplitude of coil currents. This might mean that the NRMP case is
actually below the minimum magnetic perturbation value needed to affect the threshold. The
possibility cannot be entirely ruled out, but the relative amplitude is in line with where magnetic
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the (a) bias probe voltage, (b) bias probe current, (c) control
coil current, and (d–e) the floating potential profiles for a discharge with a 3/1 RMP
applied (blue) and a discharge with a 0/3 NRMP (black). The time where the RMP
begins is also indicated via the vertical dashed lines.
perturbations have affected the power threshold in previous investigations [136]. A further test of
this would require more powerful amplifiers to power the control coils. Since the NRMPs were not
found to impact the transition in the parameter space accessible to HBT-EP, only resonant magnetic
perturbations will be studied in the next section.
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6.2 The Effects of RMPs on the Reynolds Stress
To gauge the effects of RMPs on the Reynolds stress, two shots (one with a 3/1 RMP and one with-
out) have been compared in Figure 6.5. The two cases were chosen such that the bias probe current,
the forcing term, was roughly equally in both discharges. The shot with the 3/1 RMP, shown in
















































































































Figure 6.5 Comparison of the (a) bias probe voltage, (b) bias probe current, (c) control
coil current, and (d–e) the Reynolds stress averages for a discharge with a 3/1 RMP
applied (blue) and a discharge without a magnetic perturbation (black). Both shots have
nearly identical bias probe currents.
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Figure 6.6 Histograms of the radial and poloidal velocity fluctuations at different radial
locations measured by RPS4 for (a–e) a discharge without a magnetic perturbation and
(f–j) a shot with a 3/1 RMP. Recall, both shots have nearly identical bias probe current.
All histograms are on the same scale with arbitrary units (counts).
Figure 6.5(d), displays a Reynolds stress profile comparable to the profiles measured in the previ-
ous chapter. In contrast, for the same force from the bias probe, the Reynolds stress has decreased
in the case with the RMP. The most apparent reduction is in the innermost sensor location, where
the Reynolds average is large in all of the shots without an RMP. The shot with the RMP shows
nearly zero 〈ṽrṽθ〉 in this region, as well as a large reduction in the average near the LCFS. The
main take-away from this analysis is that where the Reynolds stress was enhanced during the bias,
it is now reduced down to near unbiased levels (recall Figure 5.1). Thus, we have demonstrated
that the application of RMPs can reduce the Reynolds stress, in agreement with the findings in
Ref. [155]. Given the radial variation in the Reynolds stress and its gradient discussed earlier,
the application of RMPs would tend to suppress the emergent stationary zonal flow structure. In
fact, resonant magnetic perturbations have been shown to damp GAMs in previous experimental
studies [206, 207].
To determine the root cause of this reduction in the Reynolds stress, we can directly look at
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the velocity fluctuation distributions for these two shots. Figure 6.6 shows the comparison of the
two cases, with the SOL distributions indicated. Here, the case without an RMP resembles what
was found in previous biasing cases, namely enhanced tilt in the distributions at ∆R = −3 cm
and ∆R = −1.5 cm and a reduction in the PDF outside the LCFS. With the application of the
RMP, these distributions remain tilted but collapse inward, indicating that the amplitudes of the
velocity fluctuations have been reduced. This mirrors the results on DIII-D [155], which showed
that the application of RMPs reduced the fluctuating flow velocities at the edge. The data here
indicates that the RMP is suppressing the velocity fluctuations in all of the radial locations where
the Reynolds stress was large, leaving the nearly isotropic turbulence in the central sensors nearly
unchanged. We can therefore identify the reduction of the turbulent velocity fluctuations as the
root cause of the reduction of the Reynolds stress. The cause of the suppression is unknown,
but, it is possible that the application of RMPs changes the profiles and thus the driving terms for
the underlying turbulence. Previous numerical work [208] showed that RMPs applied for ELM
suppression are not strong enough to significantly affect the normal curvature or local magnetic
shear, which determine the stability of the turbulent modes. It therefore remains a topic of future
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7.1 Conclusion
In the pursuit of understanding transport barriers in magnetic confinement devices, we have deter-
mined several critical features via experiments utilizing the application of controlled shear flow.
First, the turbulence suppression via sheared E×B flow matches what is expected by the spectral
shift model [86, 87]. Namely, the turbulent eddy structures tilt with applied shear flow and the ra-
dial wavenumber spectrum shifts from being centered near zero to a finite value, which results in a
reduction in the turbulence intensity. Both the decorrelation model and the quench rule were found
to be able to match the reduction in the turbulence intensity when reasonable parameters were cho-
sen, but the decorrelation model fails to explain the observed increase in the shear-wise correlation
length. The quench rule was also unable to capture the reduction of the turbulent fluctuations to a
finite intensity at high shear levels. The spectral shift model is therefore the prime candidate for
turbulence suppression, owing to its ability to match the experimental observations. This does not
preclude the action of the other mechanisms on the turbulence, especially in the high shear regime,
where the reduction in the turbulence intensity is closely matched by the decorrelation model. In-
deed, it is certainly possible that more than one mechanism for turbulence suppression might be at
work.
Second, it was found that the biasing induced L-H transition was caused by a reduction in the
poloidal viscosity at high poloidal flow velocities. This stems from a neoclassical effect [114],
that predicts a reduction in collisions and therefore a decrease in the neoclassical poloidal vis-
cosity when the poloidal Mach number is of order unity (Mp ≈ 1). The same phenomenon has
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been implicated in the biasing induced L-H transition on both stellarators [73, 201, 202] and toka-
maks [132, 137] in the past. The results of this study, therefore, point toward a universal feature
in toroidal confinement devices, where the poloidal flow should rapidly increase once a certain
threshold velocity is reached. In this way, the study has provided further evidence for a phe-
nomenon that should have implications for the heating power mediated L-H transition, since other
machines should exhibit the same neoclassical effects.
Third, it was found that the application of applied shear flow enhanced both the Reynolds stress
and the Reynolds force in the edge region. With applied shear flow, the turbulence just inside the
LCFS became more anisotropic, increasing the Reynolds stress in the region. Just outside the
LCFS, the turbulence suppression resulted in a quenching of the Reynolds stress. Taken together,
these two effects generate a large gradient in the Reynolds stress, and thus a Reynolds force, at the
LCFS. There was also a large observed increase in the turbulence driven stress closer to the core,
caused by an increase in the fluctuation amplitudes. The root cause of this increase (perhaps due
to changes in the turbulence driving terms) is unknown and remains a topic of future work. The
resulting oscillations in the Reynolds stress with the radial coordinate would also tend to drive a
static zonal flow. It was found that the Reynolds force was comparable to the force from the biasing
electrode current however, a careful examination of the transition dynamics reveals that the induced
Reynolds force is not the cause of the biasing induced L-H transition. Even so, the magnitude
of the Reynolds force indicates that it cannot be neglected when determining the flow velocities
relevant to the transition. Depending on the sign, the Reynolds stress can work synergistically
with or antagonistically against the electrode current to reach the flow velocities necessary for the
transition. This further complicates the dynamics and shows that the contributions from turbulent
stresses need to be included when examining the transition criteria. Since the behavior of Reynolds
stress driven flow has been shown to be important to the heating power induced L-H transition,
these results detailing the of the effects of E×B shear on the Reynolds stress further the intrinsic
understanding of the “spontaneous” H-mode transition.
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Lastly, the application of resonant magnetic perturbations was shown to decrease the Reynolds
stress and raise the biasing induced L-H transition threshold. The reduction in the Reynolds stress
was determined to be caused by a reduction of the turbulent velocity fluctuations in the regions
where the Reynolds stress was large. The increase in the biasing transition threshold with applied
RMPs matches what was found in a previous study on HBT-EP [203], where the change in the
threshold current was also found to depend on the phase of the applied field. This information also
points more towards a viscous stress governing the transition, with the RMP possibly relieving
some of the non-axisymmetric components from intrinsic error fields, than a turbulence driven
stress. Additionally, the reduction of the Reynolds stress during the RMP would enhance the flow
drive in the direction of the Jbias×B forces just inside the LCFS — further ruling out the Reynolds
force as the transition trigger.
In the process of studying the Reynolds stress and the mechanism of turbulence suppression, we
have also completed the first study and characterization of the turbulence on HBT-EP; including
the identification of ITG drift wave turbulence in the edge and blob-filament turbulence in the
scrape-off layer. This work has also provided robust access to and a fundamental understanding
of the H-mode regime for further experiments on HBT-EP. Through this detailed examination of
turbulence and the biasing induced H-mode transition, we have therefore determined how transport
barriers form on HBT-EP. Given the many similarities between the biasing induced transition and
the heating power mediated transition, as well as the ubiquity of turbulence suppression by E×B
flow shear, many of these findings can be directly extended to other machines
7.2 Future Directions
The findings of this work, including the robust access to the biasing induced H-mode regime, open
up a wide array of possible experimental avenues for HBT-EP to explore. Additionally, the results
presented in the later chapters leave several open questions that should also be examined. Potential
future projects relating to this study can be organized as follows:
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(1) Studying the Interaction of MHD with Turbulence and the H-mode Transport Barrier:
Since HBT-EP is well equipped to study MHD activity and the new rake probe allows for
simultaneous measurements of turbulence (and MHD fluctuations) across the edge region,
experiments examining the relationship between the measured turbulence and MHD would
be one of the lowest hanging fruit to pick. Previous work on DIII-D [209] showed that tur-
bulence can be modified by tearing modes. The study also indicated that the enhancement
of turbulence in the island region of tearing modes might decrease the island width, and
thus decrease the tearing mode amplitude [209]. Given the unique probe access afforded to
HBT-EP, a continuation of this study into the interaction between internal MHD and turbu-
lence would be practical to achieve and may provide evidence for alternative ways to control
tearing modes. Another important line of research involving MHD would be a further ex-
amination into the cause of the transport barrier deterioration via MHD activity detailed in
Section 4.1. It is possible that the MHD activity provides a breaking torque, which slows
down the flow velocity (and thus decreases the radial electric field) or that the interaction be-
tween two coexistent modes might lead to magnetic stochasticity from overlapping islands,
as was postulated in Ref. [188]. The two main points to examine are: (1) does the increase
in the mode amplitude reduce the flow velocity and rotation frequency of the mode, and (2)
does the deterioration of Er occur when only one mode is present (thereby showing the effect
does not require overlapping islands from multiple modes). The localization of the region
of high flow velocity during H-mode also allows for better MHD mode discrimination based
on rotation frequencies of the modes. This can be an important tool in the potential studies
detailed above and to any study of the MHD in discharges with multimode behavior.
(2) Further Study of the Dynamics in the SOL: Since the work in Section 4.3 showed that the
blob-filament turbulence was suppressed with applied shear flow under modest amounts of
applied bias, and that the density profile in the SOL “retracted” during these experiments,
it’s possible that the SOL width can be controlled via biasing. One of the main questions
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to answer would be whether reducing the shear flow from naturally occurring levels in the
region might enhance the turbulence and therefore increase the SOL width. If so, this could
be a useful tool for widening the SOL and decreasing the divertor heat flux on other ma-
chines. The study could employ experiments with biasable inserted probes (near the SOL),
as in the experiments detailed in Ref. [210], or biasing of the limiter tiles. One might also
use the new fast camera diagnostics, in conjunction with the SOL tiles, to help ascertain the
structure of the blobs including the end termini. Analysis using the fast cameras might also
provide information on the radial (and poloidal) movement of the blobs in the same manner
as the gas puff imaging studies on various other devices. One could also study the effects of
different wall and limiter geometries on the blob structure and motion, since HBT-EP is able
to independently retract different wall and limiter segments.
(3) Further Studying the Effects of RMPs on the Reynolds Stress: We showed in Chapter 6
that 3/1 RMPs were able to reduce the Reynolds stress and decrease the turbulence intensity.
The first important question to answer here is: why does the turbulence intensity decrease
with the application of an RMP? The main features to look into are (1) does the RMP reduce
the kinetic profile gradients, reducing the turbulence drive or (2) does the RMP affect the
flow shear, perhaps aiding in the suppression of the mode. Another avenue to explore is the
effect of phase and helicity of the applied perturbation on the reduction in the turbulence
intensity and the Reynolds stress. Given the previous results [203] which showed that the
threshold for the biasing induced transition was dependent on several different helicities and
the phase of the applied perturbation, one should determine if the Reynolds stress reduction
is also dependent on these quantities. If the Reynolds stress reduction is not dependent on
the phase of the RMP (but the transition threshold is), then this would provide even more
evidence that the Reynolds stress is not the root cause of the transition.
(4) Potential for Simulation Work: The new detailed measurements of the edge density and
temperature profiles, along with the upgrade to the Thomson scattering system completed
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through the course of this work, opens up the possible for more accurate equilibrium re-
constructions of the kinetic profiles via PSI-Tri [173]. The new equilibria would allow for
turbulence and transport simulation codes, already available on many other devices, to be de-
ployed on HBT-EP and compared with the experimental results. Just as the turbulence had
not been probed experimentally on HBT-EP before this study, gyrokinetic simulations of the
turbulence on HBT-EP would access an otherwise completely unexplored territory. Since
turbulent transport is one of the main factors which determines the profiles, such studies
would be crucial for developing a full understanding of how these profiles and their gradi-
ents affect the MHD stability. This might further our integrated understanding of turbulence,
transport, and MHD. Lastly, the results relating to the L-H transition point toward the use
of the MHD equations as a means to create a predictive model for the biasing induced L-H
transition. It remains the goal of future work to employ the nonlinear expressions of neo-
classical poloidal viscosity in MHD simulations with current injection via an inserted probe,
in order to see if the L-H transition behaviors measured in this thesis can be reproduced.
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In order to show where the Reynold’s stress comes from mathematically, we can begin with the








Here, the drag force and other external momentum inputs have been neglected for simplicity. On
a flux surface, MHD equilibrium requires that J×B =∇p, cancelling these two terms out in the
radial component. It should be noted that there are also poloidal and toroidal components of the
J×B term from biased electrode currents, however, for this analysis we will continue to neglect













where µ is the viscosity. In this case we have taken the viscosity term in its simplest form
(Π = −µ∇v) for the illustrative purposes of this section, however more complicated expres-
sions could also be used, including the isotropic viscosity used in some MHD simulations [211]:
Π = −µ(∇v + (∇v)T − 23I∇· v). Now, to look at the contributions from the velocity fluctuations
due to turbulence, the velocity terms can be decomposed into both mean and perturbed compo-







































Now, we can take the time average of Equation (A.4) to see which of the terms will end up con-
tributing to the mean flow using the definition:







Before applying the time average to the full momentum equation, one should first note the impor-
tant relations:





























































The last two equations follow from the fact that the spatial derivative and v are independent of the




























The term on the far right is generally taken to be zero, with incompressible flow assumed in most
fluid applications. The continuity equation in the case of incompressible flow becomes: ∇·v = 0
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and the fluctuating and average terms become ∇ · (v + ṽ) = 0. Taking the time average of this
expression gives ∇·v = 0 and therefore: ∇· ṽ = 0 from the previous equation. The term ∂ṽ j/∂x j
in Equation (A.10) vanishes under this divergence free assumption. The assumption is not entirely
accurate in a plasma, and we therefore note that if 〈ṽi(∂ṽ j/∂x j)〉 is finite (i.e., the divergence of
the fluctuating flow velocity is correlated with the orthogonal fluctuating flow velocities) then this
term will affect the momentum balance. However, this term is not included in what is generally
taken to be the Reynolds stress, so we will take the fluid approximation of ∂ṽ j/∂x j ≈ 0 for the
purposes of this derivation.
















The expression on the far right including the spatial derivative is the Reynolds force, with the
associated Reynolds stress tensor defined as R = Ri j = ρ〈ṽi ṽ j〉. Thus, from this brief derivation,
there is a time average, turbulent Reynolds stress on the system that can change the momentum of
the system, which stems from the turbulent contribution to the convective derivative (v ·∇)v in the
momentum equation. This stress requires that the two fluctuating velocity quantities be correlated,
since the time average 〈ṽi ṽ j〉 is zero for two unrelated, chaotic signals (recall the discussion in
Section 1.5). In addition, the Reynolds force (∇·R) requires a gradient in the Reynolds stress in
order to generate flow.









where we have noted that the ion-neutral drag term is: 〈ρνi0
(
(v + ṽ)− (v0 + ṽ0)
)
〉 = ρνi0(v−v0).
This is identical to Equation (1.18) presented in Section 1.5, where the Reynolds stress, drag, and
poloidal viscosity are considered as momentum sources or sinks in the L-H transition dynamics.
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List of Figures with Multiple Shot Numbers
Table B.1 List of figures that include data from multiple shots or run campaigns.
Figure # Shot Numbers
Figure 2.4 107146, 107145, 107141
Figure 2.8 TP Scan: 106943, 106981, 106942, 106980, 106940, 106977, 106938,
106946, 106926, 106947, 106948, 106949, 106950, 106928, 106951,
106952, 106953, 106954, 106930, 106955, 106956, 106957, 106934,
106958, 106935, 106960, 106937
RPS4: 106979
BP and RPS2: 107566
Figure 3.4 TP Scan in (a) and (b): 106943, 106981, 106942, 106980, 106940,
106977, 106938, 106946, 106926, 106947, 106948, 106949, 106950,
106928, 106951, 106952, 106953, 106954, 106930, 106955, 106956,
106957, 106934, 106958, 106935, 106960, 106937
RPS4 Scan in (c) and (e): 106979, 106980, 106981, 106982, 106983
TP Scan in (d): 107519, 107529, 107531, 107532, 107533, 107517,
107534, 107535, 107538, 107536, 107537, 107518, 107539, 107522,
107543, 107524, 107575
Figure 3.5 TP Scan (ρs values): 106943, 106981, 106942, 106980, 106940, 106977,
106938, 106946, 106926, 106947, 106948, 106949, 106950, 106928,
106951, 106952, 106953, 106954, 106930, 106955, 106956, 106957,
106934, 106958, 106935, 106960, 106937
RPS4 Scan (Lr values): 106979, 106980, 106981, 106982, 106983
Figure 3.7 108043, 108043, 108046, 107600, 108017, 108018, 104261, 108021,
108022, 107596, 108023, 108024, 107597, 108025, 108026, 107598,
108040, 104250, 108030, 108037
Figure 3.11 TP Scan in (a) and (c-f): 106943, 106981, 106942, 106980, 106940,
106977, 106938, 106946, 106926, 106947, 106948, 106949, 106950,
106928, 106951, 106952, 106953, 106954, 106930, 106955, 106956,
106957, 106934, 106958
RPS4 Scan in (b): 106979, 106980, 106981, 106982, 106983, 106987
Continued on the next page.
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Table B.1 List of figures that include data from multiple shots (Continued).
Figure # Shot Numbers
Figure 3.12 TP data: 106943, 106981, 106942, 106980, 106940, 106977, 106938,
106946, 106926, 106947, 106948, 106949, 106950, 106928, 106951,
106952, 106953, 106954, 106930, 106955, 106956, 106957, 106934,
106958
RPS4 data: 106979, 106980, 106981, 106982, 106983, 106987
Figure 4.2 L-mode data: 105995, 105981, 105994, 105984, 106027, 106026,
105992, 105987, 105989, 105990
H-mode data: 105998, 106017, 106016, 106005, 106031, 106032,
106037, 106039, 106006, 106007
Figure 4.3 RPS2 Vf data: 107587, 107588, 107595, 107527, 107528, 107529,
104258, 106017, 104261, 104254
TP Te data: 105995, 105981, 105994, 105984, 106027, 106026, 105992,
105987, 105989, 105990, 106940, 106977, 106938
Figure 4.5 107113, 107144, 107140, 107139, 107168, 107138, 107137, 107104,
107105, 107106, 107107, 107135, 107134, 107110, 107132
Figure 4.9 104261, 104254, 104258, 104250, 104253
Figure 4.10 104261, 104254, 104258
Figure 4.14 104261, 104254, 104250
Figure 4.20 Unbiased data: 106943, 106981, 106942, 106980, 106940, 106977,
106938, 106946, 106926, 106947, 106948, 106949, 106950, 106928,
106951, 106952, 106953, 106954, 106930, 106955, 106956, 106957,
106934, 106958, 106935, 106960, 106937
Biased data: 107289, 107290, 107283, 107292, 107282, 107294,
107284, 107295, 107285, 107298, 107286, 107299, 107287
Figure 5.11 107113, 107139, 107168, 107138, 107137, 107104, 107105, 107106,
107107, 107134, 107132
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